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Summary
Media reports and past studies consider social media a valuable campaigning channel
for political parties and candidates, especially during an election. Studies suggest that
when used along with traditional campaigning methods such as advertisements on mass
media and major rallies, social media increases the chances for candidates to win more
support. Most research on social media election campaigning is more qualitative than
quantitative. Furthermore, the focus of the small number of quantitative papers is on
the use of Twitter. The limited number of papers that discuss Facebook use data coming
from western democratic countries such as the United States and the UK. Moreover, these
papers treat the bare count of likes recorded on the candidates’ or the parties’ Facebook
as indicators of support and predictors for votes. This research is about finding ways
of measuring the effectiveness of using Facebook Pages (FP) for election campaigning,
concentrating on the interactions that occur between the candidates and the public (users).
I use original data captured directly from the FP of selected candidates’ campaigning
in the 2013 Malaysian General Election (MGE13). The main reason for using Malaysia
as a case study is the sudden change in the political landscape of the country. Unlike
the earlier elections that have been dominated largely by the ruling coalition, the results
of the MGE13 exhibit a sizable shift to a more viable opposition in Malaysia. Media
and scholars attribute this shift to the extensive use of the Internet and social media
in the MGE13 campaign. The captured MGE13 data indicates that the success rate is
indeed higher for candidates who are active (based on the bare count of posts published
on his/her FP) and popular (based on the bare count of likes acquired on his/her FP). My
research studies, in the main, the passive interactions (the users liking a post published
on a candidate’s FP) with the aim of finding a more effective measure than bare count.
The research starts with statistically identifying and evaluating the passive interac-
tions. Results of the regression analysis imply that the response from the users (in the
form of likes) depends on the attractiveness of the posts, with some posts being more
attractive than others. To study what makes these posts more attractive, I start with
the use of cumulative sum charts, which have been used very effectively in the health
industry. This cumulative sum chart, which I call (Passive) Interaction Strength Plot
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(P IntS), presents a novel approach to measuring this attraction. P IntS incorporates the
variability of a candidate’s posting, as well as the probability of the posts gaining the
appropriate number of likes, in line with the possibility that a candidate’s posts could
affect the number of likes received. The P IntS chart reveals that almost 60% of the FP
used in the MGE13 under-performed based on the steady negative progression of their
P IntS scores.
The P IntS chart, however, does not accurately represent FP that managed to grab a
significant number of likes while actually publishing very few posts. Thus I move on to
explore other properties of the posts that might affect the attraction or the stickiness of
the posts. An investigation of the frequency and timing of the posts uncovers correlations
between events happening oﬄine with the number of posts published as well as the number
of likes gained. Steered by this, I narrow down the analysis window from 33 days to 16
days. For this interval, I isolate the posts that are sticky (posts that can incite the
maximum number of likes), and uncover the sentiment of these posts, so as to determine
the possible reason for their stickiness. As a large number of posts are written using
non-English (Malay) words, I created a new keyword list that contained Malay sentiment
words. Taking the importance of sentiment into account, the next graph, the Stickiness
Level Chart (SLC) measures the stickiness of the FP by using the likelihood of the sticky
posts being posts containing positive or negative sentiment. The SLC highlights that the
stickiness of FP does depend on the sentiment of the sticky posts.
As a comparison, I captured and investigated the interactions that occur in a similar
number of FP from the 2013 Australian Federal Election (AFE13) campaign. Based on
the P IntS chart, SLC graph and the assessment on the sentiment of the posts in the
AFE13 data, I noticed several similarities as well as differences between the two data
sets. One key similarity is that for both data, many FP deemed active or popular (based
on the bare count) under-performed, with, in addition, the posts being less sticky. On
the other hand, in the MGE13 data there is more correlation between the oﬄine events
with the online activity than in the AFE13 data. Also, unlike the MGE13 data, more
posts with sentiment (positive or negative) are sticky in AFE13 data. The comparisons
in general suggest that the interaction rate for FP campaigning is more conspicuous in
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MGE13 than AFE13.
I continued the research to analyse another type of interaction that exists on FP.
Different to like, comment is another way for a user to actively interact with the candidate
(post). Even though I noticed that half of the comments received by the sticky posts
published on popular FP are positive, there are still many aspects of comments that need
to be examined further. This is work in progress and I present a number of questions that
are suitable for future work.
In conclusion, this study shows that including the properties of the posts in measuring
FP interactions results in more reliable statistics than the bare counts. Besides being a
tool for assessing interactions, P IntS and SLC have the potential of strategically guiding
the use of social media in an election campaign.
3
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
This chapter gives a brief introduction to the background and the objective of this re-
search. Section 1.2 highlights the current state of research and the gaps in the literature
on the use of social media as a platform for election campaigning. The following section
1.3 underlines the motivation and scope of this research. Section 1.4 gives the objectives
and the contributions of this research, while section 1.5 underlines the methodology used
in generating the proposed measurements. Lastly, section 1.6 presents the structure of
this thesis.
1.2 Social Media as an Election Campaigning Plat-
form
McGrath (76) puts 2004 as the start of the use of the Internet for election campaigning
using evidence from the Howard-Dean presidential campaign in the United States. How-
ever, the use of social media in online campaigning is most evident in the 2008 Barack
Obama campaign (76). This growing awareness of social media as a campaigning tool
is also evident in other countries such as the UK, with Baxter et al. (12), for example,
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examining the usage of social media among political parties and candidates in the 2010
Scottish election sphere and concluding that candidates are keen to embrace social media.
Malaysia is an interesting case study for research related to social media and elections,
primarily because of the government’s stranglehold on traditional media (40). However
the government guaranteed in 1997 that the Internet will not be censored (2). Studies
shows that the Malaysian public as a whole has embraced the freedom of access offered by
the Internet (see, for example, (132)). For Malaysia, the first use of the Internet and social
media in campaigning is most evident post the 2008 general elections, with researchers
such as Willnat et al. (132) deeming this use to have likely contributed to the power shift
away from the government. Tang (118), for instance, believes that blogs, YouTube video
clips, Facebook and alternative web-based news media contributed to the opposition’s
success in the 2008 Malaysian elections. Prior to the 2008 Malaysian general elections,
the Malaysian parliament was almost completely dominated by the ruling party holding
90% of the seats. After the 2008 elections, there was a more visible opposition (109).
Facebook Pages (FP), being one of the tools offered by Facebook, was chosen for this
study because these pages may only be created and managed by official representatives
(34), and they allow organisations, businesses, celebrities and brands to communicate
broadly with people who ‘like’ them. FP interactions generally consist of candidates or
their campaigning teams posting content and the public responding by either liking or
commenting on these posts. Clicking like below a post on the FP is an easy way for a user
to indicate preference for the content, without leaving a comment (36), and thus could be
considered passive interaction and measured. Moreover, Facebook is known to be a more
diffuse social network (44) and popular mass media tool (11).
The review in Chapter 2 shows several gaps in the existing literature that will be
addressed in this research. These gaps include the lack of empirical findings using datasets
coming from other countries besides the U.S, the U.K and other developed European
nations. In addition, current quantitative research on social media campaigning still
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prefers to focus on Twitter, although the use of Facebook in campaigning is becoming
more widespread. More details on the use of social media as a platform for election
campaigning will be presented in Chapter 2.
1.3 Motivation and Research Scope
Both media and research studies alike point out that in today’s information and political
climate, social media does have a role in election campaigning. Most of the reviewed
literature on the effectiveness of using social media as a platform for election campaigning
focus mainly on the qualitative aspect. One way to verify the usefulness of social media
is by looking at the interaction that occurs between candidates and the public, quanti-
tatively. This can be achieved by first identifying the usage of the selected social media
application in the election campaign, and secondly, measuring the usage of that applica-
tion by assessing the performance of the interactions throughout the campaign period. It
may be noted that most of the past empirical studies were aimed at using the interaction
variables as indicators for support and predictors of election results.
This research will focus on the use of FP in election campaigning. The posts and
likes available on the candidates’ FP will be captured, analysed and used as the basis
for measuring the performance of the FP. To the best of my knowledge, a rigorous study
for examining and depicting the rate of the FP election campaigning interactions has not
been attempted before.
The analysis on the interaction between posts and ‘likes’ or ‘passive interaction’ will
use a novel method called Interaction Strength Plot or P IntS. This method reflects the
likelihood that a post has the potential to affect the number of likes acquired. P IntS
incorporates the variability of the posts with the probability of these posts gaining the
appropriate number of likes.
In the course of the research, and based on P IntS of the main dataset, I notice that
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some of the FP contained posts that are more attractive than others with regards to gain-
ing likes from users. This directed the study towards not only examining the interaction
rate but also to ascertaining and quantifying the attractiveness or the stickiness level of
the posts and the FP in general. This additional analysis includes assessing the frequency
and the timing of posting, and identifying the sentiment of the posts. Using the sentiment
of the posts, this research uses another novel measurement callled Stickiness Level Chart
or SLC, to measure and depict the stickiness factor.
Moreover, like is not only the interaction that FP provide. Another type of interaction
is ‘comments’. While like can be considered as passive, the act of a user commenting on a
post can be defined as active, as the user is actively expressing his/her views towards the
candidate’s post. This is work in progress as there are many aspect of this active interac-
tion that need to be considered, particularly with regards to the questions of sentiments
and influence.
1.4 Thesis Objectives and Contributions
The primary goal of this research is to determine quantitatively the effectiveness of using
FP as a platform for election campaigning, through the observation and examination on
the interaction that occurs between the candidate and the user. From here, this research
will propose the means of measuring the rate of the interactions.
Therefore, the objectives of this research are:
• To examine the campaign interactions that occur on FP.
• To develop a quantitative method that measures and depicts the interactions.
• To construct a new technique to depict the stickiness of the posts.
• To compare the results of the analysis with another election campaigning dataset.
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The contributions of this research are as follows:
• Interaction Strength Plot, a novel approach for measuring the Facebook election
campaigning interactions, specifically the likes gathered by posts.
• Stickiness Level Chart, a new technique for measuring the appeal of an FP in mo-
tivating responses from the users.
• Two original Facebook election campaigning datasets containing public Facebook
Pages data used during the 2013 Malaysian General Election and 2013 Australian
Federal Election.
• A new sentiment keyword list containing non-English words suitable for sentiment
analysis involving Malay text.
• Comparison of the use of social media in election campaigns in two different nations
(Malaysia and Australia) with respect to the measures developed here.
• Findings that could strategically guide candidates and political parties in their as-
sessment of the use of social media in campaigning.
1.5 Research Methodologies
Review of the literature reveals gaps some of which are addressed by this research. Be-
sides the limitation in datasets coming mainly from election campaigns held in developed
nations, and the narrowness of the scope of studies that focus only in using likes as a
predictor for election results, majority of the papers are qualitative and deal with the
social impact of the social media campaigning. This research as stated in 1.4 aims to
quantitatively measures the interactions created by the social media campaigning (par-
ticularly Facebook) used during election campaign.
The methodology used in this research mainly relates first to the process involved in
generating the Interaction Strength Plot or P IntS as presented in Chapter 4. The process
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starts with applying and investigating the various methods derived from other studies no-
tably from Giglietto (44) and Barclay et al. (11) papers to the MGE13 data. Both studies
focus on the forecasting nature of Facebook ‘likes’. The subsequent discussion highlights
the gaps arising from the analysis. Next, I statistically quantified the passive interactions
(posts and likes) using a regression model. From the regression equation, I noticed that
the result only reflects ideal cases of passive interactions. Moving forward, I come up
with a new way to assess and illustrate the interactions, which is by using P IntS. Section
4.5 to 4.7 present the steps I have taken to calculate the appropriate baseline probabil-
ity, generate the P IntS for each baseline, and finally doing the comparison between the
graphs. At the end, the most suitable baseline is the one that incorporates both the mean
of posts and likes. Out of all the baselines and graphs, P IntS(posts) is the one that is
able to best illustrate the variability of the passive interactions.
Secondly, the methodolody used to generate the Stickiness Level Chart or SLC begins
with identifying the impact of frequency and timing of posting towards attracting likes,
presented in Chapter 5. As the analysis now deals with sticky posts, the findings of this
stage helped me to limit the analysis to a specific period where the average number of
posts and likes are considerably high. The following sections (Section 5.4 to 5.5) describe
the method I chose for my sentiment analysis and the subsequent findings from the anal-
ysis. This information on the sentiment of the posts will then be incorporated in the
calculation of the SLC, in particular the probability that the sticky post is a pathos post
(post containing sentiment).
1.6 Thesis Structure
The structure of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the review of past literature, particularly studies related to the
use of social media as an election campaigning tool. This includes a background of the
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usage, and the studied impact of using social media on the parties, the candidates as well
as the public. This chapter also highlights the reasons why Malaysia is chosen to be the
main data source for this research.
Chapter 3 describes in detail the steps taken in selecting, collecting and preparing
the 2013 Malaysian General Election (MGE13) Facebook Pages (FP) data for further
analysis as underlined in Chapter 4 and 5. In addition, this chapter includes an overview
of the captured MGE13 data, mainly referring to the bare count of likes, posts and vote
share of the candidates.
Chapter 4 introduces and describes in detail the Interaction Strength Plot, a novel
way of assessing and depicting the interactions (between the posts and the likes, defined
as passive interactions) that exist in FP campaigning.
Chapter 5 extends the discussion on FP campaigning by illuminating quantitatively
the various aspects that make a post attractive thus becoming sticky. The suggested
Stickiness Level Chart in this chapter presents one way of measuring the attractiveness
of the posts.
Chapter 6 compares the MGE13 data with FP data captured directly from the 2013
Australian Federal Election (AFE13). This chapter starts with a general description of
the AFE13 data and then moves on to compare the data using the Interaction Strength
Plot, the Stickiness Level Chart and other forms of analysis that have been applied pre-
viously in Chapter 4 and 5.
Chapter 7 presents work in progress on analysing comments, another form of Face-
book election campaigning interactions. Different from likes, comments are active re-
sponses given by the user to the candidates’ post, thus can be defined as active inter-
actions. Moreover, there are many aspects of comments that need to be considered,
especially the dynamic of sentiments and influence, with relation to the users and also
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the candidates.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary of the methods, findings and contri-
butions of the research.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Introduction
Kaplan and Haenlein (61) define social media as a collection of online tools that allow
users to create and exchange content. This collection of tools includes blogs, YouTube,
Twitter, and Facebook, to name a few. According to Boyd and Ellison (18), a web-based
service that enables a user to create a profile, establish a list of shared interest ‘friends’
and permits this list to be viewed by other users is a typical example of a social network
site or SNS. Several terms (such as online social network and social networking site) have
been coined by others (54), but all definitions point to the fact that these services create
virtual online social communities and are part of social media.
This chapter is a review of the use of social media for the purpose of election cam-
paigning. It begins with a background of the current state of online campaigning together
with a subsection highlighting the impact of social media campaigning based on qualita-
tive papers. This section includes some literature on such campaigning in Australia as I
use data from the 2013 Australian Federal Election for comparison purposes. Next, the
discussion goes on to describe the current state of studies that use quantitative methods
to examine social media campaigning. As my research deals mainly with data taken from
the 2013 Malaysian General Election (MGE13), I then review findings from papers related
to the use of social media in election campaigning in Malaysia.
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2.2 Social Media and Election Campaigning
In this section, I start with understanding the historical background of using social media
as a platform for election campaigning, including studies focussing on the use of social
media in the Obama campaign during the 2008 U.S. presidential election as well as other
elections campaign held in other parts of the world including Southeast Asia. Then the
review moves towards critically examining papers that focus on the impact and benefit
of social media to election campaigns as presented in subsec. 2.2.1. Meanwhile, sub-
sec. 2.3 highlights papers that quantitatively examine the use of social media in election
campaigning. Evaluating, comparing and contrasting the findings from these literature
reveals several gaps, some of which are the basis for the objectives of my research (as
stated in section 1.4.
Election campaigning and the evolution of tools used by political parties and candi-
dates is best described by Blumler and Kavanagh (15) and Vergeer et al. (125). According
to these studies, there have been 3 stages in election campaigning:
Stage 1: The ‘golden age’ of parties or direct campaign
• Voters relate to politics based on selective and reinforced information from party-
controlled media.
• Communication is one way and dominated by parties’ messages through newspaper
and face-to-face meetings (such as rallies and door-to-door).
• There is strong affiliation and identification between voters and parties.
Stage 2: Modern campaign or the use of national television
• National television is increasingly used by parties to advertise and promote cam-
paign messages. Television also acts as a vote-seeking tool across socially diverse
audiences.
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• Voters are exposed to short term influence (news bite).
• Voters begin to experience less exposure to party propaganda as the political com-
munication starts to be based on fairness, impartiality, neutrality and measured
choice.
Stage 3: Post-modern campaign or the Internet era
• Television becomes an extensive and elaborate journalistic medium, with the Inter-
net as a medium for cyber politics.
• Communications are more bottom-up and inclined towards anti-elitist popularisa-
tion and populism, with voters adopting ‘pick and choose’ culture towards campaign
messages.
• Voters are active with a heightened sense of political efficacy and less attachment
to party identification.
• Incorporation of interactive features in social media allows for personalisation in
politics via candidate-centered or personality-centered campaigning.
The use of social media as one of the platforms for post-modern election campaigning
began with the increase in public interest in using ‘social networking sites’. Even though
historically social media has been available since 1996 with the introduction of SixDe-
grees.com, the popularity of these social networking sites only increased when Friendster
went alive in late 2002 and Myspace became operational in mid-2003 (18). In 2008, two
years after Facebook was officially opened to public users, Barack Obama hired one of
the co-founders of Facebook to lead and create his own social media application called
MyBarackObama.com or MyBO (121).
As a landmark success story, the OBAMA 08 election campaign highlights the benefits
and impact of social media on election campaigning. The OBAMA 08 campaign shows
that social media can not only be treated as a critical platform to convey information
and news but can also function as a fund-raising vehicle for candidates (95). Through the
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extensive use of Facebook, MySpace, and MyBO, the Obama campaign always managed
to remain in touch with the voters, facilitating and mobilizing activities for supporters
and potential voters (16). This integration and strategic usage of social media in the
Obama 08 election campaign is considered to be the central factor contributing to the
victory of President Obama in the 2008 presidential election (42; 128; 76; 26).
Treating social media as one of the channels for campaigning in an election is not lim-
ited to the United States. The use of social media as a campaigning tool is being carried
out and studied all around the world, particularly in elections conducted in developed
countries. In trying to understand the impact of Facebook on the Danish national elec-
tion campaign and concluding that the impact is quite minimal, Andersen and Medaglia
(8) view the ‘friend’ list from the Facebook of the two top candidates running for the
Prime Minister seat and use the list as the basis for survey respondents. Gibson and
McAllister (43) study the use of social media in the 2007 Australian Federal Election by
analysing the data sets from the 2007 Australian Election Study (AES) and the 2007
Australian Candidate Study (ACS). They conclude that almost all the candidates had an
online presence, and the use of social media appears to have made a difference for certain
voters in determining their vote choice. Focusing instead on the use of social media in the
2010 Australian Federal Election, Macnamara and Kenning (71) analyse statistical data
captured from the candidates’ social media sites, as well as conducting a content analysis
of the 10 most active users of Twitter and Facebook. The study concludes that even
though there was an increase in social media use in the 2010 Australian federal election
there was little evidence that this significantly enhanced the interaction between the can-
didates and the citizens. Baxter et al. (12) conducted a study on the use of social media
by political parties and candidates in Scotland during the 2010 UK General Election, and
show that in general, the usage of social media by Scottish political actors is merely a
one-way information flow to known associates and party activists.
Even though small in number, there are papers focusing on the use of social me-
dia in the campaign for elections held in developing regions such as Southeast Asia
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(67; 137; 3; 4; 110). These studies illustrate the growing awareness and interest of politi-
cians across the world in using social media as a campaigning platform.
2.2.1 Impact of social media campaigning
The fundamentals of election campaigning state that a campaign needs to generate and
raise funds, as well as engaging and mobilising voters through several voter contact tech-
niques such as effective use of media and mass rally (122). However, the current state
of election campaigning seems to show another requirement for candidates and parties,
which is to create an alternative relationship (or virtual friendship) with voters. Through
social media, voters and citizens are able to become members (virtually) of the inner circle
of the political candidate (125). Erikson (33) calls this relationship ‘political fandom’. So-
cial media, being a socializing application, is the perfect platform for political parties and
candidates to interact and engage with the public. Wagner and Gainous (127) acknowl-
edge that the Internet (social media) allows candidates to easily disseminate information
and interact with voters. Verger et al.(125) indicate that online networks (social media)
allow regular people to become members of the inner circle of the political candidate. It is
the opinion of Ancu and Gozma (7) that social media could successfully enhance political
involvement if visitors are provided with opportunities to satisfy their social interaction
needs.
Even though political campaigns may appear superficial, they are information-rich
events “encompassing candidates’ chances of winning, personal traits and mannerisms,
and most importantly, their policies and ideological bearing” that strive to educate citizens
(59). Modern campaigning techniques require the existence of interactions particularly
between the candidates and the voters. According to Hacker (50), an interactivity element
in the political sphere is the catalyst in improving political participation between leaders
and citizens, increasing political knowledge among citizens and ultimately enhancing the
democratic process. Cogburn and Espinoza-Vasquez (26) highlight that the voter contact
technique is one of the key ingredients to a successful campaign, with media playing a
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vital role in presenting the parties and the candidates’ messages to the public.
Thus, it clear that campaigning via social media would be in the interest of both the
candidates and the public. However, how much of the personalised features of social me-
dia is being used in, and affecting the political process of campaigning? I look at this next.
The trend of candidates and politicians to post and chat about their personal activities
and non-political ramblings with voters on social media appears to have shaped the cam-
paign trail of several elections carried out post the OBAMA 08 campaign (89; 9; 55; 110).
For example, during the 2013 Australian Federal Election, reports in the Australian me-
dia (81; 10; 82) highlighted the extensive use of ‘selfie’ and other non-political postings
on Facebook and Twitter. These phenomena signal the changes that are occurring in
political communication: from paid advertisements and articles appearing in major mass
media to the simple and uncontrolled blog rolls, tweets and posts written by the citizen
journalist (21).
In their study on the influence of social media on political attitudes and behaviour,
Zhang et al. (139) show that reliance on social media increases the civic participation of
the public but not their political participation or confidence in government. This is not
surprising as social media are more suitable for maintaining relationships. Nonetheless,
this research concludes that interpersonal political discussion does enhance the level of
political participation thus making citizens better at judging alternative policies. Kenski
and Stroud (63) find that while Internet access and exposure are positively associated
with political efficacy, knowledge, and participation, this is not an indication that Inter-
net access and political exposure are causally related.
On the other hand, Gustafsson (49) detects several issues with using social media as
a platform for political participation such as improper channel for political debate, lack
of voter’s privacy, less efficient, and the difficulty in measuring effectiveness. The study
defines political participation as actions by ordinary citizens directed toward influencing
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some political outcome. Then again, the study does indicate that the use of Facebook
does increase the possibility of informing oneself about political issues.
Focusing on the 2008 US presidential campaign and the young users of social media,
Vitak et al. (126) conclude that the degree of political participation is somewhat su-
perficial, as users tend to become ‘slacktivists’ by engaging in the least intrusive, least
time-consuming activities. However, the study argues that as users age, political partic-
ipation inevitably increases. The study, in addition, concludes that Facebook supports
political activity through its technical and social affordance by allowing young people
to express and share political views, thus increasing political engagement. In summary,
Vitak et al. stress that Facebook serves as an additive role to other forms of participation
by providing users with an outlet to engage and develop political behaviours and atti-
tudes. In contrast, Fenton and Barassi (38) find there is an issue of complexity between
the element of interaction as a means of improving political participation and the con-
cern over un-mediated interactivity as this in a way poses a challenge to the campaign
effort and message. The study states that when using social media, the political parties
need to recognize and take into account the power structure of the social media tools as
these encircle the empowerment of individuals. Fenton and Barassi (38) observe that the
more powerful and influential users are the ones who get their message across. Effing et
al. (30) highlight social media as the next evolutionary stage of user participation called
e-Empowering at which stage, users (voters) are being empowered with responsibilities,
tasks and options to collaborate with the organization (candidates or parties).
The term ‘normalisation theory’ also seems to be coined to explain the manner in
which social media is being used as a campaigning tool. Xenos and Foot (135) describe
normalisation theory as a contention that the Web has done little more than provide a new
medium through which established patterns in all aspects of social life (e.g., commerce
and social interaction), and by deduction political life, can be and are merely recreated in
virtual form with little change. Vergeer et al. (125) argue that the specific features of so-
cial media such as interactivity, hyper-textuality and multimedia could allow fundamental
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changes to happen in particular to the relationship between candidates and the public,
but because political parties tend to view the Internet campaign as a replication of their
oﬄine campaigning patterns, the process tends to echo normalisation theory. Schweitzer
(104) suggests that online campaigning in the German elections from 2002 to 2009 reflects
this theory.
The cited qualitative findings suggest that in general, social media as an election
campaigning platform has the potential to affect the way an election campaign is being
conducted. By exploiting the interactive function available in social media applications, it
is possible to increase the level of political participation, knowledge and efficacy between
the public (users) and the candidates. However, studies also conclude that currently can-
didates and parties tend to overlook the importance of this interactivity, thus treating
social media as just another stage for broadcasting their campaign messages.
2.3 Quantitative Research on Social Media Campaign-
ing
There is a vast amount of literature on the use of social media in election campaigning.
Much of this literature aims to link social media presence with success in elections. Fo-
cussing on the use of Twitter, Tumasjan et al. (123) perform content analysis on the
Twitter data of the parties that contested the 2009 German national election as a way of
detecting political deliberation, and argue that the tweet’s count could be used to fore-
cast votes. Another example is the research carried out by Borondo et al. (17) that uses
temporal series and complex network analysis on Twitter data to measure the correlation
between the activity taking place on Twitter and the results of the 2011 elections in Spain.
Compared to Twitter, literature on the use of Facebook as a campaigning platform is
limited and restricted in its sampled data and methodologies. Caers et al. (20) in their
review paper indicate that current research that deals with the use of Facebook mainly
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considers samples taken from the Unites States and often the number of respondents is
quite low. This circumstance is quite unfortunate as Wilson et al. (133) highlight that
Facebook can provide a useful context to assess a broad range of social behaviours across
cultures, countries, and demographic groups. The Facebook social network is known to be
more diffuse (44) and it is a more popular social media tool (11) compared to others. Face-
book Pages (FP), one of the tools offered by Facebook, is often preferred by candidates.
Facebook states that FP can only be created and managed by official representatives (34),
and FP allows organisations, businesses, celebrities and brands to communicate broadly
with people who like them. Interactions on FP in general consist of candidates or their
campaigning teams posting content and the public responding by either liking or com-
menting on these posts.
An advantage to researchers is that unlike a normal Facebook account, data on FP
is public. This allows, for example, the capture of the number of likes received by can-
didates’ FP and the use of it as a variable for measurement. For example, Giglietto (44)
counts the number of ‘likes’ received by candidates’ FP and uses it as an indicator of the
popularity of the candidates and subsequently uses it to predict the outcome of the 2011
Italian administrative elections. Similarly, Barclay (11) uses the recorded number of likes
to illustrate the strong correlation between the number of likes and the popular vote share
of the political parties during the 2014 Lok Sabha elections in India.
Besides being viewed as a predictor of election results, FP data can also help in mea-
suring other matters. By using the posts and the number of fans captured from the FP
of candidates contesting in Norway, Enli and Skogerbø(32) compile and use these data to
measure the effectiveness of using social media as a medium for political communication
and dialogue. Larsson (66) on the other hand, uses the number of posts, likes and shares
taken from the FP of parties and politicians who campaigned during the elections in Nor-
way and Sweden as the variables for measuring the existence of permanent campaigning
on Facebook.
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Studies that attempt to identify and measure the relationships that exist between the
candidate and the public in an online campaign also focus on assessing the sentiment of
the campaigns. This sentiment analysis involves examining the sentiment of the tweets
either coming from the candidate (123; 69; 57) or the public (56) during an election cam-
paign. Likewise, several other studies (19; 112; 41) also perform sentiment analysis on
the content of posts of FP used by the candidates in their campaign.
Several of the quantitative studies cited here will be discussed in further detail in the
following chapters within this thesis.
2.4 Social Media Campaigning in Malaysia
In the context of Malaysia, studies on the use of social media in election campaigning
accelerated after the conclusion of the 2008 Malaysian General Election (MGE08). The
result of MGE08, with the ruling coalition losing seats to the opposition was significant
enough for the local press and domestic media to describe it as a ‘political tsunami’
(51; 136; 29; 117). Both mainstream (major local newspapers and media channels) and
alternative media (web based independent media) attributed this result to the technolog-
ically savvy opposition coalition, PR (108). Some scholars (102; 23) concluded that in
some electorates, the ruling party, BN lost seats due to a failure to utilise the Internet,
in particular, social media, as a platform to spread its political messages. All this makes
Malaysia a very interesting case study. The political situation in Malaysia is of a nom-
inally democratic nation with its house of representatives elected by the public at least
once every five years but its mainstream media is heavily controlled and regulated by the
incumbent government. Yet, the Internet remains uncensored. Based on the literature on
Malaysian elections and campaigning, I will highlight the reasons for the sudden increase
of Internet and social media use among the Malaysian candidates and the public. Also,
I will present the Malaysian candidates utilised social media in their campaign together
with the impact of that usage politically.
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In Malaysia, traditional mainstream media is mostly controlled and heavily regulated
by the government (40; 106). Research shows that there are several legislative acts that
suppress and oppress freedom of opinion and media pluralism in Malaysia, forcing the
media to be either in the hands of the government or belong to government companies
(64). With the growing popularity of the Internet in the mid-1990s, and the government’s
guarantee that the Internet will not be censored (2), the approach to media management
began to change as citizens were allowed to broadcast news or information without first
having to secure a government license (40). News content was no longer controlled by
the government or established media companies (115). This unregulated nature of the
Internet made it a credible and effective channel for the opposition to criticise and expose
all forms of irregularities especially of the government, eventually making it a driver for
change in the Malaysian electoral and political history (124). This freedom of access to the
Internet was well-received by the Malaysian public. In 2008, 94.4% of Malaysian Internet
users accessed the web for political information, blogs, and online newspapers, compared
to just 40.5%, three years earlier (31). This high percentage was probably because reports
that were critical to the government’s view were only to be found on the Internet (64). In
the lead up to the 2013 general election, Malaysians enthusiastically embraced the use of
social media with 13.5 million registered as Facebook users, making up 46% of the total
2012 census population (93). Moreover, 9 million of the above group were potential voters
in the 2013 elections (93).
Scholars find that Malaysian voters are becoming active participants in the political
process, especially during campaigning. A study done during the 2008 general elections
on the impact of the Internet on the residents of Johor, a state of Malaysia, shows that
there is a close relationship between the accessibility and the usage of Internet with the
decision and voting preferences of the voters (60). This conclusion is further supported by
another study (132) on the use of social media during the 2008 general elections. Using
the residents of Kuala Lumpur as the target population, the study reveals a positive as-
sociation between the use of online media with higher political participation and efficacy,
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the feeling among Malaysian voters that individual political action does have, or can have
an impact upon the political process (132).
Research shows that since 1998 blogging has become an essential tool for campaign-
ing in Malaysia. Blogs are viewed as an alternative channel where the masses could air
grievances and concerns (101). Blogs gave a platform for the candidates especially from
the opposition; a place for them to interact with the voters, mobilize supporters and, most
significantly, the ability to set and control the campaign agenda (47). Through blogs, the
opposition was systematically able to attract voters by capitalizing on the broad array
of controversies that haunted the ruling coalition (80) with blogs providing Malaysians
with the options and channels to comment, condemn, persuade, discuss and deliberate
on political issues, consequently influencing the election results (5). As Fischer (39, p.62)
says, “the more modern communication technology proliferates without producing im-
proved living conditions or economic growth, the more this technology is likely to become
a medium for protest”. By 2008 the opposition party had more than 7,500 blogs com-
pared to just 3 set up by the ruling party (118). This sudden increase in the popularity of
politically contentious blogs and alternative views within the Malaysian public not only
caused the creation of the first Malaysian independent web-based news channel, Malaysi-
akini (4), but also inducted several famous bloggers such as Tony Pua and Jeff Ooi into
the world of Malaysian politics: both stood as opposition candidates in the 2008 election
and won seats (106; 102; 3). In contrast, the ruling coalition’s footprint on the web during
the 2008 general elections was minuscule, despite investment into improved websites and
recruitment of ‘cybertroopers’ to counter pro-opposition messages (114).
While blogging was the favoured social media tool for the opposition in the 2008
general election campaign, Facebook and Twitter began to gain favour as campaigning
platforms and were used extensively by both parties during the 2013 Malaysian general
elections (MGE13). Smeltzer (107) noticed that political candidates tended to raise their
personal profile on Facebook to rouse support for their election campaigns. Given that
social media is one of the major applications used by Malaysians in general, and in partic-
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ular by the young adults group (aged between 20 to 29) that makes up the new voters bloc,
both coalitions (PR and BN) started to utilise social media in their campaigns. According
to the 2013 Fourth Quartile Communication and Multimedia Statistics Report prepared
by Malaysian Communications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC), this (younger) age
group constitutes nearly 34% of the total Internet users in Malaysia, an increase of 6.9%
from the year 2009 (74). Studies indicate that as part of their daily routine, this age group
spends between 4 to 6 hours a day accessing social media applications, mainly Facebook
and Twitter (78; 79), for reasons that are related to social understanding, interaction and
self-fulfilment (77). Furthermore, young middle class Malaysian adults who are currently
living in urban areas are heavily and actively involved in online political activities through
social media; exchanging ideas through discussions and posting political news and videos
(53). This makes elections in Malaysia no longer a passive process whereby voters are
exposed to and lobbied by just one source of information during the campaign (60). Re-
acting to the 2008 general elections devastating result, by 2013 BN had embraced social
media largely through the dominance of Najib Razak’s (the Chairman of BN and current
Prime Minister of Malaysia) online presence (46) and the creation of NMU (New Media
Unit), a division of cybertroopers headed by Umno (the majority party in BN) Youth
Wing to counter purported false allegations, slanders and lies by the opposition (58). BN
also organised workshops to train up to 10,000 cybertroopers and bloggers, urging them
to write positive comments and stories about the party and promote BN in blogs and
social media (24). On the other hand, the opposition (PR) adopted very different social
media strategies to grab the attention of the public. Treating social media as a pseudo-
media centre (119), the opposition efficiently used it to facilitate the mass distribution
of information that was ignored by the mainstream media such as their campaign trail
photos, snippets of campaign speeches and invitations to future campaign events. Rather
than just using the candidates’ campaign teams, the opposition relied heavily on its sup-
porters to promote and spread their campaign message by retweeting, sharing, liking and
commenting on their tweets and posts (129). Facebook was also picked up as the favoured
platform for posters and visual advertisement for manifesto and campaign messages (119).
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Social media campaigning prior to and during MGE13 illustrates that the Internet
domain was no longer being bombarded merely by opposition (PR) messages. Studies
indicate that the field was now dominated by BN’s political content, 49% compared to
the 41% of campaign messages propagated by their rival, PR (130). As a matter of a
fact, in the lead up to the 2013 election campaign, BN spent RM 73 million (USD 24.3
million) on advertising, including promotion of its Twitter ‘mention’ (129). As campaign-
ing through social media was primarily to make full use of the available personalization
and interactivity functions (58) to engage and persuade voters, both parties were using
social media to project an image of accessible and friendly leaders. Najib Razak, the
incumbent Prime Minister and most popular Malaysian political figure on both Face-
book and Twitter (46), connected to the voters by frequently inviting his online friends
and followers for informal tea parties with him. This action echoed the ‘turun padang’
strategy whereby local politicians and civil servants would come and directly meet people
with grievances to gain the people’s trust and support (96), a strategy adopted by the BN
party during the 2013 campaign (58). Besides the usual information and campaign propa-
ganda, Najib Razak’s posts and tweets also contained personal ramblings and images (58).
Researchers suggest that elections in Malaysia beginning from MGE08 can be viewed
as ‘internet elections’ (67) or ‘social media elections’ (85), based on the findings that the
younger generation were treating the Internet as a more trustworthy source than tra-
ditional and mainstream media (68) and that the Internet was one of the contributing
factors in weakening the incumbent party, BN (97). Using the Internet, and in particu-
lar social media as their platform to disseminate alternative information and views, has
proven to be beneficial to the Malaysian opposition coalition (PR) as per Saad and Salma’s
study (100), which suggests that the Internet can influence the values and attitudes of
Malaysian voters. As another study indicates, while the campaign trail during MGE13
still continued in a traditional manner with rallies, banners, and speeches, Malaysians
were also congregating on the Internet and social media, opining, promoting and assisting
others in the run-up to the election (138). Even as some scholars (129; 91) play down
the impact of the Internet, and in particular the importance of social media in election
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campaigns, others believe that new media including social media will continue to be a
valuable tool for both the Malaysian ruling and opposition coalitions (46).
In conclusion, the change in the political scene, attributed as it is to the use of social
media in campaigning makes Malaysia a very interesting case study.
2.5 Conclusion
The review shows that there are gaps in the research on social media campaigning that
can be addressed further. First, a large number of the papers concentrate on the use of
social media in the election campaigns for developed countries such as the United States,
the United Kingdom, and European nations. The number of papers that use different
datasets is small and limited in the scope of study. Second, the focus of the research
is mainly qualitative and more towards understanding the effect of social media on an
election. Third, empirical studies use the bare count of likes and posts as the key vari-
ables for measuring the effectiveness of social media campaigning. Fourth, almost all the
research in the use of social media investigates Twitter rather than Facebook. Lastly, the
extensive use of social media and the internet in Malaysian election campaigning makes
this country a good candidate for quantitative study in this area.
The next chapter describes the MGE13 Facebook Pages (FP) data in more detail. This
description includes the criteria used in selecting the appropriate data and the method
by which this data was captured and processed.
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Chapter 3
The 2013 Malaysian General
Election Facebook Pages
3.1 Introduction
A review of studies using empirical data on the use of social media, in particular, on the
use of Facebook Pages (FP) for campaigning in Malaysian elections shows that these stud-
ies are mainly qualitative and based on the limited observations, interviews, and surveys.
The research in this thesis makes use of original empirical data taken directly from a set
of FP administered by candidates who contested for parliamentary seats in the Malaysian
2013 General Election (MGE13). Starting with describing the interactions that normally
occur on FP, the next section describes the data selection, the collection exercise and the
steps taken in preparation for the analysis stage. As this is original data, I will highlight
the challenges and the workarounds that have been adopted to rectify the problems, as
well as the limitations of the captured data. In conclusion, an overview of the captured
data will be presented.
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3.2 Interactions on Facebook Pages
In simplest terms, interaction on an FP is a reactive communication process between
the owner of the FP and the audience, in this case, the connected users. Rafaeli and
Sudiweeks (98) describe reactive communication as one side responding to the other side.
In an election campaign, the owner of the FP is typically a candidate contesting in the
election, and the audiences are Facebook users that have liked the page. The reactive
communication begins with the candidate posting a post on the FP, and the connected
users responding by liking and/or commenting on the post.
During an election campaign, the FP interactions can be viewed as a collection of
posts and the acquired likes and/or comments over the period of the campaign. Candi-
dates send their message only through posts, while users have the choice of responding or
not to the posts. Users can either passively like the post, or actively express their feeling
towards the post by commenting on it once or multiple times. As allowed by Facebook
(34), the communication structure on an FP is as follows:
1. There is no restriction on the number of posts.
2. Only an authorized owner of the FP can post.
3. A user can respond to a post by liking, commenting or doing both.
4. A user can only like a post once.
5. A user can comment on a post multiple times.
6. There are no limits to the number of likes and comments acquired by a post; how-
ever, there is a limitation on the number of likes and comments permissible to be
grabbed from the FP, which is 1000 likes and comments per post.
Past research on the use of social media, specifically the use of FP as a campaigning
tool, views the number of likes as a popularity indicator for candidates with regards to
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the public (44; 11). At the same time, the frequency of posting is considered as a sign of
the candidate’s commitment to fully utilising the platform for campaigning (32; 66).
The number of posts with the acquired likes and comments can illustrate the inter-
actions that occur on a candidate’s FP. It is an interesting exercise to understand and
examine the performance and the strength of these interactions.
3.2.1 Visual representation of the FP interactions
The interactions that occur on FP are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Interactions that occur on Facebook Pages. The two candidates are named i and ii, the
posts are labeled A to D, and the users are numbered 1 to 10. A dashed black line indicates the candidate
has written a post. A blue like indicates that a user has liked the post while a black line indicates that
a user has commented on the post.
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Subjects i and ii (candidates) posted (represented by black dashed line) several posts
(post A-D) on his/her FP.
Users 3, 4, 6, 7, 9 and 10 look at the posts, and like it (represented by a blue line).
By liking a post, these users are passively interacting with the post. I define this type
of FP interaction as a passive response. Liking a post does not necessary mean that the
user agrees or supports the post, even though normally that is the case. It can also imply
that the post touched a chord with the user and by liking it he/she is expressing his/her
worries. As there is no dislike button, even someone who does not agree with the post
may tend to ironically like it as a way of expressing dislike.
Users 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and 10 look at the post, and comment on it (represented by a
black line). By commenting on a post, these users are displaying a different kind of FP
interaction that can be defined as an active response. Compared to liking, commenting
on a post provides the user with the ability to actively express their true feelings towards
the post.
Note: In 2013, at the time when the data (both MGE13 and AFE13) was captured,
Facebook was yet to launch their new ‘Reaction Button’ that allows user to use emojis for
expressions such as surprise and sadness. The official date for the launch was 24/02/2016
(65), 3 years after the data was captured. Hence this study does not consider the use of
‘Reaction Button’ and emojis.
3.3 MGE13 Data Selection and Collection
Before the data collection process begins, it is important first to determine the aspect
of the MGE13 social media campaign that will properly represent the FP election cam-
paigning interactions. In this case, the exercise starts with selecting the FP based on the
candidate contesting in the MGE13. Then the exercise continues with establishing the
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collection period that should be in acordance with the official events happening during
the election. Lastly, the tools used for the capturing exercise will need to be decided. The
following subsections describe these matters in detail.
3.3.1 MGE13 candidates
According to the official MGE13 statistics (109) provided by the Malaysian Prime Min-
ister’s Office, 579 candidates contested for 222 MGE13 parliamentary seats. Successful
candidates got a seat in the Malaysian parliament with the party winning the most seats
getting the chance of governing Malaysia until the next election is called. Based on the
number of candidates, the success rate of winning a seat is around 38%. Looking at the
result of MGE13, the current parliament is made up of 60% from the incumbent govern-
ment party (BN) and 40% from the opposition coalition (PR).
There is no listing of MGE13 candidates with an FP account available to review. The
search of the literature and reports on statistics about candidates with social media ac-
counts during MGE13 only came upon one page on the Politweet.org website (92). This
page contains a listing of all Malaysian politicians with a Twitter account. Even though
the names are grouped based on the politicians’ parties, the list does not take into consid-
eration the type of electorate the candidate is contesting, or even whether it is for state
or parliamentary seat. Moreover, the list also includes retired and deceased candidates.
According to the list, 234 Malaysian politicians are using Twitter, with 122 of them PR
candidates in either parliamentary (58 candidates) or state (64 candidates) seats while 74
(52 for parliamentary seats and 22 for state seats) were from BN. Cross-referencing the
Politweet.org list with the number of candidates (BN and PR) contesting in the MGE13
for parliamentary seats (109), I noticed that 86 out of the 223 PR candidates used social
media (around 39%) while 33% (74 out of 221) of BN candidates were social media users.
Due to this, I decided that the FP account needed to be an authorised account main-
tained by the candidates contesting for a parliamentary seat. My search was first based
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on the hot seats or marginal seats reported by media (14; 25; 72) and secondly through
a random search. From the search, I managed to identify 51 authorised FP accounts
representing 51 MGE13 candidates consisting of 22 from BN, 28 contesting under the PR
banner and one independent candidate. Cross-referencing the FP list with the Twitter list
from politweet.org, there were 34 candidates with both active FP and Twitter accounts
during the MGE13 campaign.
The selected candidates identified as having an active Facebook Pages during the 33
days of MGE campaign are in Table 3.1.
Note that PKR, DAP, and PAS as indicated in the party column of Table 3.1 are
component parties of the opposition coalition PR. BEBAS indicates that the candidate,
Ibrahim Ali (ibrahimali) is contesting as an independent.
Even though the collected data encompasses all of the above 51 FP ID (as per Table
3.1), the later process of identifying and verifying the date and time of each of the posts
could only be carried out for 47 FP ID. This was due to the account deletion of 4 FP
ID owned by Gary Lim, Azmin Ali, Dzulkefly Ahmad and Sivarasa Rasiah (gary, azmin,
dzulkefly and sivarasa respectively) soon after MGE13 ended.
3.3.2 MGE13 campaigning period
The timeline of the MGE13 is presented in Table 3.2. Even though the official campaign-
ing period as gazetted by the Election Commission of Malaysia starts after the nomination
day (20/04/2013), the data capturing process began with the dissolution of the Malaysian
Parliament (3/04/2013). Altogether the capturing process covers 33 days, and includes
the data captured during the postal (30/04/2013) and official voting day (5/05/2013).
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Table 3.1: List of MGE13 candidates identified having FP account. Each row gives the name of the
candidate, and the FP ID (assigned by me, based on the ID number assigned by Facebook), and the party
that the candidate belongs to. BN is the ruling coalition, while PKR, DAP and PAS are the parties that
make up the opposition coalition (PR). There is one BEBAS or independent candidate.
Name FP ID Party Name FP ID Party
Abd Aziz Sheikh Fadzir abdaziz BN Abd Khalid Ibrahim aki PKR
Ahmad Fauzi Zahari ahmadfauzi BN Anwar Ibrahim anwar PKR
Mohd Ali Mohd Rustam alirustam BN Mohamed Azmin Ali azmin PKR
Chew Hoong Ling chlpj BN Dzulkefly Ahmad dzulkefly PAS
Chua Teik Siang cts BN Haron Din harondin PAS
Dominic Lau Hoe Chai dominic BN Fuziah Salleh fs PKR
Gary Lim Chin Yee gary BN N Surendran K Nagarajan surendran PKR
Hasan Malek hasanmalek BN Husam Musa husam PAS
Hishammuddin Hussein hh BN Ibrahim Yaacob iy PKR
Irmohizam Ibrahim irmohizam BN Nurul Izzah Anwar izzah PKR
Khairy Jamaluddin Abu Bakar kj BN Karpal Singh Ram Singh karpal DAP
Mahiaddin Md Yasin mahiaddin BN Khalid Abd Samad ks PAS
Mohd Najib Tun Abd Razak najib BN Lim Guan Eng lge DAP
Nicole Wong Siaw Ting nicolewong BN Lim Kit Siang lks DAP
Reezal Merican Bib Naina Merican reezal BN Mahfuz Omar mahfuz PAS
Raja Nong Chik Raja Zainal Abidin rnc BN Mujahid Yusof mujahid PAS
Saifuddin Abdullah saifuddin BN Nasrudin Hassan nasrudin PAS
Shahidan Kassim sk BN Nik Mohamad Abduh Nik Abdul Aziz nikabduh PAS
Tengku Adnan Tengku Mansor tgadnan BN Mohd Rafizi Ramli rafizi PKR
Mustapa Mohamed tokpa BN Radzali A. Ghani radzali PKR
Ahmad Zahid Hamidi zahidhamidi BN Saifuddin Nasution sainas PKR
Heng Seai Kie hsk BN Salahuddin Ayub salahayub PAS
Ibrahim Ali ibrahimali BEBAS Shamsul Iskandar Mohd Akin shamsul PKR
Sivarasa K Rasiah sivarasa PKR Chua Tian Chang tianchua PKR
Teresa Kok Suh Sim teresa DAP Wong Tack wongtack DAP
Tony Pua Kiam Wee tonypua DAP
3.3.3 Data capturing tools
For the capturing exercise, I used NodeXL version 1.9.3. This release is necessary as it
allowed me to grab the posts and the relationships or links information based on the likes
and comments. Even though the collection period (data from 3/04/2013 until 5/05/2013)
can be set on NodeXL, the captured data does not have the information on the date and
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Table 3.2: The intervals of collection with the total number of days and relevant events. The MGE13
data consist of 33 days of collection started on 3/04 and ended on the polling day, 5/05. Official campaign
(14 days) for MGE13 begins after the nomination of the candidates has ended on 20/04 and ends on 4/05,
a day before election day. Early voting is for Malaysians residing overseas while the postal voting is for
Malaysian armed and security forces.
Title/Event Intervals (2013) Days
Pre-campaign 3/04 - 19/04 17
Dissolution of Parliament 3/04
Campaign Period 20/04 - 4/04 15
Nomination Day 20/04
Early and Postal Voting 28/04 & 30/04
Voting Day 5/05 1
time the posts are posted. In order to retrieve this information, I had to use other tools
namely Microsoft Power Query for Excel version 2.20 together with Facebook Graph API
to retrieve the date and time of posting, as well as to verify the outputs from NodeXL.
Among the syntax that I used to generate the necessary responses from both Microsoft
Power Query and Facebook Graph API are:
<FP ID=Name or Numeric ID>/posts?fields=likes.summary(true)
&since=2013-04-03until=2013-05-05
The above syntax is used to get the number of likes acquired by posts posted during
the campaigning period (3/04/2013 until 5/05/2013). The FP ID can either be the FP
account name such as najibrazak or 157851205951, a unique numeric id assigned by Face-
book to najibrazak account.
post id?fields=created time
The following syntax is used to retrieve the posting date and time of a specific post id,
such as 157851205951 10153315306990952. The first group of numbers is the numeric
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id representing the FP account name, in this case, najibrazak, with the second group of
figures after the underscore being the numeric id of the particular post.
3.3.4 MGE13 data collection
The first grabbing of information from the selected FP started on 27/04/2013. Due to
the enormous amount of data and the total number of FP affected, the collection exer-
cise required quite a sum of time and processing power. Below is the detail of the data
collected over the 33 days of campaigning:
1. All posts posted on the candidates’ FP (51) during the 33 days of campaigning.
2. Number of likes and unique identifier of the liker (user) tagged to each post.
3. Number of comments and unique identifier of the commenter tagged to each post,
4. Date and time of posting,
Unfortunately, during the collection exercise, I came across quite a few ‘out-of-memory’
errors. Comments available on the NodeXL website indicate that these errors are due to
the limitation of either the software version, the hardware used or the limitation set by
Facebook itself. As a workaround, I decided to proceed with the collection exercise in
stages, and this affected several of the FP.
Moreover, four out of the 51 FP had been deleted within the first week after election
ended, and because the date and time of the FP posts could not be determined, I had to
excluded them from the later stage of the analysis.
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3.3.5 Challenges and remediations
Considering the amount of data captured and the limitation of the source (Facebook) and
the tools used in the capturing process, it is understandable that problems are unavoid-
able. Besides the issue of out-of-memory and challenges in getting the date and time for
the captured posts, following are some of the other issues that arose during the collection
stage.
Facebook only allows a maximum number of likes and comments to be grabbed. Face-
book allows NodeXL to grab up to 1000 likes or comments per post. Further review of
the affected posts reveals that the posts did, in fact, acquire more than 1000 likes and
comments. However, since it is impractical to manually update these figures, for this
research I assume 1000 as the maximum number of likes and/or comments a post can
acquire.
Due to the extensive use of memory, the collection process needed to be carried out in
stages and some of the information seems to have overlapped. This issue affects the FP
of prominent and popular candidates such as Najib Razak (najib) and Anwar Ibrahim
(anwar). As a workaround, both Microsoft Power Query and Facebook Graph API were
used to validate the overlapped information manually.
Unlike the simplicity of point-and-click offered by NodeXL interface, both Microsoft
Power Query and Facebook Graph API requires the user to manually insert text com-
mands for the application to execute the necessary process. This compelled me to spend
some time learning the right command as well as the appropriate syntax for the command
to work.
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3.4 Overview of the MGE13 FP Data
This snapshot of the MGE13 data focuses on the distribution of parliamentary seats, the
voter turnout and the election results as prepared by two independent pollsters, Merdeka
Center and Politweet.org. Next, using the bare count available from captured data, a
preliminary analysis was conducted that focuses more on testing the data for predicting
the election. The results of this analysis also show the extent of the FP interaction that
occurred during the MGE13 campaign.
According to a report prepared by the Merdeka Center (22), the electoral geography of
the MGE13 consisted of 64 seats representing urban areas while 158 seats represented the
rural areas. Politweet.org (94), on the other hand, gives the distribution of seats in the
MGE13 as 125 representing rural, 54 representing semi-urban and 43 representing urban.
Both of these reports agreed that the ruling coalition party (BN) led by the incumbent
Prime Minister, Najib Razak, secured 133 seats mainly from the rural segment while the
opposition (PR) led by Anwar Ibrahim managed to grab 89 seats mainly representing
urban electorates.
In term of registered voters, MGE13 recorded an increase of 2.7 million additional
voters, compared to the 10.6 million registered to vote in the previous MGE08 (22). Of
the total 13.3 million voters eligible to vote in the MGE13, 85% of them turned out to
vote (22). Of the 579 candidates who contested in MGE13, 38% (222) were successful
overall. Looking at the success rate by region, 39% of rural candidates (125 out of 322)
were successful, while, in the case of urban it was 31% (43 out of 139) and with regard to
semi-urban electorates it was 46% (54 out of 118).
The captured data suggests that in the MGE13 campaign, FP was used more exten-
sively by the opposition party (PR) in their campaigning, and based on the number of
likes collected by the PR candidates the effort seems to have drawn a lot of support from
the public. The collected data shows that out of the 51 sampled candidates, 28 candidates
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contested under PR, while 22 were BN candidates and one was an independent candidate.
Of the likes collected by all the FP in the data, PR collected around 82%, while BN col-
lected only 17%. Result of the MGE13 shows that 64.7% of the sampled candidates won
their seats, while 35.3% lost.
The captured data also shows that in MGE13, during the 33 days of campaigning
(3/04/2013 to 5/05/2013, beginning with the dissolution of Parliament and ending on the
official election day), each candidate posted on average 164 posts. Further, on average,
each candidate’s FP managed to accumulate 49,260 likes. A total of 8,348 posts were
posted during the campaign with the number of accumulated likes being 2,512,248 (see
Figure 3.2).
3.4.1 Analysis of the number of likes captured in the MGE13
FP data
Observing the number of likes accumulated by an FP during the MGE13 campaign period
is an easy way of gaining insight into the popularity of the FP. Facebook (36) says that
liking a post is an easy way to let people, the owner of the FP as well as the public, know
that you enjoy it. Here popularity is based on the number of likes gathered by a post,
hence the greater the number of likes, the more popular the FP is. This use of likes to
indicate popularity is not new, with Larsson (66) stating that counting the number of
likes is an easy way of determining the relative popularity of posts posted on the selected
FP.
Eight of the 10 most popular FP were maintained by PR candidates. In general, the
number of posts published on the 10 most popular FP was above the mean value (164
posts), with the combined posts on the first three FP making up almost 15% of the total
of all the posts by all the candidates selected for the data collection. The combined posts
of the 10 most popular FP garnered nearly 78% of all the likes. Six of these FP were
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Figure 3.2: Number of posts (blue bar) and the acquired likes (green bar) recorded on the FP of 51
candidates during the MGE13 campaign. The y-axis shows the log of posts and likes of each candidate
as indicated on the x-axis. The purple line indicates the average number of likes received, while the red
line indicates the average number of posts published. The graph also shows the total number of likes
gained by Najib Razak (najib) and Anwar Ibrahim (anwar) over the 33 days of campaigning.
maintained by candidates contesting in either urban or semi-urban seats. In Figure 3.3,
the candidates’ FP are split into two groups with the first 7 belonging to those who won
their seats while the remaining 3 lost. Thus 70% of the candidates in the top 10 most
popular FP won their seats compared to 64.7% of the sampled candidates.
Looking further at the candidates who won the elections, I noticed that Anwar Ibrahim
(anwar), Lim Kit Siang (lks) and Mustapa Mohamed (tokpa) had similar percentages of
posts that is between 6 to 6.56% of the total posts. However, the percentages of the
accumulated likes show big differences with Anwar Ibrahim at 17.64%, Lim Kit Siang at
9.37% of all likes, and Mustapa Mohamed at 2.78% of all likes. Thus, FP with a similar
number of posts are able to acquire a vastly different number of likes from the public.
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Figure 3.3: The 10 most popular Facebook Pages (FP), ranked based on the number of likes gained
(as a percentage of the total likes gathered by the complete captured FP data). The FP are grouped
based on the result of the MGE13, with the first 7 FP belonging to candidates who won their seats, and
the last 3 to those that lost their seats. The graph also includes information on the population density
or locality of the electorates represented by the candidates. The numbers next to the red and gray bars
indicate the percentages of likes and posts of the FP respectively. For all, except two FP, the percentage
of likes (red bar) accumulated by these FP was higher than the percentage of posts (gray bar).
A question that arises is whether more posts induce more likes. Other than Nasrudin
Hassan and Mustapa Mohamed, 8 of the most popular FP obey this simple assumption.
Nasrudin Hassan posted almost 8.34% of all the posts but his FP was only able to garner
3.18% of the likes.
The total likes accumulated by Najib Razak (najib), the incumbent Prime Minister’s
FP campaigning channel was around 9.97% of all likes. However the frequency of posting
was surprisingly quite minimal, around 3% of the total posts. Thus, the question arises
whether it was the number of posts or the content of the posts themselves that were key
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to raising the popularity of Najib Razak’s FP or were there other, non-FP related reasons.
It is possible that the popularity of his FP was based on the circumstances of his cam-
paigning; as Gomez (46) and Hopkins (58) point out, the BN campaign mainly centred
on Najib Razak and his ‘1Malaysia’ (One Malaysia) slogan, being as it was, loosely based
on the ‘presidential’ model (24).
3.4.2 Analysis on the number of posts captured in the MGE13
FP data
Figure 3.4: Top 10 most active FP, ranked based on the number of posts published (as a percentage
of the total posts posted by the complete captured FP data). The FP are grouped based on the result
of the MGE13, with the first 7 FP owned by candidates winning their seats, and the last 3 belonging to
those who lost their seats. The graph also includes information on the population density or locality of
the electorates. The numbers next to the red and gray bars indicate the percentages of posts and likes of
the FP respectively. Among the candidates that lost their seats in the MGE13, Ali Rustam (alirustam)
recorded the highest percentage of posts.
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In the previous sub-section (see subsec. 3.4.1), the accumulated number of likes is
seen to depend, to some extent, on the number of posts published on the candidates’ FP,
with more posts inducing more likes. However, even within the group of the most popular
FP, this assumption is not necessarily always true. Moreover, if the focus of attention is
on FP that recorded higher number of postings compared to the others, this assumption
is clearly invalid.
Considering the candidates based on the number of posts displayed on their FP, the
candidates who posted the most are taken to be the most active (see Figure 3.4). The
data reveals that 8 out of the 10 most active FP were maintained by popular candidates
(see Figure 3.3). These active and also popular FP were owned by Anwar Ibrahim, Lim
Guan Eng, Lim Kit Siang, Nasrudin Hassan, Mustapa Mohamed, Wong Tack and Husam
Musa. Mustapa Mohamed is the only candidate from BN.
Even though the number of posts published by the most active candidates was way
above the mean value (164 posts), this was not always enough to incite many likes. In
particular, Figure 3.4 shows that two (Fuziah Salleh and Reezal Merican) out of the 10
most active FP each received less than 1% of the total likes. Intriguingly, two of these
less popular candidates managed to win their seats while another candidate, Ali Rustam
(alirustam), whose FP exhibited higher posting rate with more than 5% of the total posts
by all candidates in the data set, lost his seat. In terms of party, only 3 of the most active
candidates were from BN while the others contested under the PR banner.
3.4.3 Comparison between popular and active FP groups
As depicted in Figure 3.5 and 3.6, comparing and interpreting the number of posts and
likes on the candidates’ FP from both groups (the most popular and the most active)
highlights several remarkable facts. As pointed out before, one of the constraints of grab-
bing information from Facebook is that there is a limit on the number of likes that can be
retrieved from the FP and the maximum number of likes allowed to be pulled for a post
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is 1000. Considering this limitation, while both Najib Razak and Anwar Ibrahim secured
on average 900 likes per post, the actual figure could be much higher for both. However,
given that this is the data available from our data collection, I will assume that the num-
bers collected are the true numbers for the purpose of this research. Najib Razak’s FP was
the most popular among all candidates, as any one post on his FP collected at least 982
likes. However Anwar Ibrahim stands out as a proponent of campaigning through social
media, as not only was his FP a close second to Najib Razak’s in terms of popularity of
each post, but in addition, he was one of the most active candidate overall with a record
543 posts during the whole duration of the MGE13 campaign. Thus, Anwar Ibrahim
garnered overall the most number of likes. Najib Razak on the other hand, only posted
255 posts over the entire campaigning period. Candidates with popular FP garnered on
average 509 likes per post whereas candidates with an active FP got on average of 343
likes per post.
The average likes per post for candidates who were active on FP shows that although
Ali Rustam’s posting percentage was almost 6% (Figure 3.4) at par with the FP owned by
Anwar Ibrahim, Mustapa Mohamed, Lim Guan Eng and Lim Kit Siang, the accumulated
likes were less than 2% of the total likes of all active FP. Each of the posts only collected,
on average, 80 likes. All three of the losing active candidates, Ali Rustam, Husam Musa
and Wong Tack had less than 600 likes per post. Interestingly, the FP of Fuziah Salleh
and Reezal Merican each published up to 450 posts, but they only managed to gained
around 20 likes per post.
After going through the observations, one could question how this virtual interaction
of posts and likes translates into the physical world of voting and eventually winning the
seats. I do acknowledge that these queries would require a different set of analyses and
investigations. Nonetheless, the captured data supports the notion that the use of social
media could contribute to the success of the candidates in the MGE13.
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Figure 3.5: Average Number Likes to a Post for the most popular FP. The numbers attached to each
slice indicates the average number of likes per post. For example, each post on the FP of Tony Pua (light
blue slice) collected at least 444 likes.
3.5 Conclusion
In addition to studying the popularity of the FP and the frequency of posting by the
candidates on their respective FP, the preliminary investigation on the captured data
reveals that:
1. Posts will generate likes.
2. In general, posting more posts will generate more likes. However, there are some
anomalies. For example, an FP with only 3 posts managed to collect a surprisingly
large number, 688, of likes while another FP with 10 posts only managed to accu-
mulate 78 likes.
The above revelations suggest that candidates that are active in using social media
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Figure 3.6: Average Number of Likes to a Post for the most active FP. The numbers attached to each
slice indicates the average number of likes to a post. For example, the ratio of likes to post on the FP
belonging to Lim Guan Eng (red slice) is 765:1.
as a campaigning channel have a higher chance of winning their seats. The success rate
of the sampled candidates of winning the election was around 65%, almost double the
success rate of the other 528 candidates that contested in the MGE13. The analysis in-
dicates that during the campaigning period 18 candidates were among the most active
(based on the number of wall-post posted on their FP), and 13 were the most popular
candidates (depending on the number of likes collected by their FP). The success rate of
an active candidate of winning a seat was around 67%. Additionally, if the candidate was
also popular, their chances of winning the election increased to around 77%.
Chapter 4 will show that by including the frequency of posts as one important factor in
inciting likes, the data is able to demonstrate the strength of campaign interactions (pas-
sive) that occur on the FP. By generating the Interaction Strength Plot chart to represent
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this information, it can illustrate and highlight the performance of the FP in the campaign.
Another interesting discovery from the preliminary analysis is that being active on FP
does not necessarily make a candidate popular. As per the presented figures, some of the
active FP were less popular. One of the reasons these cases happened is possibly due to
the lack of the attraction power of the post itself, rather than the candidate. Gladwell
(45) while describing the factors triggering a ‘social epidemic’ incident, claims that be-
sides the status of the messenger, and the circumstances of the message, the content and
sentiment of the message or ‘stickiness factor’ of the message is also important. Chapter
5 will deal with the stickiness of the posts and the underlying factors. The Stickiness
Level Chart suggested in Chapter 5 will validate the attractiveness of the FP across the
campaign period.
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Chapter 4
Passive Interactions
4.1 Introduction
Research that deals with the interaction aspect of social media is mainly qualitative as
per the literature reviewed in Chapter 2. There are some studies using quantitative meth-
ods and empirical data to come up with their findings. Inspired by these studies, this
chapter begins with a brief description of the literature together with the methodologies
and conclusions gained from applying these methodologies to the MGE13 data. Next, the
interactions that exist on Facebook Pages (FP) are defined in preparation for analysis.
The analysis starts with quantifying the interactions using regression models and then
illustrating the interaction strength with a control chart. The findings from both analyses
conclude this chapter.
4.1.1 Motivation
One of the interactions that occurs on FP, in particular during an election campaign pe-
riod, is a passive interaction between a candidate posting and the reader (public) liking
the post. The simplest method of measuring this interaction is through counting the
number of likes (or comments) acquired by the candidate’s posts. Studies reviewed in
Chapter 2 as well as in this chapter conclude that the number of likes gained by a candi-
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date during the campaign period can be used to illustrate the extent of support acquired
by the candidate thus making the number of likes a suitable indicator for votes gathered
and ultimately predicting the outcome of an election. Moreover, the number of likes can
also be viewed as a sign of the effectiveness of the use of FP, and social media in general
during an election campaign.
In this chapter, I intend to show that the current exercise of solely using the number of
likes recorded on FB or FP to gauge the performance of a candidate during the campaign
is not entirely accurate. The variation in the likes gathered by different posts, even by the
same candidate, indicates that there may be something about certain posts that cause
more people to like them. In addition, a drawback of FP is that for a user to express his
or her distaste towards the candidate’s post is either by making the effort to comment
on the post, or since there is no dislike button, the user could, in protest, still click like.
Measurements used in past studies clearly ignore this occurrence.
The Interaction Strength Plot or IntS proposed in this chapter aims to determine
the dynamic performance of a candidate’s FP during an election campaign period, by
presenting a graph that records the strength of the interactions between the candidate’s
posts and the public likes for the entire duration of the campaign. IntS incorporates the
variability of a candidate’s posting, as well as the probability of the posts gaining the
appropriate number of likes, in line with the possibility that a candidate’s posts could
affect the number of likes received. The methodology used in IntS is inspired by ‘Variable
Life-Adjusted Display’ or VLAD, which is used to monitor the performance of treatments
and outcomes in the health industry. More details are provided in section 4.4.
4.1.2 Social media as an indicator of campaign interactions
Recapping the studies mentioned in Chapter 2, researchers are beginning to conduct
quantitative analyses of the use of social media in campaigning. Tumasjan et al. (123),
perform content analysis on the Twitter data of the parties that contested in the 2009
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German national election as a means to detect political deliberation and conclude that the
tweets count could be used to forecast votes. Borondo et al. (17) introduce a new measure
called relative support to measure the political sentiment that existed on Twitter during
the 2011 elections in Spain. Relative support uses the slopes of the time series graph of
the accumulated mentions of the political parties contesting the elections. Modeling the
Twitter interaction network based on both the degree and affinity of the nodes helped
Borondo et al. to illustrate the emergence of segregated behaviour and the lack of debate
between the Spanish politicians.
Unlike Twitter, Facebook appears to be a more diffuse social network (44) as well
as a popular mass media tool (11). FP, as one of the tools offered by Facebook, was
chosen for this study because it may only be created and managed by official representa-
tives (34), and it allows organisations, businesses, celebrities and brands to communicate
broadly with people who like the FP. The interactions that occur on FP, in particular
during election campaigning, generally consist of candidates or their campaigning teams
posting content and the public responding to the post by either liking or commenting on
it. Clicking ‘like’ below a post on FP is an easy way for a user to indicate preference
towards the content, without leaving a comment (35).
Researchers have previously used FP data to measure popularity. Giglietto (44) uses
the number of likes received by a candidate’s Facebook (FB) as an indicator of popularity
and utilises it to prove a correlation with the outcome of the 2011 Italian administrative
elections. Similarly, Barclay et. al (11) use the number of likes recorded on candidates’
FP to show a strong correlation between the number of likes and the popular vote share
during the 2014 Lok Sabha elections in India. The next section looks at these two Face-
book studies in detail.
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4.2 Previous Studies on FP Interactions
In general, campaigning on FP is carried out with the owner of the FP (in this case
the candidate) posting a campaign message on the FP. This message can either be an
event, news, photo or video. Users who have liked the FP will be automatically notified
of the posts, and they can respond to the post either by liking or commenting on the
post. Interaction occurs whenever the user responds to the post posted by the candidate
and is a reactive communication, defined by Rafaelli (98) to be a communication process
whereby one side responds to the other side. In a number of studies (131; 44; 66; 11), the
existence of likes for a post, or often for the FP as a whole, has been used to determine
the popularity of the FP and is often taken by the researchers to be a measure of the
popularity of the candidate itself. In this section, I explore in detail the two studies by
Giglietto (44) and Barclay et. al (11). As a way to validate the findings of the studies, I
apply the methods mentioned in the studies to the MGE13 data.
4.2.1 Giglietto’s method
Giglietto (44) uses the votes share won by a candidate in the 2011 Italian municipal elec-
tion (IME11) and compares it to the candidate’s likes share as a measurement of the
candidate’s popularity. The study uses an index system for prediction precision that is
a combination of a specific score assigned to candidates based on specific cases such as a
score of 6 given to cases where the most popular candidate on Facebook wins the election.
These individual scores are summed up to further calculate the municipal prediction pre-
cision index scores. The findings of the study suggest that the most popular candidate
on Facebook either won or came second in the real electoral competition.
The methodology used by Giglietto includes the calculation of the candidate prediction
gap (CPG), municipality prediction gap (ABS[MPG]) and party prediction gap (PPG).
The candidate prediction gap (CPG) is the difference between the candidate’s votes
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share and their likes share. To get the likes share, the author divides the number of likes
a candidate’s FB received with the total number of likes received by all candidates’ FB
in the municipality.
CPG = candidate’s votes share − candidate’s likes share, (4.1)
Candidates Likes Share =
candidate’s FB likes
total likes received by all municipality candidates’ FB
.
(4.2)
From equation 4.2 it is clear that candidates without FB would get the highest CPG.
To avoid this Giglietto only calculates the CPG for candidates who have an active FB.
The municipality prediction gap (ABS[MPG]) is then the average of the absolute value
of the CPG of each candidate contesting in the municipality.
ABS[MPG] = average of |candidates’ CPG| . (4.3)
The party prediction gap (PPG) is the average CPG of the candidates based on their
parties.
PPG = average CPG of a particular party’s candidates. (4.4)
The author also states that subtracting the unsigned value of PPG from ABS[PPG]
(obtained by taking the average of the absolute value of each of that party’s candidate’s
CPG) gives an estimate of the effect of overestimated FB consensus.
At the same time, the author assigns each municipality an index score based on the
sum of all specific scores given to candidates with FB contesting in the municipality; a
candidate gets a score of 6 when he/she wins the election and is also the most popular
candidate on Facebook, 4 when he/she is the second most popular candidate on Facebook
and comes second in the polling, and 3 when he/she wins the election but is the second
most popular candidate on Facebook or when he/she is the most popular candidate on
Facebook but comes second in the polling. All other candidates get a score of zero. This
indexing exercise allows the calculation of a prediction precision for the method proposed
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by Giglietto and aims to evaluate the degree to which Facebook consensus correctly pre-
dicts the winner and the second place candidate.
Note 4.2.1. It is important to note that there are some inconsistencies in the way Gigli-
etto assigns the score to the candidates and the way in which he calculates the municipal
prediction precision score based on that assignment. Going through the IME11 data, the
municipal prediction score is the sum of all the index scores given to the candidates contest-
ing in that particular municipality. For example, in the case of Siena municipal election,
Giglietto identified that three of the candidates owned an FB account. Based on the votes
share and the likes share of the candidates, he assigned the winning candidate Franco
Ceccuzzi a score of 6 because he was also the most popular candidate on FB. Candidate
Alessandro Nannini was given a score of 4 because not only was he the runner-up in the
election, was also the second most popular candidate on FB. The score of 0 was given to
the rest of the candidates who did not satisfy the conditions as per above. The Sienna
municipality hence got a score of 6 + 4 + 0 = 10.
However, further analysis of the calculations reveal some small inaccuracies in the
assignment of scores to the candidates such as those given to the candidates contesting
in the Napoli, Novara, Rovigo and Salerno municipal elections. For example, in the case
of Novara, according to the IME11 data, three out of eight candidates contesting in this
municipality had an FB account. Based on the given percentages of likes, the most popular
candidate on FB (Andrea Ballare) won the election. Thus the score given to him should
be 6, making the total score given to the municipality of Novara 6. Instead, Giglietto gave
the municipality of Novara an index score of 3. These mismatches affect the calculation
of the average of all the municipal prediction precision scores.
Giglietto’s formulae in detail
Firstly, I convert Gigilietto’s formulae into more formal mathematics. From the above
equations 4.1 to 4.4, can be described mathematically as follows:
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Suppose that there are m municipalities. Let nj be the number of candidates standing
for election in municipality j. I assume that Fj is the set of candidates in municipality j
in the election campaign, and F ij is a candidate contesting in municipality j. Thus,
Fj = {F ij ∈ Fj, 1 ≤ i ≤ nj}
and
F = ∪Fj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m .
where F is the set of all candidates in IME11.
During the campaign period, if candidate F ij has an FP, then he/she posts some con-
tent on his/her FP, and the posts manage to acquire a certain number of likes. Thus with
each F ij , there is a set of likes. If F
i
j does not have an official FP, then I assume that the
number of likes is zero.
Let Lij be the total number of likes acquired by candidate F ij , with Lij = 0 if F ij has
no official FP.
According to Giglietto, likes share LSij of candidate F
i
j (Eq. 4.2) used in the calculation
of CPG (Eq. 4.1), is;
LSij =
Lij∑nj
i=1 Lij .
(4.5)
In order to get the CPG, let V ij be the number of votes captured by candidate F ij .
Thus, votes share V Sij is
V Sij =
V ij∑nj
i=1 V ij .
(4.6)
Recall that nj is the number of candidates contesting for that particular municipality j.
Thus CPGij for candidate F
i
j is calculated, using Eq. 4.1 as,
CPGij = V S
i
j − LSij . (4.7)
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Note 4.2.2. Eq. 4.1 shows that the CPGij for candidates that do not have any presence
on FB will be higher than those who have an FB account. This is because the calculation
for their CPG will only include their vote share without any deduction of their non-existent
like share (LSij = 0). This may be the reason why Giglietto only considers candidates who
have an FB account. Hence CPGij is only calculated for the candidates who have an FB
account.
To calculate ABS[MPG], that is Eq. 4.3, becomes
ABS[MPG]j =
∑nj
i=1
∣∣CPGij∣∣
nj
, (4.8)
where the summation is over the candidates in municipality j who have an FB.
For PPG (Eq. 4.4), the candidates F ij need to be grouped based on the party he/she
represents. Let y be a party contesting the election.
Then Eq. 4.4 can be written as,
PPGy =
∑
{i:F ij∈y}
CPGij, (4.9)
and,
ABS[PPG]y =
∑
{i:F ij∈y}
∣∣CPGij∣∣ , (4.10)
where in both cases, the summation is done over all candidates belonging to party y
who have an FB.
Giglietto concludes that, with respect to his data on the 2011 Italian administrative
elections, (a comparative summary is given in Table 4.1):,
1. The range of values for CPG goes from 0 to 84.18% with the average CPG being
15.77% for absolute values and -6.21% for signed CPG. In both cases, he concludes
that these ranges are well above the normally acceptable range of opinion and exit
polls.
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2. The average ABS[MPG] is 18.99% ranging between a minimum of 5.09% and a
maximum of 51.99%.
3. The outcome of subtracting the PPG from the ABS[PPG] shows that the center-
right political area records a higher value (+26.45) than the other political areas.
This, according to the author, indicates that center-right candidates invest less in so-
cial media marketing, making the prediction of electoral success based on Facebook
more significantly underestimated.
4. The average index score is 4.71. Based on the frequency of occurrence of the four
conditions used by Giglietto to calculate the index, results of the 2011 Italian ad-
ministrative elections indicate that in 39% of the cases, the most popular candidate
on FP won while another 43% came second in the polling result. The author states
that the combination of these findings make it pretty likely that the most popular
candidate on FP either won or came in second in the real electoral competition.
4.2.2 Applying Giglietto’s formulae to the MGE13 data
Observing the IME11 data and the calculation made by Giglietto, together with my judg-
ment on the way in which Giglietto assigned the prediction precision index (see Note
4.2.1), I have made some slight adjustments to the method (44) in order to adapt it to
the MGE13 data.
First and foremost, the candidates in the MGE13 data are divided into two groups.
There are 51 candidates contesting for 35 seats, with 32 (16 pairs) of these contesting for
16 seats. For these 32 candidates (16 pairs), their CPG is based on the total likes received
by both candidates, while for the remaining 19 candidates, their CPG relies on the total
likes received by all 51 MGE13 candidates, that is 2,512,148 likes.
Second, calculation of the ABS[MPG] for the MGE13 candidates is done for only the
16 seats, mainly because ABS[MPG] is only relevant for candidates contesting the same
municipalities or seats.
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A major difference between the IME11 and MGE13 data is the number of candidates
contesting for each municipality or seat. The minimum number of candidates contesting
in each municipality in the IME11 is 3, while the lowest number of candidates contesting
for each seat in the MGE13 is 2. Due to this, the scores used by Gigilietto in his calcula-
tion for the prediction precision index is slightly unsuitable for the MGE13 data. So, my
third and last change to the formulae is that the score of 6 is only given to the MGE13
candidate who not only won the seat and was also the most liked candidate on FP, while
the MGE13 candidate who won the seat but was less liked on FP gets a score of 3. A
candidate who lost the election is given a score of 0.
Using Giglietto’s method on MGE13 data reveals that (a comparative summary is
given in Table 4.1),
1. The range of CPGij for MGE13 data goes from 0 to 77.91% with an average CPG
of 39.81% for absolute values and 20.69% for signed CPG.
2. To calculate the ABS[MPG] for the MGE13 data, I took the 16 pairs of candi-
dates, where each pair of candidates were contesting the same seat. The average
ABS[MPG] is 30.06% with values ranging between a minimum of 2.61% and a max-
imum of 68.12%.
3. To calculate the PPG and the ABS[PPG] for the MGE13 data, I rearranged the can-
didates based on the coalition each represents. In the MGE13, there were only two
(2) major coalitions, BN (the incumbent government party) and PR (the opposition
coalition) with all candidates not associated with these two coalitions contesting as
independents. The outcome of subtracting the PPG from the ABS[PPG] shows that
PR (28 candidates identified as having an FP account) recorded a value of +30.58,
higher than the value of +5.39 recorded by BN (22 candidates identified as having
an FP account).
According to Giglietto, this is due to lower investment and minimal usage of Face-
book by candidates from PR. Findings from other studies (as presented in Chapter
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3), as well as my initial observations on the usage of social media from the MGE13
data, contradict this claim indicating instead that candidates from PR are more
invested and more prolific Facebook users than the candidates from BN.
4. The average index score for MGE13 candidate prediction precision is 2.44, with
31.25% of the 32 candidates contesting against each other in 16 seats not only win-
ning their seat but also having a popular FP, compared to just 18.75% of the winning
candidates being owners of the less popular FP. Additionally, the average municipal
precision score for the 16 seats is 4.88% with 62.50% of the seats won by popular
candidates.
Based on the explanations and the accompanying summary (Table 4.1), it can be
concluded that even though there are some similarities between the data taken from the
2011 Italian Administrative Elections (IME11) with the MGE13 data, the difference is
very apparent. The findings are detailed below:
Finding 4.2.1. CPG of the MGE13 candidates is more spread around the mean than the
CPG of the IME11 candidates. Table 4.2 highlights further statistical analysis of the mean
and standard deviation (SD) for the CPG of both data sets (IME11 and MGE13). The
CPG of 104 candidates contesting in the IME11 shows that their mean is -6.22 with SD of
22.51, while the CPG of 51 candidates contesting in the MGE13 indicates that their mean
is 20.69 with SD of 39.64. These values suggest that the CPG of the MGE13 candidates
is more spread around the mean than the CPG of the IME11 candidates. More candi-
dates are having more vote shares than their like shares in the MGE13 data set compared
to the candidates in the IME11 data sets, as observed by the value of the CPG mean
(a positive number for MGE13, a negative number for IME11). The calculated range
of values for the CPG of both data sets also indicates that the CPG of candidates con-
testing in the MGE13 is more spread than the CPG of candidates contesting in the IME11.
Finding 4.2.2. Higher value of (ABS[PPG] - PPG) does not necessarily indicate less
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Table 4.1: Comparison of findings between the 2011 Italian Administrative Elections (IME11) and the
2013 Malaysian General Elections (MGE13) based on the measurements used by Giglietto. In general,
the table shows that for MGE1 data, the bare count of likes is not an appropriate measurement for
candidates’ performance.
* less popular means the candidate acquired less number of likes on his/her FP compared to his/her
opponent.
Elections/ Mea-
surements
2011 Italian Administrative Elec-
tions
2013 Malaysian General Elections
| Average CPG |
(Signed Value)
Average CPG = 15.77% (-6.12%) Average CPG = 39.81% (20.69%)
ABS[MPG]
(Range)
ABS[MPG] = 18.99% (min 5.09%
max 51.99%)
ABS[MPG] = 30.06% (min 2.61%
max 68.12%)
ABS[PPG] -
PPG
Center-right records +26.45,
higher than others due to lack of
FP campaigning
PR (opposition party) records
+30.58, higher than BN (+5.39)
but observation and other studies
indicate higher presence on social
media campaigning compared to
other parties
Index Score 39% most popular FP candidates
won, 43% most popular FP can-
didates came second
31.25% of most popular FP can-
didates won, 18.75% less popular*
FP candidates won
engagement with social media. In addition, MGE13 data negates the assumption by
Giglietto that certain parties have a higher result (upon deducting PPG from ABS[PPG])
due to that party’s lack of interest in using social media. PR, one of the parties contest-
ing in MGE13 has a higher score of +30.58 compared to the other major party but as is
evident from other studies, is a heavy user of social media.
Finding 4.2.3. More popular candidates won seats 63% of the time. Last and most
importantly, by focusing only on candidates contesting against each other for 16 seats,
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Table 4.2: Comparison of descriptive statistical analysis between the 2011 Italian Administrative Elec-
tions (IME11) and the 2013 Malaysian General Elections (MGE13) based on the calculation of CPG of
candidates. The rows show the mean, standard deviation and range of the candidates’s CPG for IME11
and MGE13.
Measurements/ Data Set IME11 MGE13
Mean -6.22 20.69
Standard Deviation 22.51 39.64
Range (min, max) 128.65 (-84.18, 44.47) 146.04 (-68.12, 77.91)
MGE13 data reveals that the candidate who won the parliamentary seat was very likely
to be the candidate who was also more popular on FB compared to their opponents.
Unlike the conclusion derived by Gigletto, more than half of the 16 seats were won by the
candidate who is more popular on FP (that is 63% of the 16 seats) compared to only 39%
in the case of IME11. This result inspires the need to come up a different measurement to
better represent the performance of candidates using FP for election campaigning, rather
than just using the acquired likes as the basis of calculation.
4.2.3 Barclay et al.’s method
In another study on the use of FP in election campaigning, Barclay et al. (11) assume
that the likes on FP and the votes garnered by a candidate have a positive association
with the time period as a moderator for this positive relationship. The focus of Barclay
et al.’s study is the use of FP in the 2014 Indian Lok Sabha election. The authors notice
that the party that secured the most votes in the election was also the party that secured
the highest increment of likes in the study period, and held the highest average of daily
likes recorded on its fan page.
Barclay et al. incorporates the Pearson product-moment correlation test on the party’s
FP percentages of likes and the party’s respective percentages of votes and determines
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that there is a strong, positive correlation between the FP likes and the votes secured by
the party (as per Figure 4.3), which was statistically significant (r = 0.828, n = 324, p <
0.0005).
Furthermore, by including the time period as another independent variable, the au-
thors notice that the correlation between the likes and the votes seems to be stronger and
more positively significant during the month preceding the voting period.
Adopting Pearson correlation for MGE13 data reveals that the percentages of likes
received by the candidates’ FP and the percentages of votes received by the candidates
themselves have a small correlation of 0.290, yet the data is statistically significant at
p− value = 0.039 (p < 0.05). Table 4.4 presents the result.
Table 4.3: Correlation between likes and votes for 2014 Indian Lok Shaba Election FP, information
taken from Table 6, page 15 of the Barclay et al. (11) paper. The values in the table indicate a strong
and positive correlation between the 2014 Indian Lok Shaba’s candidate bare count of likes with the votes
count.
Pearson Correlation (r value) 0.828
Significant (p value) 0.000
Number of candidates (N) 324
Table 4.4: Correlation between likes and votes for MGE13 FP. The value in the table indicate a small
yet significant correlation between the MGE13’s candidate number of likes with the votes count.
Pearson Correlation (r value) 0.290
Significant (p value) 0.039
Number of candidates (N) 51
Both Giglietto (44) and Barclay et al. (11) use the number of likes as a prediction
for election results. Both studies exclude the variability of posting by the candidates in
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their measurement. From the MGE13 data, it is clear that not all candidates uploaded
the same number of posts. Also, the timing of the posts also varied as did the sentiment
of the posts as well as whether the post was a ‘broadcast’ or a genuine attempt by the
candidate to engage with the public. These different characteristics of the different posts
could result in the posts gaining vastly different likes. These variations could be consid-
ered to give a ‘value’ to each post, leading to the strong possibility that this ‘value’ is
what affects the number of likes gained by a post. In the next section, I will develop the
means of measuring one of these different characteristics of the posts, the variability of
posting. The other characteristics will be explored in later chapters.
4.3 Passive MGE13 FP Interactions
In this section, I will start the analysis of the passive interactions that exist on the FP
used by the MGE13 candidates during the campaign period. The act of a user liking a
post could be seen as a passive interaction, in the sense that the user does not need to
put in the effort required to comment on a post. Posts that do not have any responses
from the users can be ignored as this in a way indicates that there is no interaction. I
start with the mathematical formulations of the various quantities.
The MGE13 data is a collection of posts (P i) and likes (Li) captured directly from 51
FP owned by 51 candidates contesting in the MGE13 election for parliamentary seats. As
stated by Facebook (34), FP can only be created and managed by the official representa-
tives of the candidate’s campaign team, or in some cases, by the candidates themselves.
4.3.1 Quantifying passive FP interactions
Let n be the number of FP analyzed or, also the number of candidates with an FP, as an
official FP used in an election campaign can only be maintained by candidates.
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Let F be the set of candidates that used FP in the election campaign.
F = {F i ∈ F , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
During the campaign period, candidate F i posts some content on his FP. Thus with
each F i, there is a set of posts. Let ti = total number of posts posted by candidate F i.
For each F i, if there exist posts P ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ ti, then let
P i = {All posts posted by candidate F i} = {P ij : 1 ≤ j ≤ ti}.
Next, for each FP, there exists a set of users who like a post published on the
FP. Since a user can only like a post once, the set of users and the set of likes of
a post are interchangeable, however since a user could like more than one post, let
Li = number of likes gained by all posts by candidate F i.
This relationship can also be defined as: If `ij = number of likes gained by post P
i
j of
candidate F i, then Li = ∑tij=1 `ij.
In addition,
P = {P i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} = set of all posts by all candidates. (4.11)
L =
n∑
i=1
Li = number of likes gained by all the candidates. (4.12)
4.3.2 Statistical analysis of the passive FP interactions
Overall observations of the usage of FP in the MGE13 campaign can be found in chapter
3. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show the number of posts and the acquired likes, together with the
average number of likes per post for each FP. Table 4.5 is a list of the 10 FP that collected
the most number of likes compared to the rest of the captured FP. Here P i represents
both the sets of posts and the number of posts; the usage will be clear from the context.
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Table 4.5: Descending listing of the top 10 MGE13 candidates’ FP based on the number of likes,
together with the number of posts and average likes per post.
Name FP ID Num. of Posts, P i Num. of Likes, Li Ave. Likes per Post
Anwar Ibrahim anwar 543 443114 816.05
Lim Guan Eng lge 493 376957 764.62
Najib Razak najib 255 250452 982.16
Lim Kit Siang lks 505 223651 442.87
Husam Musa husam 347 202367 583.19
Wong Tack wongtack 276 125902 456.17
Tony Pua tonypua 231 102500 443.72
Haron Din harondin 246 87319 354.96
Nasrudin Hassan nasrudin 696 79818 114.68
Mustapa Mohamed tokpa 544 69620 127.98
From tables 4.5 and 4.6, it is immediately clear that posting more posts may not
improve the number of likes generated. I now carry out further statistical analysis in-
cluding firstly, finding the correlation between the number of posts and the number of
likes recorded on the MGE13 FP and secondly, understanding the relationship between
the variables by producing and interpreting the regression models obtained.
As used by Barclay et al. (11), a Pearson correlation coefficient r is suitable for testing
the linear association between the number of posts and the number of likes. The value of
r indicates the relationship between the data, with 0 suggesting no correlation. A positive
value of r suggests that as the value of one variable increases, so does the other. A nega-
tive value suggests that as the value of one variable increases, the other variable decreases.
Taking the analysis further, creating a regression model helps in examining and un-
derstanding the correlation between the variables in more detail. Regression analysis of
the data enables forecasting of the effect of one independent variable on the other depen-
dent variable. On the passive FP interactions, the number of posts P i is an independent
variable, and the number of likes Li acquired as a response to the posts is the dependent
variable.
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Table 4.6: Descending listing of the remaining 41 MGE13 candidates’ FP based on the number of likes,
together with the number of posts and average likes per post. The last 4 candidates in this list (Azmin
Ali, Dzulkefly, Sivarasa and Gary Lim) will not be included in the coming analysis as their accounts have
been deleted or the privacy setting has been changed.
Name FP ID Num. of Posts, P i Num. of Likes, Li Ave. Likes per Post
Abd Khalid Ibrahim aki 141 54661 387.67
Karpal Singh karpal 95 49482 520.86
Mohd Rafizi rafizi 113 46090 407.88
Salahuddin Ayub salahayub 69 40970 593.77
Nurul Izzah izzah 209 40627 194.39
Ali Rustam alirustam 480 38584 80.38
Teresa Kok teresa 61 31761 520.67
Hishamuddin Hussein hh 45 31235 694.11
Ibrahim Yaacob iy 263 30786 117.06
Tian Chua tianchua 184 19557 106.29
Khairy Jamaluddin kj 62 15273 246.34
Shamsul Iskandar shamsul 149 15246 102.32
Saifuddin Nasution sainas 53 12269 231.49
Zahid Hamidi zahidhamidi 123 10881 88.46
Nik Abduh nikabduh 25 10498 419.92
Reezal Merican reezal 346 8691 25.12
Fuziah Salleh fs 445 7530 16.92
Ibrahim Ali ibrahimali 51 6278 123.10
Saifuddin Abdullah saifuddin 32 5853 182.91
Irmohizam Ibrahim irmohizam 131 5397 41.20
Shahidan Kassim sk 28 2625 93.75
Tengku Adnan tgadnan 48 2434 50.71
Chew Hoong Ling chlpj 63 2408 38.22
Raja Nong Chik rnc 36 1976 54.89
Abd Aziz Sheikh Fadzir abdaziz 87 1810 20.80
N Surendran surendran 177 1495 8.45
Dominic Lau dominic 152 1445 9.51
Heng Seai Kie hsk 21 1253 59.67
Khalid Samad khalidsamad 7 1050 150.00
Mahfuz Omar mahfuz 12 1050 87.50
Nicole Wong nicolewong 65 922 14.18
Hasan Malek hasanmalek 31 880 28.39
Mahiaddin Yasin mahiaddin 3 688 229.33
Mujahid Yusof mujahid 38 649 17.08
Radzali Ghani radzali 50 621 12.42
Ahmad Fauzi ahmadfauzi 31 142 4.58
Chua Teik Siang cts 10 78 7.80
Azmin Ali azmin 49 27083 552.71
Dzulkefly dzulkefly 141 8962 63.56
Sivarasa sivarasa 58 8311 143.29
Gary Lim gary 17 274 16.12
Pearson correlation suggests that there is a strong correlation between Li and P i of
the 51 FP, at 0.641 with significant level p < 0.0005, thus indicating that the number of
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Figure 4.1: Scatterplot with linear regression line of likes (Li) versus posts (Pi). The y-axis represents
the bare count of likes, while the x-axis shows the bare count of posts for each MGE13’s candidate FP.
For comparison purposes, the green triangle indicates Najib Razak (najib) and the red box Nasrudin
Hassan (nasrudin). The figure also shows the regression equation accompanied by the relevant statistics
highlighted in the right hand box.
posts published on the FP will directly affect the number of likes received. In other words,
when P i increases, Li also tends to grow. The scatter plot (Figure 4.1) of Li versus P i
shows that even though there seems to be a linear relationship between the two variables,
most of the points on the graph are clustered near the origin, indicating that during the
campaign almost all of the FP contained a minimal number of posts and these generated
a minimal number of likes.
The graph also shows that some FP exhibited unusual characteristics thus disputing
the Pearson correlation reading. For example, the Nasrudin Hassan (represented on the
graph as the red coloured square) with the maximum number of posts of 696, only man-
aged to accumulate 79,818 likes (an average of 114 likes per post), while many FP with
fewer posts than his, managed to acquire many more likes such as Najib Razak’s FP
(represented on the graph as the green coloured triangle) which had only 255 posts, but
acquired 250,452 likes (an average of 982 likes per post).
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Regression wise, Figure 4.1 shows that the relationship between Li and P i is statisti-
cally significant, p < 0.0005. The value of R2 indicates that 41.1% of the variation in Li
can be satisfied by the regression equation,
Li = −6872 + 343 P i. (4.13)
Thus, plotting likes versus posts gives a correlation for less than 42% of the data.
A better indicator of the relationship between Li and P i is obtained by looking at the
natural log of both variables, presented in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Scatterplot with linear regression line of ln likes (Li) versus ln posts (Pi). The y-axis
represents the transformed ln of likes, while the x-axis shows the transformed ln of posts for each MGE13’s
candidate FP. For comparison purposes, the green triangle indicates Najib Razak (najib) and the red
box for Nasrudin Hassan (nasrudin). The figure also shows the regression equation accompanied by the
relevant statistics highlighted in the right hand box.
The points on Figure 4.2 are more dispersed, balanced and nearer to the regression
line compared to the previous actual values of Li and P i (as per Figure 4.1). Pearson
correlation suggests that the correlation between the likes and the posts is much stronger,
with the value of the correlation increasing to 0.748.
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From Figure 4.2 the regression model of Ln Li versus Ln P i indicates that the rela-
tionship is statistically significant, p < 0.0005, and 56% of the variation in Ln Li can also
be explained.
The regression equation for the model presented in Figure 4.2 is
Ln Li = 3.433 + 1.278 Ln P i, (4.14)
with the value of Li as,
Li = e3.433 ∗ P i1.278.
The model shows that the value of Li will increase whenever the value of P i increases.
In other words, if the candidate posted just one post, P = 1, the predicted Li acquired
will be,
Li = e3.433 ∗ (1)1.278 = 30.97 ≈ 31 likes. (4.15)
However, the value of 31 likes for a post is an ideal case and as can be seen from the
data, many posts gained much more likes, while other posts gained far fewer. Considering
the case of Nasrudin Hassan, this measure indicates that by gaining 114 likes per post,
the FP was performing very well.
Based on the observation of the MGE13 data (as per Table 4.5 and Table 4.6), the
number of likes generated on the candidate’s FP seems to depend not only on the number
of posts but also on the possibility of a candidate’s posts being able to attract a ‘stronger’
response from the public. To measure this ‘attraction’ of the posts, that is, to measure the
passive interaction between a candidate’s posts and the likes gives by the users, I propose
the use of a control chart, in particular, the modification of a risk-adjusted CUSUM chart
called a Interaction Strength Plot or IntS chart, which I explore in the next section.
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4.4 Measuring the Strength of Interactions using Con-
trol Chart
The use of a control chart to detect small persistent process changes has been widely
practiced in many industrial production processes (103). Coory et al. (27) state that a
control chart provides an understandable and up-to-date overview of runs of good or bad
outcomes, and the ability to detect problems early. One of the common control charts
used to illustrate changes in performance is the cumulative sum plots or CUSUM chart.
Woodall and Montgomery (134) reviewing this as one of the applications of statistical
process monitoring conclude that CUSUM is suitable for a collection of data over time
as it provides a quick detection of process changes and includes an in-control perfor-
mance metric such as false-alarm rate. According to Steiner et al. (111), CUSUM is a
well-established sequential monitoring scheme designed to detect changes in a process.
By including estimated risk unique to each individual case into the adjustment of the
CUSUM plot, Steiner et al. show that through the use of risk-adjusted CUSUM (RA
CUSUM), health industries have a logical and quantified way of detecting and monitoring
performance, especially risk-adjusted binary events (134). However, setting appropriate
thresholds and boundaries to be used in RA CUSUM is not straightforward, and the
process is quite difficult (99).
As an alternative,‘Variable Life-Adjusted Display’ or VLAD is a method used by the
health industry to monitor performance over a range of treatments and outcomes (70).
It is a graphical technique that incorporates information on estimated risk for each indi-
vidual case (116) and can be used for any binary short-term outcome (87). In relation to
cardiac surgery, Lovegrove et al. (70) describe VLAD as a plot that shows the difference
between the cumulative expected mortality and the deaths that occurred, taking into ac-
count the expected risk associated with the particular caseload. Every case in the series
is plotted from left to right on a horizontal axis, and moving across, the line moves up
for survivors and down for deaths. Sherlaw-Johnson (105) formulates that if Xn denotes
the outcome of the nth patient, and yn the corresponding risk, VLAD can be calculated as,
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Vn =
n∑
i=1
yn −
n∑
i=1
Xn. (4.16)
Overall, VLAD is designed to provide qualitative information (105) and can be used
to complement other statistical analysis methods.
The baseline probability, denoted with B, used in generating the appropriate VLAD
chart is an estimated risk that will be applied to all cases. In relation to health industries,
there are several ways of calculating the baseline probability. Some papers use a risk
model derived from other research as the basis for the baseline probability while others
use a logistic regression model to generate the baseline probability. There is also research
that uses a trial period to obtain the baseline data necessary to generate the baseline
probability. Details of these methods are as follows:
Method 1: Using risk models derived by other research as the baseline
probability. In their proposal for a refinement of the CUSUM chart, Lovegrove et al.
(70) devised the VLAD chart, a control chart that takes into account previously estimated
risks for each case. This estimated risk is another term for the baseline probability of the
cases. Their research focus is on illustrating the success rate of cardiac surgeries, and they
use the Parsonnet scoring system to estimate the probability of in-hospital mortality. For
each case, there is a previous risk predicted by Parsonnet, and this prediction determines
the magnitude by which the VLAD graph ascends or descends. The authors explain that
whenever a patient survives, the graph will ascend by an amount equal to the estimated
probability of death. For cases where the patient dies, the graph will now descend by an
amount equal to the estimated probability of survival. VLAD shows the difference be-
tween the expected and actual cumulative mortality curve. Thus the baseline probability
used in the VLAD chart varies for each patient.
Using the distribution of risks among all the hospitals from the Evaluation of Methods
and Management of Acute Coronary Events or EMMACE study by Dorsch et al. (28),
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Sherlaw-Johnson (105) proceeds to illustrate the progression of the net lives saved or lost
using a VLAD graph. Sherlaw-Johnson (105) writes that the progression of the chart or
the signaling rates has been evaluated based on the chosen EMMACE risk distributions.
Any changes in this distribution over the course of monitoring can alter the signaling
rates, and hence it needs to be regularly monitored and re-validated.
Tan et. al (116) combine the methodology of TRISS (Trauma and Injury Severity
Score) with two predictors of survival, ISS (Injury Severity Score) and RTS (Revised
Trauma Score) to calculate the probability of survival (baseline probability) used to gen-
erate the VLAD chart of trauma mortality. Patients who survived were given a score
of 1 minus the calculated probability of survival, while a patient who died was given a
negative value equal to the likelihood of survival.
Method 2: Using logistic regression model to predict the baseline proba-
bility. Another way of determining the baseline probability or the risk is by generating
the appropriate logistic regression risk model or logit regression for each case. Reviewing
the common applications of the cumulative sum, CUSUM charts in health care, Sasikumar
and Devi (103) explain that VLAD is a curve graph that plots the cumulative difference
between the expected outcomes and the observed outcomes. In their paper, they show
that the expected outcome calculation uses risk coefficient or baseline probabilities pre-
dicted through a logistic regression model.
Grunkemeier et al. (48) use logit regression to predict the odds of death for each pa-
tient. They notice that the higher the logit, the higher the risk of death for that patient.
This information is reflected on the VLAD graph by first transforming the logits into
probabilities, with 0 indicating 0% risk of dying and 1 being 100% risk of dying. More-
over, in the paper, they highlight that for each patient who dies, one (1) is subtracted
from the expected probability of death so that the score will be in between -1 and 0.
In other research, Novick et al. (84) also use logistic regression to determine the pre-
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dicted risk of an adverse outcome that includes 10 major complications, for 793 patients
who underwent coronary bypass performed by a single surgeon. According to Novick et
al., the risk of an adverse outcome in each individual case varied from 2.2% to 48.0%.
Method 3: Generating the baseline probability from observation over a
trial period. Different from the above two methods of determining the risk model or
baseline probability, Pagel et al. (88) use sample data as the baseline data in their calcu-
lation of the baseline probability. Through observation of the overall neonatal mortality
rate during the trial baseline period, they conclude that the baseline probability is 0.058,
referring to the 58 cases of neonatal deaths per 1000 live births observed over the trial
period. By assigning a value of 1 to an observed neonatal death and a value of zero (0) to
an observed survival, the score associated with each live birth is expected outcome minus
the observed outcome. The VLAD score is the cumulative total of scores across time. If
the difference is greater than zero, there have been fewer deaths than expected, and if it
is less than zero, then there have been more deaths than expected. Pagel et al. note that
VLAD is sensitive to the risk estimates or baseline probability used, thus it is important
to review the baseline probability values periodically.
As the interactions on FP consist of reactive communication between candidates’ post-
ing a post, and the public passively responding to the post by liking it, the performance of
the passive interactions can be ultimately measured. McCulloh and Carley (75) show that
by applying CUSUM control chart to social network datasets such as students, military
officers, and terrorists, they could successfully detect significant events or changes that
existed in the network. The authors further conclude that the combination of statistical
process control (control chart) and social network analysis is likely to produce significant
insight into organizational behaviour and the social dynamics of a network. Taking this
into account and inspired by the popular adoption of VLAD by the health industry to
monitor the performance of numerous subjects such as the rate of mortality in an hospital,
in the next section, I will demonstrate that by making a slight modification to VLAD, it
can be adapted to illustrate the performance or the strength of the passive interactions
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that occurred on the candidates’ FP during the campaigning period.
4.5 Interaction Strength Plot or IntS for Passive In-
teractions, P IntS
Similar to the usage of VLAD as a performance monitor of clinical practice, the objective
of IntS is to monitor the strength of interactions, and in the case of FP in election
campaigning, to monitor the strength of passive responses Oi given the number of posts
P i posted by the candidate F i. If P id denotes the number of posts posted by candidate
F i on day d, Oid the observed passive reaction attained by candidate F i on day d, and Bid,
the baseline probability, for example, the probability of a candidate’s daily posts getting
more likes than the average number of likes for the day, the equation used to calculate
the passive IntS for a candidate over the campaign period is,
P IntS(F i) =
k∑
d=1
(Bid −Oid) (4.17)
with k the total number of days in the campaign period. In the case of the above choice
for the baseline probability, Oid, the observed passive reaction can be calculated using the
number of likes Lid acquired by the candidate F i on day d.
Before attempting to generate the IntS chart for the campaign-related interactions
that exist between the MGE13 FP data, I need first to determine and calculate the base-
line probability to be used with the observed outcome to get the IntS scores. In general,
the baseline probability, B, should reflect the relationships that exist between the posting
by the MGE13 candidates with the acquired likes, given by the users to the posts.
Taking into consideration that there are many ways for the baseline probability or risk
model to be determined (as per the above review on methods), the baseline probability
B used in the P IntS can be defined as, for example, the likelihood of a candidate’s post
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getting more likes than the mean number of likes.
Finding the baseline probability for quantifying interactions is a challenging task, and
the chart is very sensitive to the baseline used (87). It is important to be able to decide
the best way forward, and in this regard, to seek the best possible baseline probability for
the P IntS chart. I start my search for the best baseline probability by using the result
from the regression model, which is that a post should incite 31 likes as my first attempt
to calculate the baseline probability (B(31)). Knowing that the regression model is not an
accurate representation of the interactions that exist in the data, I then test as the baseline
the probability of the daily likes being at least the mean number of daily likes (Bd(likes)),
and finally by inserting the number of daily posts into the calculation (Bd(posts)). The
final calculation proves to be the most accurate and we see that Bd(posts) is more reflec-
tive of the importance of a post, and its strength in inciting likes.
Moreover, instead of having one standard B for the calculation of the P IntS scores,
the calculations for both Bd(likes) and Bd(posts) include a set of Bd one for each of the
33 days of MGE13 campaigning. This method of having different baseline probabilities
for each day is in line with the MGE13 data that indicates that both the number of posts
posted as well as the number of likes acquired by the MGE13 candidates varies from day
to day as shown in Figure 4.3.
4.5.1 Calculating baseline probability using regression model
Before I begin measuring the performance of the passive interactions in the MGE13 data
using the intended baseline probability, I start first with the equation given by the regres-
sion model (see Eq. 4.15).
If P i is the number of posts posted by candidate F i over the entire campaign period,
let P id be the number of posts posted by candidate F i on day d. Similarly, Li is the
number of likes acquired by F i over the entire campaign period, and Lid the number of
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Figure 4.3: Graph of the total number of daily likes (red line) and posts (blue line) across the 33 days
of the MGE13 campaigning period, recorded on the 47 MGE13 candidates’ FP. The graph is a semi-log
graph with the y-axis representing the log of both the daily likes and posts, while the x-axis represents
the days across the MGE13 campaign. The lines indicate variabilities in the posting by the candidates
and liking by the public.
likes gained by candidate F i on day d.
According to Eq. 4.15, one post should incite 31 likes. Dividing the number of likes
acquired on a particular day, Lid, by the number of posts on that day, P id, gives the aver-
age number of likes gained by a post posted by candidate F i on that particular day. The
baseline probability B for P IntS(31) is the probability of a candidate’s post acquiring at
least 31 likes, regardless of the day the posts are posted.
If B1 = {F i : LiPi ≥ 31, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and B2 = {F i : L
i
Pi < 31, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, then the
probability of a post by candidate F i getting at least 31 likes is given by
pr(F i(l)) =
 q = |B1|/(|B1|+ |B2|) if L
i
Pi ≥ 31,
1− q = |B2|/(|B1|+ |B2|) if LiPi < 31.
(4.18)
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Based on the MGE13 data, the probability a candidate’s post can generate at least
31 likes is 0.5171 across the campaign period, and this is the baseline probability B(31)
for P IntS(31).
4.5.2 Calculating baseline probability using mean of likes
The probability baseline Bd(likes) is the probability of the candidate getting at least as
many likes on day d as the mean number of likes for that day.
Since Li is the number of likes acquired by F i over the entire campaign period and Lid
the number of likes acquired by candidate F i on day d, mld the average number of likes
acquired by all candidates on day d (Table 4.7) is given by,
mld =
∑n
i=1 Lid
n
. (4.19)
LetMl be the set of all average likes over the entire campaign period of k days, then
Ml = {mld : 1 ≤ d ≤ k}.
If Bd1 = {F i : Lid ≥ mld, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and Bd2 = {F i : Lid < mld, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, then the
probability of F i getting likes on day d is given by
pr(F id(l)) =
 qd = |Bd1 |/(|Bd1 |+ |Bd2 |) if Lid ≥ mld,1− qd = |Bd2 |/(|Bd1 |+ |Bd2 |) if Lid < mld. (4.20)
Since likes can only be acquired if the candidate posts, the baseline probability for day
d of the campaign period is Bd(likes) = qd, where qd is the probability of a candidate’s
posts acquiring at least the daily mean number of likes and forms the baseline probability
for P IntS(likes).
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Table 4.7: Sample of MGE13 data showing the number of likes acquired by the posts on some candidates’
FP with the calculation of the mean number of likes mld on a particular day and the probabilities as per
equation 4.20.
FP ID F i
Date d najib chlpj · · · kj mld Bd1 Bd2 qd 1− qd
3/04/2013 5845 0 · · · 0 1135.45 12 35 0.2553 0.7447
4/04/2013 1965 0 · · · 992 775.06 8 39 0.1702 0.8298
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
4/05/2013 36372 174 · · · 3521 4209.40 8 39 0.1702 0.8298
5/05/2013 28506 13 · · · 0 2625.94 11 36 0.2340 0.7660
4.5.3 Calculating baseline probability using mean of posts and
likes
The previous calculations of baseline probability (subsec. 4.5.1 and 4.5.2) ignore the vari-
ability of posting. Observation of the data and the results from the statistical analysis
(subsec. 4.3.2) clearly hint at this matter with cases where FP with a high number of likes
are actually posting less. Here I only consider the fact that more posts lead to more likes,
taking into account that the number of posts varied depending on the day (see Figure
4.3). Hence, in addition to calculating the mld as in the former subsec. 4.5.2, I include
the calculation of the related mpd.
If P i is the number of posts posted by candidate F i over the entire campaign period,
P id the number of posts posted by candidate F i on day d and mpd the average number
of posts posted by all candidates on day d (see examples of daily post numbers in Table
4.8), then
mpd =
∑n
i=1P id
n
. (4.21)
Then, letMp andMl be the set of all average posts and likes over the entire campaign
period of k days,
Mp = {mpd : 1 ≤ d ≤ k},
Ml = {mld : 1 ≤ d ≤ k}.
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If Ad1 = {F i : P id ≥ mpd, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, Ad2 = {F i : P id < mpd, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, and
Ad3 = {F i : P id = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} then the posting probability of F i on day d is given by
pr(F id(p)) =

pd = |Ad1|/(|Ad1|+ |Ad2|+ |Ad3|) if P id ≥ mpd,
sd = |Ad2|/(|Ad1|+ |Ad2|+ |Ad3|) if 0 < P id < mpd,
1− (pd + sd) = |Ad3|/(|Ad1|+ |Ad2|+ |Ad3|) if P id = 0.
(4.22)
The baseline probability for day d would then be Bd = Pr(B|A), where B is the
probability of a candidate’s posts acquiring more likes than the mean number of likes,
conditional on A, the candidate posting at least the mean number of daily posts or less
than the mean number but higher than zero. Thus
Bd = [(pr(F id(l)) = qd)|(pr(F id(p)) = pd) OR (pr(F id(l)) = qd)|(pr(F id(p)) = sd)]
= (qd × pd) + (qd × sd), (4.23)
and forms the baseline probability for the P IntS(posts).
Table 4.8: Sample of MGE13 data showing the number of daily posts on some candidates’ FP on
different days with the calculation of the mean number of posts mpd on that particular day and the
probabilities as per equation 4.22.
FP ID F i
Date d najib chlpj · · · kj mpd Ad1 Ad2 Ad3 pd sd
1−
(pd +sd)
3/04/2013 6 0 · · · 0 3.1702 12 11 24 0.2553 0.2340 0.5106
4/04/2013 2 0 · · · 1 2.9574 15 13 19 0.3191 0.2766 0.4043
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
4/05/2013 37 8 · · · 6 9.6809 16 28 3 0.3404 0.5957 0.0638
5/05/2013 30 1 · · · 2 4.8936 16 15 16 0.3404 0.3191 0.3404
Table 4.9 shows a sample of the results of the above equation (Eqn. 4.23).
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Table 4.9: Sample of the baseline probability, Bd(posts). The sampled rows indicate the day with its
calculated baseline probability.
Date d Bd(posts)
3/04/2013 0.1249
4/04/2013 0.1014
...
...
4/05/2013 0.1593
5/05/2013 0.1544
4.6 Plotting the IntS charts
Once the baseline probability has been calculated and determined, constructing the P IntS
chart goes through 3 stages. In general, these steps are, firstly, substituting the observed
outcomes with appropriate values (0 or 1), secondly, getting the IntS scores by subtracting
the substituted outcome from the expected outcome (baseline probability), and finally
accumulating and plotting the IntS scores onto the P IntS chart.
4.6.1 Substituting the observed outcomes
For P IntS(31) (P IntS(likes)), 0 is the substituted value for outcomes where the average
number of acquired likes for each post for candidate F i for each day is at least 31 (the
number of acquired likes for each candidate for each day is at least mld, respectively). For
other cases, the substituted value is 1.
For P IntS(posts), the substitution of the observed outcomes is based on the following
criteria: -1 is given to the observed result of a candidate posting at least mpd and acquiring
at least mld likes on day d, 0 to the observed outcome of a candidate posting more than 0
but less than mpd yet acquiring at least m
l
d likes on day d and 1 to the observed outcome
of a candidate acquiring less than mld likes on day d. Note that, any candidate who does
not post on a particular day automatically gets an substituted outcome of 1.
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For example, on day 1 (3/04/2013) (see Table 4.10) of the MGE13 campaign, Khairy
Jamaluddin (kj ) and Chew Hoong Ling (chlpj ) do not have any likes recorded on their
FP as they did not post anything on that day, whereas Najib Razak managed to acquire
5845 likes, a number higher than 1135, the approximate mean number of likes for that
day, with the number of posts (6) posted by this FP ID also being greater than the mean
number of posts (3.1702) by a candidate recorded for that day. Substituting the values to
-1 and 1, both Khairy Jamaluddin and Chew Hoong Ling will get a score of 1 while Najib
Razak will get a score of -1 (Table 4.10). On day 2 (4/04/2013) of the MGE13 campaign,
the substituted value for Khairy Jamaluddin is 0. This is because even though Khairy
Jamaluddin managed to acquired 992 likes, a number that is higher than the approximate
mean number of likes for that day (775), his posting (1) is less than the average number
of posts (3) for the day.
Table 4.10: Sample of MGE13 data after the substitution exercise for P IntS(posts). -1 indicates that
the number of likes is at least mld with the number of posts at least m
p
d for that particular day. 0 indicates
that the number of likes is at least mld, but the number of posts is more than 0 but less than m
p
d, while
1 indicates that the number of likes is less than mld for that particular day.
Candidates
Date d Najib Razak
Chew Hoong
Ling
Khairy
Jamaluddin
3/04/2013 -1 1 1
4/04/2013 0 1 0
...
...
...
...
4/05/2013 -1 1 1
5/05/2013 -1 1 1
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4.6.2 IntS = Expected outcome - substituted outcome
The expected outcome for the calculation of P IntS(31) scores uses the value of B(31) =
0.5171. Thus P IntS(31)(F id) = 0.5171 if a candidate’s post on that particular day gener-
ate at least 31 likes, otherwise P IntS(31)(F id) = −0.4829.
In the case of P IntS(likes), the expected outcome will be the values of Bd(likes),
which varies depending on the day of the campaigning. The values for Bd(likes) are cal-
culated according to the method described in subsec 4.5.2. Thus P IntS(likes)(F id) =
Bd(likes) if the candidates’s post gathered at least the mean numbe rof likes, otherwise
P IntS(likes)(F id) = 1−Bd(likes)
The case for Bd(posts) is different and I give it in detail here. Using the substituted
values as given in Table 4.10 would result in the daily scores being more than 1. To avoid
this, the calculation for the P IntS(posts) scores for each day d is as follows:
P IntS(posts)(F id) =

1 if P id ≥ mpd & Lid ≥ mid,
Bd(posts) if 0 < P id < mpd & Lid ≥ mid,
Bd(posts)− 1 if Lid < mld.
(4.24)
The value of 1 is assigned to cases where the substituted outcome is -1 (see Table
4.10) indicating that for that particular day both the number of posts and the number
of acquired likes were at least the daily mean of both variables (as per Eqn. 4.17). This
allows us to keep P IntS(posts) scores for each day to be between -1 and 1.
For example, the baseline probability Bd(posts) for day 1 (3/04/2013) of the MGE13
campaign is 0.1249 (as per Table 4.9), and hence the P IntS(posts) score given to Khairy
Jamaluddin (kj ) for that day (based on substitution outcome given in Table 4.10) will be
-0.8751 (see Table 4.11). For having an FP that acquired more likes due to posting more
posts, Najib Razak is given the substitution score of -1 (see Table 4.10). His P IntS(posts)
score for day 1 would be 1 based on the eqn. 4.24. On day 2 (4/04/2013), Najib Razak
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gets an P IntS(posts) score of 0.1014 (see Table 4.11). This is because his substituted
outcome for day 2 is 0 (see Table 4.10), indicating that his posts is between 0 and the
daily average but managed to get lots of likes.
Table 4.11: Sample of MGE13 data P IntSd(posts) scores. The calculation starts with deducting the
expected outcome (Bd(posts)) with the substituted outcome. Next the results of the deduction will be
normalised according to equation 4.24 as to keep the scores between -1 and 1.
Candidates
Date d Najib Razak
Chew Hoong
Ling
Khairy
Jamaluddin
3/04/2013 1.0000 -0.8751 -0.8751
4/04/2013 0.1014 -0.8986 0.1014
...
...
...
...
4/05/2013 1.0000 -0.8407 -0.8407
5/05/2013 1.0000 -0.8456 -0.8456
4.6.3 Plotting the P IntS chart
The passive interaction score for candidate F i for the entire campaign period, P IntSF i
is the running total of the scores for candidate F i over all the days of the campaign pe-
riod, P IntSF i =
∑k
d=1 P IntS(F
i
d). If this cumulative score is greater than zero, then
the candidate has elicited more responses from the public than expected, and if it is less
than zero, the candidate’s social media presence has not achieved the interaction potential
available to him/her.
For example, accumulating the P IntS(posts) scores of Najib Razak, Chew Hoong
Ling and Khairy Jamaluddin records the increment or decrement of their P IntS(posts)
progression across the campaigning period, as shown in Table 4.12.
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Table 4.12: Sample of MGE13 data P IntS(posts) scores for Najib Razak, Chew Hoong Ling and
Khairy Jamaluddin. The last row shows the cumulated scores gained by the candidates at then end of
the campaign (5/05).
Candidates
Date d Najib Razak
Chew Hoong
Ling
Khairy
Jamaluddin
3/04/2013 1.0000 -0.8751 -0.8751
4/04/2013 1.1014 -1.7737 -0.7737
...
...
...
...
5/05/2013 18.2924 -27.6831 -22.8302
The P IntS chart is then constructed by plotting the P IntS scores over time, which
allows the visual identification of the interactive strength of each candidate’s FP.
4.7 Findings and Discussion
It is important to be able to interpret the results from the P IntS charts. To enable this,
I refer to the description given by Pagel et. al (88) on the results of their VLAD chart
that plots the neonatal mortality rate. According to the authors, if the VLAD score is
greater than zero (positive), then there have been fewer deaths than expected, and if the
score is less than zero (negative), then there have been more deaths than expected (88).
Adopting this interpretation to the data, I define positive P IntS scores as indicating
strong passive interactions while a negative P IntS score points out that the FP ID posts
failed to engage the public, as this engagement is necessary for the posts to acquire likes.
The movement of the accumulated P IntS scores across the chart illustrates the strength
of the passive interactions that occurred during the campaigning period. An FP that
maintains a steady accumulation of positive P IntS scores could then be described as an
FP that is performing well.
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However the choice of baseline would strongly influence this accumulation of positive
P IntS scores, thus the selection of an appropriate baseline probability B to be used in
drawing the P IntS chart is important. As Pagel (87) states just as the VLAD chart is
very sensitive to the risk estimates used, so is P IntS. The next subsection presents the
statistical comparison between the three P IntS. The discussion continues with comparing
the progression of the P IntS scores on all three P IntS charts. This is then followed by
another P IntS comparison but focusing on three selected FP.
4.7.1 Comparison between P IntS charts
A good P IntS chart needs to show the variability of the P IntS scores clearly. To dis-
play the strength of FP interactions through the P IntS chart, the cumulative IntS scores
should exhibit variability throughout the campaign period. In this subsection, I will
present the best baseline, that is, the baseline and consequently the P IntS chart, that
clearly illustrates the variability between the candidates’ posting and the acquiring of likes
by these posts. The aim of this exercise is to extract more information than is provided
by the bare count of posts and likes.
Table 4.13 gives the statistical comparison between the different P IntS. By includ-
ing the number of the posts in the baseline probability (P IntS(posts)), the range of the
scores increases from 33 to 60.6831, and the standard deviation of the scores expands
from 7.0647 to 12.0216, indicating that the P IntS(posts) scores are more spread out, and
this could give a much clearer view of the strength of the interactions.
Further examination of the cumulative P IntS scores for the three P IntS charts, in par-
ticular, the final P IntS scores calculated at the end of the campaign period (5/05/2013),
shows that there is substantial variation especially for the FP that show positive scores,∑d=33
d=1 P IntS(F
i
d) ≥ 0.
Starting with the P IntS(31) chart (see Figure 4.4), notice that this chart indicates
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Table 4.13: Comparative Statistics of the MGE13 P IntS scores between P IntS(posts), P IntS(likes)
and P IntS(31). The measurements used in the table include range, standard deviation, median, mode
and mean of the 1551 scores for each P IntS of the 47 MGE13 candidates.
P IntS
Measurements P IntS(posts) P IntS(likes) P IntS(31)
Range (Max, Min)
60.6831 (33,
-27.6831)
33 (7.9362,
-25.0638)
33 (17.0638,
-15.9362)
Standard Deviation 12.0216 8.1359 7.0647
Median -7.7954 -7.6809 -0.4146
Mode -0.8751 -1.5745 -0.4829
Mean -7.7014 -8.7511 -0.1567
Count 1551 1551 1551
that 26 of the FP showed positive cumulative scores over the period of data collection.
There seems to be liltle variability in the scores, preventing any of the FP standing out.
For example, Lim Guan Eng (lge), Nasrudin Hassan (nasrudin) and Anwar Ibrahim (an-
war) share similar rank as the leaders of the group with every one of the four getting a
P IntS(31) score of 17.0638. However as can be seen from the Table 4.5, these FP gained
very different likes.
Moving on to the P IntS(likes) chart (see Figure 4.5), it can be seen that only 6 out
of the 26 identified by P IntS(31) are assigned positive scores. These 6 FP are those
belonging to Lim Guan Eng, Lim Kit Siang, Anwar Ibrahim, Najib Razak, Nasruddin
Hassan and Tony Pua. Again, the final P IntS(likes) scores indicate that both Lim Guan
Eng (lge) and Lim Kit Siang (lks) share a similar score of 7.9362 whereas, these two FP
gained different number of likes as per Table 4.5.
The ranking for the FP as given by P IntS(posts) (see Figure 4.6) has 10 FP display-
ing positive scores on day 33 (5/05/2013). It is interesting to note that the P IntS(posts)
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Figure 4.4: P IntS(31) chart for MGE13. The y-axis shows the IntS scores and the x-axis indicates
the day of the MGE13 campaign. The lines are coloured specific to each of the 47 MGE13 candidates,
and drawn based on the cumulated P IntS scores, while using B(31) as the baseline probability. The
movement of the lines across the chart illustrates the strength of the passive interactions that occurred
under the specific baseline of at least 31 likes per posts per day, during the MGE13 campaigning period.
scores of these 10 FP show good variability with none of the FP having the same scores
between them. The values range from 7.1544 (Wong Tack) to 33 (Lim Kit Siang).
Now considering the negative cumulative scores,again there is variation in the charts
for the three baselines. There are only 21 FP in P IntS(31) with negative P IntS scores,
ranging from -15.9362 to -0.9362. P IntS(likes), on the other hand, has 41 FP with nega-
tive scores, with 24 of these having the same score of -25.0638. P IntS(posts) meanwhile
indicates that there are 37 FP with negative P IntS scores, with 24 of these (similar to
P IntS(likes)) having the same negative IntS(posts) score of -27.6831. These detailed ob-
servations explain the negative values of the mean, mode and median of all three P IntS
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Figure 4.5: P IntS(likes) chart for MGE13. The y-axis shows the IntS scores and the x-axis indicates
the day of the MGE13 campaign. The lines are coloured specific to each of the 47 MGE13 candidates,
and drawn based on the cumulated P IntS scores, while using Bd(likes) as the baseline probability. The
movement of the lines across the chart illustrates the strength of the passive interactions that occurred
under the specific baseline of average likes per day, during the MGE13 campaigning period.
indicating that the majority of the cumulative IntS scores gained by MGE13 candidates’
FP are below zero, alluding to the inability of the FP to maintain a good interaction.
4.7.2 Comparison on selected FP
In this section I will compare the P IntS charts generated from the IntS scores of three
sample FP owned by Nurul Izzah (izzah), Mustapa Mohamed (tokpa) and Nasrudin Has-
san (nasrudin). The aim here is to highlight the differences further and decide on the best
baseline probability B to use to represent the strength of passive interactions in FP cam-
paigning. Figure 4.7 illustrates the differences between the three different P IntS charts,
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Figure 4.6: P IntS(posts) chart for MGE13. The y-axis shows the IntS scores and the x-axis indicates
the day of the MGE13 campaign. The lines are coloured specific to each of the 47 MGE13 candidates,
and drawn based on the cumulated P IntS scores, while using Bd(posts) as the baseline probability. The
movement of the lines across the chart illustrates the strength of the passive interactions that occurred
during the MGE13 campaigning period.
for the chosen three FP.
According to the data, from the bare count point of view (see last column of Figure
4.7), Mustapa Mohamed and Nasrudin Hassan are considered both active and popular
FP based on the number of posts and the acquired likes (see Table 4.5) . On the other
hand, while Nurul Izzah’s number of posts (209 posts) is slightly higher than the average,
the acquired likes (40,627 likes) of her FP was less than average. A good P IntS chart
should illustrate at least this difference between these three candidates, if not more.
P IntS(31) for all three FP (see first column in Figure 4.7) shows increasing positive
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of P IntS charts for Nurul Izzah, Mustapa Mohamed and Nasrudin Hassan
(izzah, tokpa and nasrudin). The x-axis for each of the charts ranges over the 33 days of the campaign
period, while the y-axis differs depending on the range determined by minimum and maximum scores of
each respective P IntS chart. Each column compares the three selected candidates, with the first row for
izzah, second row for tokpa and the last row for nasrudin. The first column compares the P IntS(31), the
second column compares the P IntS(likes), the third column compares the P IntS(posts) while the last
column shows the bare count of likes for each candidates.
progression across the campaign period. The graph for P IntS(31) is not very informative
as it does not distinguish at all between the three candidates, leading to the conclusion
that the baseline used, B(31) is inappropriate for discriminating between candidates.
Calculating the IntS scores using only the number of likes, and B(likes) as the ex-
pected outcome creates a chart, P IntS(likes) (see column 2 in Figure 4.7) that also does
not clearly illustrate the difference in the interaction strengths of the different FP. As
shown in Figure 4.7, specifically in the second column comparing izzah l, tokpa l and
nasrudin l, the P IntS(likes) scores for both Nurul Izzah and Mustapa Mohamed are be-
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low 0, with Nurul Izzah’s P IntS(likes) scores reaching down to -11. The P IntS(likes)
scores for Nasrudin Hassan show gradual positive variation from 0 with 5 being the max-
imum attained. Thus P IntS(likes) goes some way towards distinguishing between the
performance of the three candidate’s FP. It shows that Nurul Izzah’s FP is really under-
performing. But there is insufficient difference between the other two candidates. The
question is whether P IntS(posts) dos better at this.
Including the variability of posting together with the probability of acquiring likes gives
a much better separation of the FP performance, as per the third column comparing iz-
zah p, tokpa p and nasrudin p in Figure 4.7. Clearly, Nasrudin Hassan’s P IntS(posts)
scores show a positive strong upward trajectory rising from 0 to 30, followed by that of
Mustapa Mohamed whose final IntS score sits at around 11, with 13 being an interim
maximum value. In the case of Nurul Izzah, the progression of the cumulative IntS(posts)
scores from way above 0 (7 being the maximum value) to negative shows the weakening
of the FP’s interaction strength towards the end of the MGE13 campaign run.
From the above comparisons (Figure 4.7), it is clear that the P IntS(posts) chart is
more able to show the variability of passive interactions on FP. The following discussion
will thus only consider the findings from the P Ints(posts) chart.
4.7.3 Findings from P IntS(posts)
The interaction strength of all the FP recorded during the 33 days of campaigning based on
P IntS(posts) is shown in Figure 4.6. As a way to further scrutinizing the P IntS(posts),
Figure 4.8 demonstrates the movement of IntS scores during the first 10 and the last 10
days of campaigning respectively.
Reiterating the meaning of positive and negative IntS scores, every increase in the
IntS(posts) scores can be taken as an indication of a healthy passive interaction between
the posts and the acquired likes, while troughs or valleys indicate weak passive interac-
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Figure 4.8: The figure shows two panel representing the P IntS(posts) charts for the first 10 and the
last 10 days of the MGE13 campaign. The lines are colored according to the 47 candidates. Note that
the accompanied legend only highlights the candidates that are mentioned in the analysis that follows.
tions as a result of the posts not being able to incite the appropriate number of likes.
Consistent drop or decrease in IntS scores signals unhealthy passive interactions pointing
out that the FP is under-performing.
The bare count of likes and posts (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4) highlighted Anwar Ibrahim
as the most popular (443,114 likes), and Nasrudin Hassan as the most active (696 posts).
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However, P IntS(posts) (Figure 4.8) shows that Lim Kit Siang and Lim Guan Eng are the
ones with the strongest passive interactions, with Lim Kit Siang managing to maintain a
high rate of increasing and consistent progression of positive IntS scores way above the
rest of the FP ID, across the campaign period. In addition to that, Figure 4.8 shows
that in the last 10 days of campaigning, the IntS scores of Lim Kit Siang, Lim Guan
Eng, Anwar Ibrahim, Nasrudin Hassan and Najib Razak (in that order) are way above
20. This indicates that they have high performing FPs.
Among the FP in the top ten most popular (see 3.3) and in the top ten most active
(see 3.4), three can be seen to have under-performing FP, as indicated by the strength of
their passive interactions, in particular during the last 10 days of campaigning. All these
three FP (Fuziah Salleh, Reezal Merican and Ali Rustam) have more posts compared to
others, and yet their performance is well below 0.
An interesting angle at this point would be to consider the performance of the FP
of candidates who lost the elections. This is especially relevant because, often, popular-
ity in social media is taken to mean success in the election. The results of the MGE13
election show that Husam Musa, Haron Din, Ibrahim Yaacob and Ali Rustam lost seats
to Tengku Adnan, Shahidan Kassim, Ahmad Fauzi and Shamsul Iskandar respectively.
By generating a new chart (Figure 4.9) illustrating the progression of the IntS scores of
only these stated FP ID we get an interesting insight into the performance of the FP of
these candidates. The performance of Husam Musa, Haron Din, Ibrahim Yaacob and Ali
Rustam is clearly much better when compared to their winning opponents. In addition,
the performance of Husam Musa and Haron Din jumped up to between 10 and 15 towards
the end of the campaign trail. On the other hand, the P IntS of their winning opponents
(Tengku Adnan, Shahidan Kassim, Shamsul Iskandar and Ahmad Fauzi, respectively)
share the same steady progression of negative IntS scores across the campaign period.
Clearly, other factors are contributing to the winning of seats and having an FP, popular
or otherwise is not necessarily enough to win a seat.
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Figure 4.9: P IntS(posts) chart for Husam Musa, Tengku Adnan, Haron Din, Shahidan Kassim, Ibrahim
Yaacob, Ahmad Fauzi, Ali Rustam and Shamsul Iskandar (husam, tgadnan, harondin, sk, iy, ahmadfauzi,
alirustam and shamsul). The y-axis show the cumulated P IntS scores while the x-axis indicates the day
of the MGE13 campaign. The lines are coloured based on the 8 candidates mentioned in the legend located
at the top of the chart. The chart shows that Husam Musa and Haron Din have the strongest P IntS,
while Ahmad Fauzi, Tengku Adnan, Shamsul Iskandar and Shahidan Kasim shared similar progression
of P IntS across the MGE13 campaign.
From Figure 4.9 and the accompanying analysis we can concludes that, while on the
surface, some FP might be popular or shown to be active (based on the bare count of
their likes and posts), but based on their interaction strength, the performance of these
FP is really below par. As mentioned previously, almost 60% of the FP record a steady
progress of negative IntS(posts) scores, signaling that these FP under-performed.
See Figure A.1 in the appendix for the complete P IntS(posts) scores of all the MGE13
candidate.
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4.8 Conclusion
The research in this chapter, in particular, the introduction of IntS and the accompanying
P IntS charts may provide a candidate with a way of assessing and monitoring his/her
usage of online election campaigning especially on Facebook. Of all the suggested P IntS
charts, the one that accurately illustrates the variability of posting and the acquired likes
of these posts is P IntS(posts). Unlike previous studies that only consider the number of
likes received by a candidate’s FP, P IntS(posts) depends on the daily posting as well as
the likes gained.
However, examination of the values used during the substitution stage (subsec 4.6.1)
indicates that the P IntS(posts) chart benefits FP that have many posts and gained many
likes. As I have indicated before, there are some cases where for day d, an FP exhibits
fewer posts than the daily mean of posts mpd, but manages to collect more likes than the
daily mean of likes mld. For these types of cases, the IntS scores will be lower. Clearly
there is a problem with using IntS, as there must be something that makes these posts
sticky.
The next chapter will present the quantitative analysis carried out on these particular
posts.
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Chapter 5
Stickiness of Posts
5.1 Introduction
The P IntS generated in the previous chapter (4) illustrated the performance of FP as a
campaigning platform, in the context of interactions between posts and likes. The findings
from the P IntS indicate that more than half of the FP identified and collected during
the MGE13 campaign underperformed, including some FP that were regarded as both
popular (based on the number of likes) and active (based on the number of posts). The
proposed method (P IntS(posts)) illustrated the variability of posting (based on the num-
ber of daily posts), and the ability of the posts to incite likes. Moreover, P IntS(posts)
defined FP containing high number of posts with large number of acquired likes as having
high rate of interactions.
5.1.1 Motivation
The MGE13 data reveals that there are some FP that have only a few posts but still
manage to incite a large number of likes, while other FP with a large number of posts
incited very minimal likes. This shows that posting variability is just one factor that
might help posts attract a high number of likes. Gladwell (45) considers a message to
have a stickiness factor, if it has an impact and is memorable, and leads to some sort of a
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tipping point (a dramatic moment when everything changes). While this research is not
considering any tipping points, a post that manages to attract high number of likes can be
deemed to be ‘sticky’, and based on the limitation imposed by Facebook on the number
of likes that can be downloaded, I define a ‘sticky’ post as a post that has acquired 1000
likes (i.e., the maximum number of likes captured from Facebook).
Observation of the data indicates that besides variability in the number of posts across
the MGE13 candidates, there is also variability in the frequency of posting in the whole
campaign period, with higher posting recorded on certain days. This variability might
also affect the stickiness level of the posts.
In addition to the frequency of posting, and the time of posting, another factor that
might contribute to a post becoming sticky is the quality of the post itself. In this re-
search, the definition of quality of a post is centered on the sentiment of posts. Bronstein
(19) reveals that during the 2012 U.S. Presidential Election, the FP of both candidates
(Obama and Romney) contained a large number of emotionally driven (or pathos) posts
as a way to incite support. At the same time, Geronimos and Justinussen (41) observe
that the posts on the Obama FP during the 2012 campaign were mostly positive and
lacking in any highly polarizing or negative attacks on his opponent. These findings im-
ply that the sentiment of a post has the potential of making the post more appealing and
sticky.
5.1.2 Outline of chapter
This chapter begins with investigating the relationship between the frequency and timing
of the posts and the number of likes acquired. From there the focus of the research turns
to identifying and analysing sticky posts in a quantitative manner. Besides assessing the
statistical information in the data, the analysis will also try to ascertain and measure the
sentiment of these sticky posts. The objective here is to present the effects of the timing
and the sentiment of these posts in making the posts more attractive, thus making FP
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possibly more valuable as a campaigning platform.
Subsequently, as a way to illustrate the findings from the analysis, I suggest a new
graph called Stickiness Level Chart (SLC). This chart measures the possibility of posts
containing emotional connotation becoming sticky posts across a specific campaign pe-
riod. Ultimately, the graph is used to exhibits the stickiness of an FP.
5.2 Frequency and Timing of Posting
Figure 5.1: Graph of the daily mean of posts and likes across the 33 days of MGE13 campaigning
period. Left y-axis indicates the daily means of the likes collected by the FP, while right y-axis measures
the daily means of the number of posts posted on the FP. The reference lines (red and green coloured
lines) show some significant dates when the recorded means change.
Recall that figure 4.3 in Chapter 4 illustrated the total number of daily posts and likes
of all the FP across the 33 days of the MGE13 campaigning period. Plotting instead, the
daily mean of the posts and likes for the same data (see figure 5.1) provides a different
picture. The changes in the means of posts and likes as illustrated in figure 5.1 correspond
rather well with the key events that happened in the real world (oﬄine) as listed in Table
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5.1.
Almost all the points on the graph except the starting date (3/04) and the end date
(5/05) of the campaign show a direct relationship between the mean of posts and the
resulting mean of likes for that specific day. Whenever the posting frequency increases,
the number of acquired likes also increases. These increases in the rate of posting on the
FP and the resulting increases of likes by the public seem to appear in the days before
key events. On the day when the candidates were nominated, and their contested seat
confirmed (20/04), the mean number of posts increased to 6.7 per FP with the average
number of acquired likes per FP increasing to 2,332 likes. From that day onwards, the
graph shows an upward trend in both the numbers of posts as well as the numbers of
likes received. For specific dates that are not listed in Table 5.1 such as 6/04, 14/04 and
2/05, further investigation reveals that the increases in the number of posts and likes were
probably influenced by other events happening oﬄine, such as the official launching of
BN’s election manifesto, the surfacing of sexually explicit videos involving key opposition
leaders and the demonstration by the Election Commission of the use of indelible ink,
respectively.
Table 5.1: Key events during the MGE13 Campaign. This table highlights the date of the key oﬄine
events that happened suring the MGE13 campaign. This includes the dissolution of the Malaysian
parliament, nominating the MGE13 candidates and several MGE13 polling days specific for the type of
voters.
Date (2013) Event
3/04 Dissolution of Parliament
20/04 Candidate nomination day
28/04 Overseas postal voting day for Malaysian living abroad
30/04 Early voting day for Malaysian security forces
5/05 General voting day
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According to the data and the above analysis, day 20/04 recorded the highest average
of likes and posts since the beginning of the MGE13 campaign with the average number
of likes reaching around 350 per post. Hence it seems most appropriate to start the task
of identifying and examining sticky posts from 20/04 and continue to the end of the cam-
paigning period amounting to 16 days of data.
5.3 Sentiment of Posts
One of the interesting revelations from chapter 4 is that the variability of the posting
does affect the number of likes received by the FP. Further examination reveals that the
timing (based on the date) of the posting also contributes to attracting a higher number
of likes as highlighted in the previous section. It is possible that the quality of the posts
or the messages contained in the posts might also be contributing to certain posts being
more appealing than other posts thus increasing the stickiness level of these posts. One
approach to assessing the quality of the posts is by examining the sentiment of the posts.
In this section, by limiting the time frame of the data to between 20/04 and 5/05, the
focus is on identifying the sentiment and how it might affect the stickiness of the posts.
The next subsection presents the literature related to the field of sentiment analysis, in
particular, the sentiment of campaigns conducted on social media such as Twitter and
Facebook.
5.3.1 Previous literature on sentiment analysis
Ortigosa et. al. (86) define sentiment simply as a personal positive or negative feeling or
opinion while Feldman (37) describes sentiment analysis as the task of finding opinions
of authors about specific entities. According to Kennedy (62), using linguistic and tex-
tual assessment, the sentiments of the words can often be classified into the categories of
positive, negative or neutral.
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A sentiment analysis system normally contains documents or texts as the input, a set
of linguistic and lexicon references as the accompanying resources, a document process-
ing and analysis module that uses the resources to annotate the input, and presents the
result of the annotation as the output of the system, often in the form of scores (37). The
illustration of a typical sentiment analysis system is shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: A typical sentiment analysis system as drawn by Feldman on page 84 in his paper (37).
The system begins by accepting a document containing text as the input corpus. Then the document will
go through several processes involving numerous lexicons and linguistic resources. Next, the processed
document will be analysed for sentiments. The annotations of these sentiments, in the form of scores,
will be the output.
The document processing and analysis modules can be carried out either automatically
or manually. In an automated process, a text analysis tool is used to calculate and mea-
sure the sentiment of the data. The calculation of the sentiments will refer to a linguistic
or lexicon dictionary that contains words and the sentiment score assigned to these words.
Sentiment analysis can also be conducted manually by assigning a group of coders the task
of going through the data, identifying the sentiment, and giving it the necessary scores.
This manual process is repeated a few times as a way of minimising human error and bias.
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Previous research that discusses the sentiment of campaigns conducted on social media,
in particular on Twitter, utilises both of the above methods and gives several interest-
ing insights into the content of the campaign tweets. Besides using the tweets’ count to
forecast votes, Tumasjan et al. (123) use LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count)
(90), a text analysis software, to measure and profile the sentiments of the tweets as a
way of reflecting the sentiments of the campaigns conducted by the parties as well as the
candidates. The authors notice that the sentiment of the candidates’ tweets is aligned
and biased towards the agenda of their parties. In their study of the Twitter activities of
seven candidates contesting for the post of the 2012 U.S. President, Hong and Nadler (57)
analyse the tweets’ sentiment scores as calculated and provided by Perception Metrics, a
private company specialising in data-driven media insight. Interestingly, their observation
of the scores indicates that tweets containing positive sentiments are more likely to be
mentioned by the media and on Twitter compared to negative tweets. Himelboim et al.
(56) use a manual approach to assess the content of the tweets they gathered from 500
Twitter users during the 2010 United States midterm elections. Their findings reveal that
politically, the discussion on Twitter was highly partisan, characterized by homogeneous
views and linked to similar and like-minded information sources. Focusing similarly on
the 2010 United States midterm elections, Livne et al. (69) use a different automated
approach in their assessment of the candidates’ tweets. They employ statistical language
models used in speech recognition, machine translation, and document ranking, and use
the AFINN-111 (83) list as a reference for the words and their accompanying sentiment
scores. The study reveals that candidates express positive sentiments about their own
party’s agenda while using negative sentiments towards the opposing party and that all
candidates feel most positive about winning the elections.
Similar to the research on Twitter campaigning, sentiment analysis on the content of
Facebook campaigning also uses numerous methods and delivers several interesting find-
ings. Assessing manually the content of FP managed by 13 political parties contesting
the 2013 Czech parliamentary elections, Stetka and Vochocova (112) notice that the re-
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sponses from the public towards the posts were predominantly positive and supportive.
In another study that utilized a manual approach, Geronimos and Justinussen (41) anal-
yse the content of 166 posts published on the Barack Obama FP during the 2012 U.S.
Presidential election. They observe that the posts were mostly positive and lacked highly
polarizing or negative attacks, with the tone of the posts mainly built on emotions. Sur-
prisingly, the study indicates that posts containing policy or information about Obama’s
character were far more engaging (based on likes and shares) than personal appeals and
promotional calls. Likewise, Bronstein (19), also using a manual method, inferred that
during the 2012 U.S. Presidential campaign, the FPs managed by Barack Obama and
Mitt Romney contained numerous elements of persuasion, mainly emotional and motiva-
tional appeals aimed at creating a bond with the public.
Research on sentiment analysis also reveals several limitations concerning the methods
used. One major challenge that dominates the current state of the research is the inability
of sentiment analysis to properly identify the use of sarcasm, irony or humour in the text
(73; 62; 37). Also, text that contains spelling mistakes, grammatical error and slang tends
to pose problems, affecting the result of the sentiment scores (37). Finally, available re-
search involving the use of sentiment analysis on election campaign materials tends to deal
more with English text, and less work is being carried out with non-English material (86).
5.4 Sentiment Analysis on the MGE13 Data
The next analysis concentrates on identifying the sentiment of the MGE13 sticky posts.
As seen in figure 5.1, 20/04 was the day when the average of both likes and post was
highest. Hence the focus of the sentiment analysis will be the time period from 20/04
to 5/05 and posts within the time period that gained 1000 likes (sticky posts). As the
analysis in section 5.2 reveals, it is more likely for a post within this time period to be
sticky, explaining the logic behind my restriction to this particular time period.
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The next subsections present the method used in identifying and calculating the sen-
timent of the posts, and also the limitations of the chosen method. As this research is
more towards introducing a novel way of assessing the interaction of campaigning posts,
the selection of the sentiment analysis method is based on the simplicity of the method
and ease of use.
5.4.1 Method used in identifying the sentiment of MGE13 posts
According to Alexander (6), a way of identifying the sentiment of a post is by determining
the ratio of positive keywords to negative keywords that exist in the post. A positive post
is a post containing more positive words than negative and vice versa. A post that does
not include any positive or negative words is considered as neutral.
Here, the calculation of the sentiments of the MGE13 posts was done using a Microsoft
Excel macro written by Alexander (6). By default, the scoring system and the keyword
list employed by Alexander (6) is taken from the AFINN-111 lexicon developed by Finn
Arup Nielsen (83).
In order to cater to the objectives of my research and the data that I have collected,
the macro file was modified by editing the keywords’ scoring system as well as adding
additional words to the keyword lists. The extra words added to the keyword lists are
all Malay keywords, reflecting the inclination of the MGE13 candidates to post in Malay
on their FP. Initially, the Malay words were translations of the English words listed in
the AFINN-111 lexicon. However, this was seen to be insufficient, and the listing was
updated to include specific Malay words observed as being used in the MGE13 data such
as bodo or glamer. Example of the Malay keywords together with the related sentiment
scores are presented in Table 5.2. See Table A.1 and Table A.2 in the appendix for the
full list of Malay keywords used.
The default keyword scores in the AFINN-111 lexicon start from -2 (very negative) up
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Table 5.2: Sample of Malay keywords together with its sentiment score included in the analysis.
Keywords Translation (English) Sentiment Scores
keji despicable -1
ganas vicious -1
pedas spicy -1
amaran warning -1
bimbang worried -1
bohong lying -1
panik panic -1
skandal scandal -1
buruk ugly -1
teruk bad -1
bodo stupid -1
bagus good +1
optimis optimistic +1
aman peaceful +1
kuat strong +1
istimewa special +1
matang mature +1
ghairah excited +1
lega relieved +1
sabar patience +1
santai relaxed +1
glamer glamourous +1
to +2 (very positive). For the purpose of this research, the scoring system assigns a +1 to
indicate a keyword with positive sentiment, -1 for keyword with negative sentiment and
0 for neutral keyword. This calibration of scores are enough as my research only wishes
to identify which posts are sticky, and examine the behaviour of these posts.
The edited macro uses a function named getsentimentsinglevalue, a feature that in-
spects the given text (in this case the post) for the presence of any sentiment keywords
as per the word list. Then, the function accumulates the scores of each of the identified
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keywords and calculate the average of all scores for all keywords as the final sentiment
score for that text (or post). For example,
Post ID: 227789400038 10151673045945039 from Mustapa Mohamed.
Original text:
Esok pagi pagi lagi kita keluar mengundi. Kekalkan Putrajaya dan tukar Kelantan demi
masa depan aman sejahtera dan lebih terjamin.
Translated text:
Tomorrow morning we go out to vote. Keep Putrajaya and change Kelantan for a guar-
anteed prosperous and peaceful future.
Sentiment scoring: +1
For the above post, the function has detected aman (blue coloured word) as the only
keyword present in the text, and identified the word as a positive word. Thus, the average
sentiment score is +1.
Take another example,
Post ID: 355293551230649 449481035145233 from Haron Din.
Original text:
Saya mendapati dakwaan yang mengatakan Dakwat Kekal kepada semua pengundi dida-
pati tidak benar. Setelah setengah jam tangan saya dicalit dakwat itu, sampai ke rumah,
saya membasuhnya dengan sabun biasa tanpa menggunakan chemical didapati kesan dak-
wat hilang. Saya segera membuat laporan Polis keran mensyakki ada penipuan samada
pembekal dakwat itu menipu SPR Malaysia dengan sengaja membekalkan dakwat tidak
kekal tetapi mendakwanya kekal .Ataupun sememangnya SPR Malaysia memesan dakwat
tidak kekal tetapi mendakwanya kekal, yang seolah-olah SPR Malaysia menipu kerajaan
dan seluruh pengundi, atau ada dalang lain disebalik insiden seperti ini. Sebagai rakyat
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perihatin saya memohon pihak berkuasa menyiasat segera perkara ini untuk rakyat menge-
tahui siapa penipu dan pembohong yang sebenarnya.
Translated text:
I found the allegations that the Inedible Ink to remain permanent to all voters to be un-
true. Half an hour after my hands being smeared with the ink, when I get home, I washed
it with plain soap, without using chemical and I found the ink stains disappear. I im-
mediately made a police report because I suspect whether there is fraud ink supplier that
fool EC Malaysia intentionally supplying ink is not permanent but remains .Or indeed EC
Malaysia ordered ink that is not permanent but claim it to be inedible, which seems EC
Malaysia cheating the government and the electorate , or any other mastermind behind
such incidents . As citizens I invoke the authority concerned to immediately investigate
this matter so people will know who are the real cheaters and liars.
Sentiment scoring: -0.5
According to the function, the above text contains 15 emotionally driven words (blue
and red coloured words) with several of the negative words (red coloured words) being
repeated across the post. The final score is the average of these keywords that equals to
-0.47, rounding it up to -0.5.
5.4.2 Limitation of method used
Besides the known limitations similar to previous research (subsec. 5.3.1), the above
method is also susceptible to the challenges of using an MS Excel macro file. One of the
main drawbacks of using a macro function to assess the sentiment of Malay words is the
inability of the function to detect keywords that contain two or more words such as sia-sia
(translation: waste) or sungguh-sungguh (translation: hardworking). The other challenge
is the processing power and speed in detecting and calculating the sentiment of the given
text. There is also the possibility that the process might be disrupted due to the size of
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the data.
5.5 Findings from the MGE13 Sticky Posts
Examination of the data collected over the specified analysis window (between 20/04 and
5/05) reveals that there are 5,384 posts, constituting about 67% out of the total posts
(8,072) collected during the MGE13 campaign period. In addition, these 5,384 posts
accumulated nearly 71% (1,748,811 likes) of the total likes received during the MGE13
campaign period, with 13.58% (731) of these posts managing to incite the maximum
number of 1000 likes (hence defined as sticky posts). Further investigation of the time
of generation of the sticky posts shows that these posts were more prevalent in the last
week of campaigning, starting from 1/05 and up to 4/05, a day before the general polling
began. Moreover, on 4/05 itself, there were 112 sticky posts, the maximum number of
sticky posts recorded on any one day over the specified analysis window. A summary is
given in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Relevant statistics information for the MGE13 posts collected within the specific interval,
20/4 - 5/05. The table contains the time frame, the total number of posts published during the interval,
the total number of likes acquired by the posts, the total number of sticky posts including the percentages
and the total number of FP detected generating the sticky posts.
Time frame 20/04 until 5/05 (16 days)
Total number of posts 5,384
Total number of likes 1,748,811
Percentages of sticky posts 13.58 (731 out of 5,384)
Number of FP containing sticky posts 21
The existence of sticky posts is noticeable on only 44.68% of the examined FP (21 out
of 47 FP). Table 5.4 shows that out of these 21 FP, only one FP had the maximum number
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of sticky posts (140) across the specified analysis window (20/04 to 5/05), while 4 FP were
able to generate only one sticky post each. The FP which managed to generate more than
100 sticky posts (Anwar Ibrahim, Lim Guan Eng and Husam Musa) coincidently were
also FP considered to be among the most popular (based on the total number of likes, see
Figure 3.3), the most active (based on the number of posts, see Figure 3.4) and the best
performing (based on their accumulated P IntS(posts), see Figure 4.6). The next phase
of analysis will only concentrate on these 21 FP and the sticky posts that existed in the FP.
Table 5.4: The 21 FP containing sticky posts arranged in descending order based on the number of
sticky posts. The list contains the candidate’s name, FP ID, the total number of sticky posts and the
total number of posts published between 20/04 - 5/05.
Name FP ID Number of Sticky Posts Total Number of Posts
Anwar Ibrahim anwar 140 362
Lim Guan Eng lge 129 311
Husam Musa husam 117 243
Najib Razak najib 99 190
Wong Tack wongtack 52 181
Lim Kit Siang lks 38 327
Haron Din harondin 28 194
Tony Pua tonypua 26 179
Mohd Rafizi rafizi 25 41
Karpal Singh karpal 17 61
Salahuddin Ayub salahayub 12 42
Teresa Kok teresa 12 49
Hishamuddin Hussein hh 10 31
Nurul Izzah izzah 9 94
Abd Khalid Ibrahim aki 7 101
Khairy Jamaluddin kj 3 32
Mustapa Mohamed tokpa 3 381
Nasrudin Hassan nasrudin 1 371
Nik Abduh nikabduh 1 6
Saifuddin Nasution sainas 1 51
Tian Chua tianchua 1 181
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5.5.1 Correlation between posts and other variables.
Across the analysis period, from 20/04 to 5/05, the 21 identified FP published 3,427
posts consisting of 731 sticky and 2,696 non-sticky posts. Based on the sentiment of all
the posts, 1,389 were pathos posts while the rest (2,038) were zero-sentiment posts.
The dichotomous characteristic of a post being either pathos (coded as 1) or not
(coded as 0) led to the analysis of the data using binomial logistic regression as a way
of demonstrating the correlation between this binary behaviour and the other variables
in the data. A binomial logistic regression is a common tool used to study how a set
of predictor variables relate to a dichotomous response variable. Harrell (52) describes
a typical logistic function as per Eqn. 5.1 and the plotted graph for a typical logistic
function as per Figure 5.3.
P = [1 + exp(−x)]−1 (5.1)
Figure 5.3: An example of a logistic function graph taken from (52)
In this analysis, the regression model uses sticky as the dependent variable or the
response. Time of posting (variable created time) acts as the independent variable or
continuous predictor, while the categorical predictor for this model is the independent
dichotomous variable pathos representing the binary condition of the post being either
with sentiment (coded as 1) or being a zero-sentiment post (coded as 0).
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Looking at the data used in constructing the model and the output (Table 5.5) gen-
erated by the chosen regression model (binomial logistic regression), all the assumptions
required for the result to be considered valid are met. First, the response variable consists
of two categorical unrelated groups that is YES (1) or NO (0). Second, the model uses
1 continuous independent variable and 1 categorical independent variable. Third, the
data was constructed according to the posts published on the selected FP. These posts
are unique (based on post id) and are collected directly from the selected FP. Fourth, ac-
cording to the output of the regression model, the variance inflation factor (VIF) for the
predictors are 1.00 which indicates some correlation but not enough to assume that there
exists high correlation among the predictors (multicollinearity) in the model. Fifth, there
is linearity between the continuous independent variables with the logit transformation
of the dependent variable. Last but not least, the size of the sample with 3472 events, is
large enough for the model to be constructed.
Table 5.5 indicates that the p-values of the Goodness-of-Fit test of the data spans from
0.012 (for Hosmer-Lemeshow test) to 0.619 (for Pearson test). In a way, the differences in
the results establish that there is insufficient proof to say that the tested model does not
fit the data. Here, the larger the p-value the better is the fit of the model to the data.
Next, the p-value of the predictors (created time and pathos) are below 0.001, indi-
cating statistical significance in predicting the stickiness of the post. The coefficient of
created time is positive. Combining this information with the odds ratio of the continuous
predictor (created time), it suggests that with everything else held constant, the chance
of a post becoming sticky does depends on the time of posting. The odds ratio of 1.1157
shows that the time of the posting has a positive 12% chances of making the post more
appealing.
Reading the result related to the variable pathos, the categorical predictor used by the
regression model points to similar view. The model (as per Table 5.5) calculated that the
variable pathos has a coefficient of -0.4607 (NO) with an odds ratio that is bigger than
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Table 5.5: Output of Binomial Logistic Regression of the MGE13 posts captured from 21 FP between
20/04 until 5/05. The table presents the response information, coefficients, odd ratios and p-values from
three goodness-of-fit tests. Further explanation on the figures contained in this table are in the text that
follows.
Response Information
Variable Value Count
sticky YES(1), NO(0) 731 , 2696
Coefficients
Term Coef P-Value VIF
created time 0.10952 0.000 1.00
pathos (NO) -0.4607 0.000 1.00
Odds Ratios
Term Odds
created time 1.1157
pathos 1.5851
Goodness-of-Fit Tests
Test P-Value
Deviance 0.619
Pearson 0.278
Hosmer-Lemeshow 0.012
1 (1.5851). Given that the other predictors for the MGE13 data over the 16 days under
consideration, remain constant, the odds of a pathos post becoming sticky is, in fact,
high, as the odds of the post being a zero-sentiment post is around 46%. This suggests
that for the 21 FP within the 16 days of campaigning, a post that contains emotional
words (pathos post) has a positive 59% (odds ratio of 1.5851) chance of attracting more
likes (and/or comments) than a zero-zentiment post.
In summary, the logit analysis in this sub-section is done for all 3,427 posts, inclusive
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of sticky and non-sticky posts for the 16 days of campaigning selected for this purpose.
A bare count of likes reveals that 1,389 are pathos while the rest are not. The aim of the
logit analysis was to understand the underlying relationship between the sentiment and
the timing of the posts to see if either of these make it more attractive. The results show
that both variables do have an impact on making the post more attractive/sticky.
5.5.2 Sentiments of the sticky posts
The logit regression performed in the last subsection (subsec. 5.5.1) was for all 3,427 posts
over the 16 days (from 20/4 to 5/05). Within this period, as noted above, 731 posts were
identified as sticky, meaning that these posts gained a 1,000 likes each. I now restrict my
sentiment analysis to these 731 sticky posts. Based on sentiment analysis these 731 sticky
posts comprise of 51.57% zero-sentiment posts, 41.77% positive posts and 7.66% negative
posts. Almost half of the 21 FP (52.38%) had sticky posts that contained positive key-
words, with Husam Musa and Najib Razak’s FP containing more positive sticky posts (63
posts each) than the rest. There were fewer sticky posts with negative connotation across
the 21 FP, with only two FP, Anwar Ibrahim and Husam Musa, recording the maximum
number of negative posts at 14 posts each. Note that, in the rest of this sub-section, a
post will mean a sticky post.
Figure 5.4 illuminates the distribution of sentiments for the sticky posts generated
by the 21 FP. The sentiment scorings were between -1 indicating a post with a nega-
tive connotation, and +1 showing a post with positive sentiments. These posts can also
be grouped as pathos posts, posts that contained emotion words (either positive and/or
negative sentiment). Zero-sentiment posts that have a score of 0 were either non-textual
posting such as photo, or posting that contained no sentiment words such as a notification
about campaign event.
Classifying the zero-sentiment posts into audio-visual posts containing no text or neu-
tral posts containing no sentiment words uncovers that out of the 377 zero-sentiment
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posts, 144 of the posts are audio-visual posts containing campaign trail photos, campaign
videos or campaign posters. The total number of neutral posts is thus 233 that is 31.87%
of the 731 sticky posts. Removing the audio-visual posts from the count of sticky posts
(now 587) gives 39.69% neutral posts and 60.31% pathos posts.
Figure 5.4: Distribution of sentiments for the MGE13 sticky posts of the 21 FP over the specified
analysis window (between 20/04 and 5/05). The panels consist of the 21 FP identified to have sticky
posts. For each panel, the y-axis shows the sentiment score between -1 to 1, while the x-axis are the days
of the analysis interval.
The literature (19; 41) asserts that emotionally driven posts tend to be more attrac-
tive than promotional or informational postings. 60.31% of the sticky posts in the data
exhibits emotional connotation, with a large number of these pathos posts being positive.
Hence clearly pathos posts are attractive.
The presence of negative posts out of the 731 sticky posts, admittedly few, in the
FP that recorded, a large number of sticky posts (particularly in Anwar Ibrahim, Lim
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Guan Eng and Husam Musa) clearly indicates that these have a place within the election
campaigning context. A recent study done by Bene (13) of the interactions between the
candidates and the followers on Facebook during the Hungarian 2014 general election,
concluded that positive emotion-filled posts do not have any significant effect. In that
study, posts with negative tone were seen to be more likely to elicit reactions (likes, com-
ments or shares) from followers. There is also the possibility that negative posts might also
receive more comments from the public, compared to the number of comments received
by positive posts as highlighted by Stigliez and Dang-Xuan (113). In their study on the
effect of sentiment of the posts on the FP of German political parties and politicians in
triggering comments, they noticed that positive posts tended to incite higher likes, while
negative posts tended to instigate higher number of comments.
Focussing on sticky posts and using pathos posts as reference, the next section will
proceed to measure the stickiness level of the FP across the analysis period (20/4 until
5/05). This exercise is feasible by generating and examining the proposed Stickiness
Level Chart (SLC), a graph that illustrates the attractiveness of the FP. The next section
presents the detailed working of the Stickiness Level Chart.
5.6 Illustrating the Stickiness Level Chart (SLC)
Akin to the motivation for generating P IntS(posts) (as per in Chapter 4), illustration of
the stickiness level using the data from the previous section reveals some new information
on the campaign interactions that exist on the MGE13 FP.
Previously, P IntS(posts) only took into account the variability of the posting. Here,
the graph uses first the likelihood that a post p, published on FP F i on day d, will attract
the maximum number of likes hence becoming sticky. The total number of FP involved
will only be 21, as these are the FP that contain sticky posts. Second, the calculation will
include the assessment of the sentiments of each sticky posts, in particular, the likelihood
of the post being an emotionally driven (or pathos) post, rather than regular campaign
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broadcasting post. By accumulating the results of each day across the analysis window
(between 20/04 to 5/05 of the MGE13 campaign period), the Stickiness Level Chart (SLC)
will represent the stickiness level of the particular MGE13 FP.
The details of the process involved in generating the SLC are given below.
5.6.1 Calculating the probability that a post is a sticky post
This stage involves determining the likelihood of a post published on each of the FP on
each day becoming sticky. The process begins by taking the total number of sticky posts
for day d (example in Table 5.6) and dividing them by the total posts published by the
particular FP on that day (example in Table 5.7), for a specific FP. The results give the
probability that a post published on a specific FP for that day is sticky (example in Table
5.8).
Table 5.6: Example of the number of daily sticky posts sampled from FP Abd Khalid Ibrahim (aki)
and Anwar Ibrahim (anwar).
date aki anwar
20/04/2013 1 0
21/04/2013 0 1
22/04/2013 0 2
23/04/2013 0 4
24/04/2013 1 6
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Table 5.7: Example of the number of daily posts sampled from FP Abd Khalid Ibrahim (aki) and
Anwar Ibrahim (anwar).
Day aki anwar
20/04/2013 10 9
21/04/2013 8 8
22/04/2013 0 13
23/04/2013 3 20
24/04/2013 4 12
Table 5.8: Example of the likelihood of a post on a particular FP becoming sticky on a particular day,
sampled from FP Abd Khalid Ibrahim (aki) and Anwar Ibrahim (anwar).
Day aki anwar
20/04/2013 0.1000 0.0000
21/04/2013 0.0000 0.1250
22/04/2013 0.0000 0.1538
23/04/2013 0.0000 0.2000
24/04/2013 0.2500 0.5000
5.6.2 Incorporating the probability that the sticky post is a
pathos post
Next the sentiment of the posts, specifically, the inclination of the posts towards pathos is
incorporated into the results. Previous literature indicates that a pathos post is more likely
to attract more likes than a normal zero-sentiment post. The figures used to represent
this likelihood of a sticky post being a pathos post are given in Table 5.9. An example of
the result of embedding the probability that a sticky post is a pathos post is in Table 5.10.
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Table 5.9: Distribution of sentiment between zero-sentiment posts and pathos posts in the 21 FP that
had sticky posts. Also included in this table is the likelihood for the post being a pathos post.
Name Sticky Posts Zero-sentiment Pathos Probability (Pathos)
Anwar Ibrahim 140 74 66 0.4714
Lim Guan Eng 129 87 42 0.3256
Husam Musa 117 40 77 0.6581
Najib Razak 99 35 64 0.6465
Wong Tack 52 41 11 0.2115
Lim Kit Siang 38 27 11 0.2895
Haron Din 28 13 15 0.5357
Tony Pua 26 8 18 0.6923
Mohd Rafizi 25 25 0 0.0000
Karpal Singh 17 7 10 0.5882
Salahuddin Ayub 12 3 9 0.7500
Teresa Kok 12 6 6 0.5000
Hishamuddin Hussein 10 3 7 0.7000
Nurul Izzah 9 1 8 0.8889
Abd Khalid Ibrahim 7 2 5 0.7143
Khairy Jamaluddin 3 1 2 0.6667
Mustapa Mohamed 3 1 2 0.6667
Nasrudin Hassan 1 1 0 0.0000
Nik Abduh 1 0 1 1.0000
Saifuddin Nasution 1 1 0 0.0000
Tian Chua 1 1 0 0.0000
Table 5.10: Example of the new observed outcomes that include sentiment (pathos), sampled from FP
Abd Khalid Ibrahim (aki) and Anwar Ibrahim (anwar).
Day aki anwar
20/04/2013 0.07143 0.00000
21/04/2013 0.00000 0.05893
22/04/2013 0.00000 0.07253
23/04/2013 0.00000 0.09429
24/04/2013 0.17857 0.23571
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5.6.3 Plotting the Stickiness Level Chart (SLC)
The points for the SLC (see Figure 5.5) are the stickiness scores for each FP for each day
of the specified campaign period (20/04 to 5/05). Unlike P IntS(posts), the cumulative
scores signify the stickiness of the FP based on the quality of the posts. Here the assump-
tion is that an emotionally driven post (pathos post) can be thought as having higher
quality compared to a normal non-emotional post (zero-sentiment post), as discussed pre-
viously in Section 5.5. See Figure A.2 in the appendix for the complete SLC scores for
each of the 21 MGE13 candidates across the campaign period.
The progression of the cumulative stickiness score trending away from the x-axis indi-
cates that as a result of posting more pathos posts, the FP managed to maintain a strong
stickiness level across the period. On the other hand, if the cumulative stickiness score
is closer to the x-axis, this signals that the FP is not publishing enough pathos posts,
making the stickiness level of the FP, and in general the ‘quality’ of the posts of these 21
FP over the 16 days of the analysis period, dwindle.
5.6.4 Analysis on the SLC
Table 5.11 describes statistically the accumulated scores used in plotting the SLC.
The value zero as specified by the mode and the minimum in Table 5.11 is an indica-
tion that on that specific day, the FP either did not have any sticky post or the sticky post
is not a pathos post. Out of the 21 FP, 4 FP (Nasrudin Hassan, Mohd Rafizi, Saifuddin
Nasution and Tian Chua) exhibit zero progression across the analysis period indicating
that their sticky posts are not posts that contain emotional element.
Overall, as the values for the median, mean and standard deviation for the accumu-
lated stickiness scores of the SLC are below 1 the number of sticky posts that are pathos
post are quite small. Among the 21 FP, FP Husam Musa managed to gain the maximum
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Figure 5.5: Stickiness Level Chart (SLC) for the 21 MGE13 FP between 20/04 and 5/05 of the MGE13
campaign period. The y-axis shows the stickiness level, while the x-axis indicates the days. The lines are
coloured specific to each of the 21 FP.
Table 5.11: Statistics of the MGE13 SLC. The table contains the range, standard deviation, median,
mode and mean for the 336 SLC scores.
Measurement SLC
Range (Max, Min) 5.3965 (5.3965,0)
Standard Deviation 0.9245
Median 0.3605
Mode 0
Mean 0.6983
Count 336
accumulated stickiness score of 5.3965, recorded at the end of the campaign. This FP
exhibited a steady accumulation of stickiness scores across the analysis period, making it
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the FP that published the most pathos posts.
Table 5.12: The table listed the top 5 FP with high stickiness scores as at 5/05, in a descending order.
The table also includes the total number of sticky posts generated by each FP as a comparison.
Name Stickiness Score at 5/05 Total Num. of Sticky Posts
Husam Musa 5.3965 117
Najib Razak 3.2205 99
Salahuddin Ayub 3.0500 12
Hishamuddin Hussein 2.6833 10
Anwar Ibrahim 2.4032 140
Comparing the stickiness scores accumulated by the 21 FP at the end of the campaign
(5/05), the top 5 FP displaying strong stickiness level (Table 5.12) are Husam Musa,
Najib Razak, Salahuddin Ayub, Hishamuddin Hussein and Anwar Ibrahim. Unlike the
previous figure (Figure 5.4), SLC reveals that even though the number of sticky posts
contained in Salahuddin Ayub and Hishamuddin Hussein are minimal compared to the
rest of the group (Husam Musa, Najib Razak and Anwar Ibrahim), the FP did succeed
in rousing the attention of the public.
Also, comparing the movement of the 21 FP that contain sticky posts as recorded
in the SLC with the actual number of posts and sticky posts as presented in Table 5.4
reveals an interesting point. Almost all of the FP that published lots of posts and gained
lots of sticky posts (e.g. Lim Guan Eng and Lim Kit Siang) were posting audio-visual
and neutral posts.
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5.7 Conclusion
This chapter highlighted that besides the variability in the posting, the attraction of a
post also depends on other factors. The frequency and timing of posting does incite higher
likes from the users. Also, there is a correlation between the sentiments of a post with its
stickiness factor.
The Stickiness Level Chart (SLC) introduced in this chapter illustrates the appeal of
the selected FP based on the likelihood that the sticky posts published on the FP are
pathos posts. Unlike the findings from both Bronstein (19) and Geronimos and Justi-
nussen (41), SLC shows that the number of FP actively posting pathos posts and the
ability of these posts to attract users is marginal. Almost all of the selected MGE13 FP
preferred to publish zero-sentiment type of posts.
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Chapter 6
The 2013 Australian Federal
Election: A Comparison
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the comparison between the MGE13 FP data used in the previ-
ous chapter (Chapters 4 and 5) and FP data captured from the 2013 Australian Federal
Election (AFE13) campaign. The main reason for this comparison is to ascertain the
differences and highlight the similarities concerning the rate of passive interactions that
exist in both datasets. Literature reviews imply that the result of examining the extent of
usage of social media as a platform for election campaigning in a developing nation such
as Malaysia might be different, compared to election campaigns in developed countries
such as Australia.
The first section begins with the description of the captured AFE13 data including
the regression model for the published posts and the acquired likes from the FP used in
the campaign. Next, the assessment of the AFE13 data proceeds with generating and
examining the P IntS(posts) chart and the SLC graph, similar to the ones for the MGE13
data. At the same time, in the process of generating the SLC graph for AFE13, further
analysis on the frequency and the timing of posting as well as the sentiment of the posts
is also conducted. The results of the analysis will be compared with the findings from
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MGE13 data throughout the sections. The summary of the AFE13 data, in particular,
the findings related to the rate of the passive interaction between the published post with
the likes gained as illustrated by the charts will conclude this chapter.
6.2 Description of the AFE13 Data
Macnamara and Kenning (71) noticed that in the previous 2010 elections, 146 candidates
(contesting for a seat in the House of Representatives or the Senate) were active to some
extent (either through personal Facebook account or public FP account) on Facebook.
In the AFE13, Thomler (120) observed that there were 190 Facebook accounts registered
to AFE13 candidates contesting either for a seat in the House of Representatives or the
Senate. In line with the number of FP considered for the MGE13 case (47), data was
collected from 55 FP for the AFE13 case. However, the analysis stage only concentrates
on 43 FP. This is mainly due to the inability to determine and verify the date and time
of the posts as 12 accounts were deleted immediately after the AFE13 campaign ended.
Using the figure of 2010 elections and the AFE13 prepared by Thomler as a comparison,
the captured AFE13 data (43 FP) is about 30% of the total 2010 elections 146 Facebook
candidates, and about 23% of the total AFE13 190 Facebook candidates.
As done for the the MGE13 data, the choosen FP needed to be an authorised FP
account maintained by the candidates contesting for a parliamentary seat. The search for
the FP also follows the same process as per the MGE13 selection exercise. Local media
is the first reference in determining which candidate to pick, followed by random search
through the Internet. The 43 AFE13 candidates (see Table 6.1) consist of 37% from the
Liberal Party of Australia (LIB), 28% from the Australian Labor Party (ALP), 23% from
the Australian Greens (GRN) and 12% representing other small parties such as Katter’s
Australian Party or contesting as an independent in the elections.
Besides a list of AFE13 candidates with the name of the party they represent, Table
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Table 6.1: Descending listing of the 43 AFE13 candidates’ FP based on the number of likes. The table
also includes the acronym for the parties they represent, the number of posts published over the AFE13
campaign and the average likes per post for each respective FP. The The FP ID is manually assigned by
me for easy referencing.
Name Party FP ID Num. of Post Num.of Likes Ave. Likes per Post
Rudd, Kevin ALP krudd 126 113338 899.51
Abbott, Tony LIB tabbott 54 54000 1000.00
Bandt, Adam GRN abandt 158 42610 269.68
Turnbull, Malcolm LIB mturnbull 52 32768 630.15
Bishop, Julie LIB jbishop 189 25072 132.66
Albanese, Anthony ALP aalbanese 92 12411 134.90
Bradbury, David ALP dbradbury 146 11360 77.81
Husic, Ed ALP ehusic 59 9305 157.71
Scott, Fiona LIB fscott 89 6969 78.30
Pyne, Christopher LIB cpyne 27 6953 257.52
Rowland, Michelle ALP mrowland 82 6769 82.55
van Manen, Bert LNP bvanmanen 119 6095 51.22
MacTiernan, Alannah ALP amactiernan 31 5929 191.26
Henderson, Sarah LIB shenderson 36 4660 129.44
O’ Dwyer, Kelly LIB kodwyer 82 4336 52.88
Baldwin, Bob LIB bbaldwin 44 3826 86.95
Katter, Bob KAP bkatter 64 3219 50.30
Sukkar, Michael LIB msukkar 45 3200 71.11
Briggs, Jamie LIB jbriggs 87 2816 32.37
Mcbride, Emma ALP emcbride 63 2764 43.87
McNamara, Karen LIB kmcnamara 68 2369 34.84
Greenland, Hall GRN hgreenland 35 2115 60.43
Tan, Daryl ALP dtan 148 1834 12.39
Symon, Mike ALP msymon 120 1633 13.61
Cullity, Judith GRN jcullity 178 1387 7.79
Byrne, Anthony ALP abyrne 36 1351 37.53
Bowen, Chris ALP cbowen 19 1022 53.79
Truss, Warren LNP wtruss 30 889 29.63
Wood, Jason LIB jwood 30 841 28.03
Kennedy, John ALP jkennedy 51 793 15.55
Schilling, Michael GRN mschilling 55 771 14.02
Lenton, David GRN dlenton 100 674 6.74
Balancy, Ricardo LIB rbalancy 27 576 21.33
Davies, Lloyd GRN ldavies 28 360 12.86
Kitching, Will GRN wkitching 62 354 5.71
Ikin, Noeline LNP nikin 17 271 15.94
Tudge, Alan LIB atudge 7 242 34.57
Hunt, Greg LIB ghunt 5 186 37.20
Beach, Ruth GRN rbeach 39 157 4.03
Frydenberg, Josh LIB jfrydenberg 10 108 10.80
Raymond, Steve GRN sraymond 36 98 2.72
Powell, Brendan GRN bpowell 26 66 2.54
Cummins, Paul AIN pcummins 29 22 0.76
6.1 also includes the assigned FP ID, the total number of posts published and the total
number of likes acquired over the 35 days of the AFE13 campaign. Moreover, the list also
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contains the average likes gained by each post for each FP.
The captured AFE13 data shows that during the 35 days of campaigning (4/08/2013
to 7/09/2013), each candidate posted on average 65 posts. Further, on average, each
candidate’s FP managed to accumulate 8,756 likes. A total of 2,801 posts were published
during the campaign with the number of accumulated likes being 376,519. Kevin Rudd,
the incumbent Prime Minister and Leader of the Labor Party managed to gained 113,338
likes with 126 posts, while Tony Abbott, Leader of the Liberal Party, the opposition,
acquired 54,000 likes with his 54 posts (see Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1: Number of posts (blue bars) and the acquired likes (green bars) recorded on the FP of 43
candidates during the AFE13 campaign. The y-axis shows the log of posts and likes of each candidates
as indicated on the x-axis. The purple line indicates the average number of likes received (8,756), while
the red line indicates the average number of posts published (65). The graph also shows the total number
of likes gained by Kevin Rudd (krudd) and Tony Abbott (tabbott) over the 33 days of campaigning.
As stated in Chapter 3, observation of the bare count of posts and likes presents an
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overview on who is the most active (based on the number of posts published) and who is
popular (based on the number of likes received) in the AFE13. Table 6.2 indicates that
Julie Bishop from the Liberal Party was the most active in posting materials on Facebook,
while Kevin Rudd was the most popular candidate on Facebook. Examining Table 6.2
based on the party of the candidates, 50% of the most active candidates were from the La-
bor Party (5 candidates), followed by 30% representing the Greens (3 candidates). Even
though Kevin Rudd, the most popular candidate on FP is a Labor candidate, 5 out of
10 candidates in the top 10 most popular FP list were candidates from the Liberal Party.
Popularity wise, Adam Bandt was the only candidate in the top 10 most popular list who
was not from the two major parties (Liberal or Labor). He represented the Greens for
the Melbourne Inner-City seat.
Table 6.2: Top 10 Most Active and Most Popular FP from AFE13 data. Note that while Julie Bishop
posted the most number of posts, she did not gain the most number of likes.
Most Active Most Popular
Name Total Posts Name Total Likes
Julie Bishop 189 Kevin Rudd 113,338
Judith Cullity 178 Tony Abbott 54,000
Adam Bandt 158 Abandt 42,610
Daryl Tan 148 Malcolm Turnbull 32,768
David Bradbury 146 Julie Bishop 25,072
Kevin Rudd 126 Anthony Albanese 12,411
Mike Symon 120 David Bradbury 11,360
Bart van Manen 119 Ed Husic 9,305
David Lenton 100 Fiona Scott 6,969
Anthony Albanese 92 Christopher Pyne 6,953
Parallel to MGE13 data, Table 6.1 and 6.2 confirm that posting more posts is not
a factor in improving the number of likes generated. Plotting and measuring the linear
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regression models for both actual (see Figure 6.2) and natural log (see Figure 6.3) of the
AFE13 data also leads to similar conclusions as for the MGE13 data.
Figure 6.2: Scatterplot with linear regression line of AFE13 likes versus posts. The y-axis represent the
bare count of likes, while the x-axis shows the bare count of posts for each AFE13’s FP. For comparison
purposes, the green triangle indicates Kevin Rudd (krudd) and the red box Judith Cullity (jcullity). The
figure also shows the regression equation accompanied by the relevant statistics highlighted in the right
hand box.
The scatter plot of likes versus posts for AFE13 (see Figure 6.2) shows that most of
the points on the graph are concentrated near the origin. Also out of the 43 FP, only 5
FP managed to acquire more than 20,000 likes, with the majority of the FP gaining less
likes regardless of the number of posts published. From the AFE13 data, it is evident
that being active in posting such as Judith Cullity (represented on the graph as the red
coloured square) does not guarantee that the FP will become as popular as did the FP of
Kevin Rudd (represented on the graph as the green triangle).
Plotting the bare count of likes versus posts as per Figure 6.2 gives a correlation for
less than 12.5% of the data. Thus, a better representation for the AFE13 data and a
better indicator of the relationship between likes and post is obtained by looking at the
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natural log of both variables, presented in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Scatterplot with linear regression line of AFE13 ln likes versus ln posts. For comparison
purposes, the green triangle indicates Kevin Rudd (krudd) and the red box Judith Cullity (jcullity). The
figure also shows the regression equation accompanied by the relevant statistics highlighted in the right
hand box
Similar to Figure 4.2 of the MGE13 data, the points on Figure 6.3 are also more dis-
persed, balanced and nearer to the regression line. Even though the value of R2 (36.1%)
in Figure 6.3 for AFE13 data, is less compared to the R2 of Figure 4.2 (56%) for MGE13,
the regression model of the AFE13 ln likes versus ln posts shows an improvement by
satisfying 36.1% of the AFE13 data. The regression equation for the model as included in
Figure 6.3 predicts that if the AFE13 FP published just one post, the post would acquire
approximately 8 likes.
6.3 Analysis and Findings of AFE13 Data
The analysis and the subsequent results in this section are based on the methods de-
scribed in the previous two chapters (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). As discussed before,
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a measurement that only refers to the bare count of posts and likes is not an accurate
depiction of the online campaign interactions that happened between the users and the
candidates, specifically on FP. Besides presenting that calculation, the results and the
relevant charts, each subsection will also include comparison of the findings between the
AFE13 and the MGE13 data.
6.3.1 P IntS(posts) of AFE13
Reiterating the method used in Chapter 4, I start with calculating the baseline proba-
bility Bd(posts) described in subsec. 4.5.3 for the AFE13 data. Moving on, I substitute
the observed outcomes of the AFE13 data following the rules described in subsec. 4.6.1,
and calculate the P IntS(posts) scores for day d for each of the AFE13 candidates. This
calculation involves deducting the baseline probability for day d (Bd(posts)) from the
substituted outcome, and normalising the values according to Eqn. 4.24 in subsec 4.6.2.
Finally, I draw the P IntS(posts) chart (Figure 6.4) based on the cumulative values of
the daily P IntS(posts) scores across the 35 days of campaigning. See Figure A.3 in the
appendix for the complete P IntS(posts) scores for each AFE13 candidate over the cam-
paign period.
By and large, the distribution of P IntS(posts) scores for AFE13 data is quite simi-
lar to the distribution of P IntS(posts) scores for MGE13 (see Table 6.3). The negative
median, mode and mean values for both data indicate that in general, the cumulative
P IntS(posts) scores gained by the examined FP (43 for AFE13 and 47 for MGE13) are
below zero signifying weak interactions. Based on the final cumulative IntS scores taken
on the last day of the AFE13 campaign (see Figure A.3 in the appendix and Table 6.4), out
of the 43 FP only 16% managed to maintain good interaction across the campaign period.
Bare count of likes and posts (see Table 6.2) highlight Kevin Rudd as the most popular
(113,338 likes), and Julie Bishop as the most active (189 posts). However, in relation to
interaction strength, Figure 6.4 and Table 6.4 point out Adam Bandt as the one leading
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Table 6.3: Comparative Statistics between MGE13 and AFE13 P IntS(posts) scores. The table includes
the range, standard deviation, median, mode and mean of the P IntS(posts) scores, respective to each
campaign.
P IntS(posts)
Measurements MGE13 AFE13
Range (Max, Min)
60.6831 (33,
-27.6831)
60.5960(31.2877,
-29.3083)
Standard Deviation 12.0216 -11.2857
Median -7.7954 -9.7999
Mode -0.8751 -0.8659
Mean -7.7014 -9.7122
Count 1551 1462
Table 6.4: The P IntS(posts) scores taken at 7/09 for the top 10 FP with the strongest passive inter-
actions, arranged in descending order. Each row presents the name of the candidate, the FP ID and the
final cumulative P IntS(posts) score.
Name FP ID P IntS(posts) Score
Adam Bandt abandt 32.2877
Kevin Rudd krudd 29.7436
Julie Bishop jbishop 21.7258
Tony Abbott tabbott 12.2363
David Bradbury dbradbury 10.5279
Malcolm Turnbull mturnbull 9.1639
Anthony Albanese aalbanese 5.3250
Ed Husic ehusic -6.7507
Michelle Rowland mrowland -7.1855
Fiona Scott fscott -8.1184
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Figure 6.4: P IntS(posts) chart for AFE13. The y-axis shows the IntS scores and the x-axis indicates
the day of the AFE13 campaign. The lines are coloured specific to each of the 43 AFE13 candidates, and
drawn based on the cumulated P IntS(posts) scores, while using Bd(posts) as the baseline probability. The
movement of the lines across the chart illustrates the strength of the passive interactions that occurred
during the AFE13 campaigning period.
the group, followed by Kevin Rudd and Julie Bishop. All three FP demonstrate a high
rate of interaction as evidenced by their final P IntS(posts) score which are way above
those of the rest of the AFE13 FP. Looking at the bare count of likes for Ed Husic and
Fiona Scott (listed 9 and 10 in Table 6.4), imply that the FP are among the most popular,
and yet P IntS(posts) shows that their interaction strength is well below 0.
Similar to the P IntS(posts) chart for MGE13 (see Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.8), the
P IntS(posts) chart for AFE13 (see Figure 6.4) reveals that the performance of many FP
deemed to be popular or active (based on bare count likes and posts) is in fact below par.
Based on the interaction strength of the AFE13 FP, roughly 84% of the FP used in the
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campaign record negative IntS scores across the 35 days period. This alarming rate of FP
under-performing is higher than the one faced by the FP in MGE13 data (about 60% of
those FP under-performed).
6.3.2 Timing of posting of AFE13
Figure 6.5 shows the daily mean of posts and likes across the 35 days of the AFE13
campaign. Similar to the findings from the MGE13 data, almost all the points show a
direct correlation between the mean of posts (blue lines) and the acquired mean of likes
(red lines). Moreover, the figure depicts three dates (11/08, 15/08 and 6/09) that saw an
exceptionally high number of postings.
Figure 6.5: Graph of the daily mean of posts and likes across the 35 days of AFE13 campaigning. Left
y-axis indicates the daily means of the likes collected by the FP, while right y-axis measures the daily
means of the number of posts posted on the FP. The lines represents the movement of the means for post
(blue line) and likes (red line) across the 35 days of AFE13 campaign, indicated by the x-axis.
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One difference that is apparent when comparing Figure 6.5 with Figure 5.1 for the
MGE13 data is the movement of the averages. Figure 5.1 clearly shows that for MGE13
data, the increase in the number of posts and the acquired likes begins on 20/04 and
onwards. As for AFE13 data, Figure 6.5 reveals that movement of the points remains
uniform (between 1.4 and 2.0 for the posts, between 150 and 250 for the likes) except for
the sudden spike on the three dates mentioned before.
Table 6.5: Key events during the AFE13 campaign that includes the date of House dissolution, first
debate between Tony Abbott and Kevin Rudd, candidate’s nomination, banning of political advertisement
and polling dates for specific voters’ group.
Date (2013) Event
5/08 Dissolution of House of Representatives
11/08 First televised leaders’ debate between Kevin Rudd and Tony Abbott
16/08 Declaration of candidate nominations
3/09 Ban on broadcasting of political advertisement begins
4/09 Early voting closes
5/09 Last day of postal voting
7/09 Official polling day
Investigation of the oﬄine events happening throughout the campaign (see table 6.5)
seems to indicate that unlike MGE13, the influence of the oﬄine events on the number
of posts and consequently the number of likes for the 43 FP used during the 35 days of
campaigning is quite minimal. The number of posts seems to have risen when the ban
on the broadcasting of any political advertisement on radio and television as specified in
Part 1 and Part 2 of Schedule 2 to the Broadcasting Services Act 1992 (1) started to take
effect, that is, three days before the official polling day (7/09/2013).
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6.3.3 AFE13 sticky posts and the posts’ sentiments
As stated in subsec 6.3.2, because the average number of posts as well as the average num-
ber of likes remain stable across the campaign period, the analysis on the stickiness of
the posts for AFE13 data covers all the posts published during the 35 days of campaigning.
Table 6.6: Relevant statistics for the AFE13 posts collected across the 35 days of campaigning, 4/08 -
7/09. The table contains the time frame, the total number of posts published during the campaign, the
total number of likes acquired by the posts, the total number of sticky posts including the percentages
and the total number of FP detected generating the sticky posts.
Time frame 4/08 until 7/09
Total number of posts 2,801
Total number of likes 376,519
Percentages of sticky posts 5.89 (165 out of 2,801)
Number of FP containing sticky posts 7
The occurrence of sticky posts in the AFE13 data appears marginal. There were 165
posts detected that are able to incite the maximum number of likes (1000). These sticky
posts are merely 5.89% of the total 2,801 posts published. Moreover, the sticky posts are
coming from the posting created by only 16.28% (7 FP) of the total 43 examined FP.
Table 6.7 presents the 7 FP with the total number of sticky posts as well the total posts
published on the FP across the campaign period.
Based on Table 6.7, it is interesting to note that no FP managed to generate more
than 100 sticky posts. However one of the 7 FP (Tony Abbott) shows that all of his 54
posts are 100% sticky.
Based on the sentiment analysis of the 165 sticky posts generated by the 7 FP, 61.21%
of the posts are pathos posts, while 38.79% are zero-sentiment posts containing audio-
visual or neutral content. The distribution of the sentiment peculiar to each FP is pre-
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Table 6.7: AFE13 FP containing sticky posts arranged in descending order according to the number of
sticky posts generated. Each row contains the candidate’s name, FP ID, the total number of sticky posts
with the percentages and the total number of posts published by the candidate.
Name FP ID Number of Sticky Posts (Percentages) Total number of Posts
Kevin Rudd krudd 89 (71) 126
Tony Abbott tabbott 54 (100) 54
Malcolm Turnbull mturnbull 12 (23) 52
Adam Bandt abandt 7 (0.4) 158
Alannah Mactiernan amactiernan 1 (0.3) 31
Ed Husic ehusic 1 (0.2) 59
Julie Bishop jbishop 1 (0.05) 189
Figure 6.6: Distribution of sentiments for the AFE13 sticky posts of the 7 FP across the campaign
period. The panels consist of the 7 FP identified as having sticky posts. For each panel, the y-axis shows
the sentiment score between -1 to 1, while the x-axis are the days of the campaign.
sented in Figure 6.6. For the case of Tony Abbott, the division of sentiments for all the
54 sticky posts are almost equal, with 46.30% of the posts being zero-sentiment posts,
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while 53.70% are pathos posts. Similar to the case of MGE13 data, the number of posts
exhibiting negative connotation are quite minimal, with only 7 out of 101 pathos posts
being negative posts.
6.3.4 AFE13 SLC
Similar to the process of generating the P IntS(posts) chart for AFE13 (as per subsec.
6.3.1), I repeat the steps showed in Chapter 5 to calculate and create the Stickiness Level
Chart (SLC) for AFE13. The process starts by calculating the probability that a post
published by the selected AFE13 candidate is a sticky post (see subsec. 5.6.1). Then as
described in subsec. 5.6.2, I assess the likelihood that the sticky post is a pathos post,
and include the result into the observed outcomes. Finally, using the cumulated values of
the new embedded observed outcomes, I illustrate the SLC for the selected FP over the
AFE13 campaign period as per Figure 6.7. The complete SLC scores for each of the 7
AFE13 candidates is presented in Figure A.4 in the appendix.
Table 6.8: Statistics for the AFE13 SLC. The table also include the statistics for MGE13 SLC score (as
per Table 5.11) for comparison.
Measurement AFE13 MGE13
range 16.6481 (16.6481,0) 5.3965 (5.3965,0)
median 0.2857 0.3605
mode 0 0
mean 2.6793 0.6983
count 245 336
std dev 4.3426 0.9245
Key differences between the SLC scores for the AFE13 and the MGE13 are clearly
shown in the values of the range, mean and standard deviation of the data (see Table
6.8). These differences are mainly because the percentage of pathos posts in the AFE13
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Figure 6.7: Stickiness Level Chart (SLC) for the 7 AFE13 FP across the AFE13 campaign period.
The y-axis shows the stickiness level, while the x-axis indicates the days of the campaign. The lines
are coloured specific to each of the 7 FP. The 7 FP are owned by Adam Bandt (abandt), Alannah
MacTiernan (amactiernan), Ed Husic (ehusic), Julie Bishop (jbishop), Kevin Rudd (krudd), Malcolm
Turnbull (mturnbull) and Tony Abbott (tabbott).
sticky posts are higher compared to the percentage of pathos post in the MGE13 sticky
posts. Out of the 7 FP, the sticky post generated by Julie Bishop is the only one that is
exclusively zero-sentiment. Even though Ed Husic and Alannah MacTiernan generated
one sticky post each, the post is a pathos post, thus increasing the stickiness score of both
FP.
Table 6.9 shows the stickiness scores accumulated at the end of the AFE13 campaign
period (7/09) for the 7 FP. Unmistakably Tony Abbott with all of the posts published on
his FP being exclusively sticky, is leading the group, followed strongly by Kevin Rudd,
Malcolm Turnbull, Adam Bandt, Ed Husic, Alannah MacTiernan and lastly, Julie Bishop.
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Table 6.9: The table listed the 7 FP according to the accumulated stickiness score at 7/09 in a descending
order. The table also includes the total number of sticky posts generated by each FP as a comparison.
Name Stickiness Score at 7/09 Total Num. of Sticky Posts
Tony Abbott 16.6481 54
Kevin Rudd 15.2659 89
Malcolm Turnbull 5.1889 12
Adam Bandt 1.0320 7
Ed Husic 0.5000 1
Alannah MacTiernan 0.3333 1
Julie Bishop 0 1
The major difference between the stickiness level of the AFE13 data with the MGE13
data is that the SLC generated for AFE13 suggests that a bulk of the sticky posts are
pathos posts.
6.4 Conclusion
This chapter exposed the similarities as well as the differences in the level of the passive
interactions that transpired on FP during an election campaign held in a developed coun-
try (AFE13) as opposed to a developing country (MGE13).
Both data confirmed the notion that putting up more posts is not the ticket for the
FP to become more likeable therefore popular. However, looking at the total daily posts
and the acquired likes for both data indicates a correlation between the number of posts
posted and the likes consequently gathered. Both data also show that overall the strength
of the passive interactions on the analysed FP in both campaign is, in fact, low and the
FP could be said to have underperformed. Even the percentages of sticky posts in both
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data (13.58% for MGE13 and 5.89% for AFE13) are marginal.
Unlike MGE13, the regression model for AFE13 predicts that a published post will
only be able to incite minimal responses (approximately 8 likes) from the users. While,
this may have to do with the lower population of online users in Australia as opposed to
Malaysia, the more reflective measure, the passive interaction score, also showed similar
weakness in the AFE13 campaign. Unlike the P IntS(posts) for MGE13 where about 40%
of the FP exhibit strong interactions, the P IntS(posts) for AFE13 showed that only 16%
of the 43 FP used during the campaign experienced positive progression of IntS scores
signaling strong interaction strength. Compared to the 21 FP in the MGE13 campaign,
only 7 out of the 43 FP managed to produce sticky posts. Contrasting the result from
the SLC for MGE13 which showed that almost all of the sticky posts are zero-sentiment
posts, the SLC for AFE13 implies that many of the sticky posts generated by the 7 FP
are pathos posts.
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Chapter 7
Active Interactions
7.1 Introduction
Interactions on FP include another form of interaction, that is the comments given by the
user as an active response to the candidates’ posting. In this section, I present the first
results from investigating this form of interaction. This is work in progress as there are
many aspects to such interactions besides the quantitative values of the active interactions
such as variability, frequency and timing of the comments.
Analysis of this type of interactions involves among others, the sentiment of the com-
ments, whether these comments echo the sentiments of the posts and whether the senti-
ment of the comments have influence on other comments. Possible questions that need
to be addressed are:
1. What difference is there between the number of likes and comments to a post? Is it
always that a post will attract more likes than comments? Is there a level of likes
before comments start?
2. What type of post evokes high number of comments from the users, and what are
the sentiments of these comments? Is a post able to generate a level of stickiness
for comments similar to likes (1000 or the maximum number of likes)? What is the
maximum limit for comments? Will a sticky post with respect to likes also be sticky
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with respect to comments?
3. Does a comment from one user have the ability to influence the other comments
that follow?
4. What is the best way to measure this ‘active interaction’?
As the first step in answering the above questions, this chapter starts by examining
the distribution of comments versus the distribution of likes for the selected 21 FP of the
MGE13 campaign (as per Table 5.4). In particular I look at comments acquire by the the
sticky posts (posts that managed to acquired the maximum number of likes) of two par-
ticular politicians, Najib Razak, the incumbent Prime Minister of Malaysia and Leader of
the Ruling Coalition (BN), and Anwar Ibrahim, the Leader of the Opposition Coalition
(PR). In the section that follows, I analyse in similar manner, for purposes of comparison,
the comments acquired by the sticky posts of two FP in the AFE13 campaign, Kevin
Rudd, the incumbent Prime Minister and leader of the Labor Party and Tony Abbott,
the Leader of the Liberal Party.
7.2 Overview on Comments
According to Bene (13), commenting allows users to express opinions about the content
or the author (candidates) of the post, and interact with other users. Moreover, Bene (13)
states that a comment can also be commented on and liked, and this in a way increases
the visibility of the post. This shows that different to likes, a comment can be thought as
an ‘active interaction’ with the ability to influence the impact of a post.
At this stage of the analysis, my aim is towards identify the posts that attract a lot of
comments. This analysis includes examining the sentiment of the posts together with the
sentiment of comments that the posts received. The scope of this analysis is limited to the
posts published and comments received by the selected FP from MGE13 and AFE13 data.
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7.2.1 Comments on selected MGE13 FP
To begin my investigation on what aspect of the posts that would attract comments, I
consider concentrating on the sticky posts. For being able to incite the maximum number
of likes, these posts might also have similar pull on comments. The analysis that has
been carried out in Chapter 5 shows that for MGE13, there are 21 FP identified to be
generating sticky posts. These FP are listed in Table 5.4.
Figure 7.1: Distribution of comments and likes for the MGE13 posts of the 21 FP over the specified
analysis window (between 20/04 and 5/05). The left panel shows the distribution of likes acquired by
the posts, while the right panel presents the distribution for the comments received. The numbers along
the y-axis are the total number of likes and comments gained by the posts of the 21 FP.
The distribution of comments acquired by the 3,427 posts published by the 21 FP
(see Table 5.4), across the MGE13 analysis period (16 days) is presented in Figure 7.1.
Comparison between the distributions of comments with the distributions of likes for the
3,427 posts shows that for the MGE13 data, users were more likely to click like than
comment. Even for the 731 posts proven to be sticky (based on the number of likes; see
Section 5.5 in Chapter 5 for further explanation on sticky posts), only a handful of posts
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managed to gather the maximum number of comments (1000) allowed to be exported out
by Facebook. With regards to the timing of posting, more users were commenting in the
final week of the MGE13 campaigning (01/05 until 06/05) than at any other time in the
campaigning period.
Figure 7.2: Distribution of sentiments of the sticky posts versus the number of comments received by
Najib Razak (najib) and Anwar Ibrahim ( anwar). The y-axis shows the sentiment of the sticky posts,
while x-axis indicates the number of comments received.
Looking at the two particular MGE13 candidates, Najib Razak and Anwar Ibrahim,
across the analysis period, with just 99 sticky posts, Najib Razak managed to entice
41,790 comments from the public while there were 32,665 comments for the 140 sticky
posts published by Anwar Ibrahim. The effect of the sentiment of the sticky posts on the
number of comments received by both FP is presented in Figure 7.2. The graph illustrates
that for both FP, pathos posts did have the ability to incite more comments. In fact for
Najib Razak, posts that exhibited positive emotion were the ones that managed to elicit
more comments from the public. On the other hand, for Anwar Ibrahim, the comments
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from the public were equally distributed over both positive and negative posts.
Figure 7.3: Distribution and histogram of sentiments for all comments received by the sticky posts in
the FP of Najib Razak (Najib) and Anwar Ibrahim (Anwar). For the distribution diagram, the y-axis
is the sentiment of the comments, while the x-axis is the comments. Meanwhile, for the histogram, the
y-axis highlights the total number of comments, and the x-axis indicates the sentiment. There are 41,790
comments in total for Najib Razak and 32,665 comments for Anwar Ibrahim.
Figure 7.3 demonstrates the distribution and the histogram of the sentiment of the
comments received by the sticky posts published by Najib Razak and Anwar Ibrahim.
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By and large, no distinct pattern can be seen in the diagram for either of the FP, except
that lots of the comments were either extremely positive (+1), extremely negative (-1) or
neutral (0) in nature. A comment identified by the function described in subsec. 5.4.1
as having zero sentiment score is because the words used in the comment do not con-
tain words listed in the sentiment keyword list. Additionally, detailed observation of the
comments reveals that some of these neutral comments are web address link, campaign
slogan, photo or ‘emoticon’ and questions directed to the candidate.
Table 7.1: Statistics for the comments received by pathos posts for Najib Razak and Anwar Ibrahim.
The rows contain the number of comments received, together with the percentage. The last line is the
sum of all the comments, respective to each candidate.
Sentiment of comments Najib Razak Anwar Ibrahim
Positive (percentage) 11075 (37) 5407 (32)
Negative (percentage) 4076 (13) 3183 (19)
Neutral (percentage) 15069 (50) 8167 (49)
Total 30220 (100) 16757 (100)
The statistics highlighted in Table 7.1 describe the sentiment of the comments received
by only the pathos posts of Najib Razak and Anwar Ibrahim. Even though the sentiment
of half of the comments received by pathos posts for both FP is neutral, the percentages
of positive comments received by both FP are interestingly high. Posts that are sticky
and also contained element of emotion posted on both FP received 37% and 32% positive
responses, respectively, out of the total comments.
7.2.2 Comments on selected AFE13 FP
Across the 33 days of campaigning, Tony Abbott published 54 sticky posts and managed
to gain 28,736 comments, while Kevin Rudd with 89 sticky posts gathered only 23,422
comments. Figure 7.4 shows that even though there are no posts with 1000 comments
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for both FP, a large portion of Tony Abbott’s sticky posts managed to grab at least 500
comments, particularly early in the campaign. For Kevin Rudd, only a few of his sticky
posts managed to get more than 600 comments. Nearly all the posts by him received
between 50 to 500 comments, mostly at the start and at the end of the AFE13 campaign.
Figure 7.4: Distribution of comments for the sticky posts of Tony Abbott (tabbott) and Kevin Rudd
(krudd). The y-axis shows the number of comments received by the sticky posts, and x-axis indicates the
date of posting, across the 35 days of AFE13 campaign.
It is possible that by publishing posts with positive connotation, Tony Abbott is able
to attract more comments as demonstrated by Figure 7.5. Interestingly, Figure 7.5 also
indicates that there is one post with negative connotation that not only became sticky
(gained 1000 likes) but also managed to gain more than 800 comments. The said post is,
Post ID: 216342268645 10151896150463646
About to run the City to Surf with my friend Nathan - and 85,000 other runners. Nathan
is a blind runner and I will be his guide. Bondi Beach here we come!
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Although the post is actually a notification of campaign activity, the sentiment score
is -1. This is because ‘blind’ (red coloured word) is considered a word with negative con-
notation.
Clearly the post is a positive one, as Tony Abbot is saying that he is going to help
a blind person. Thus this shows that the sentiment scoring does not always get it right.
As I have highlighted in subsec. 5.3.1 in Chapter 5, a sentiment analysis that refers to
a set of keywords such as the one I used in this research will face challenges in properly
identifying the sentiment of posts that indirectly shows the positive side of the candidate.
Even for Kevin Rudd, Figure 7.5 shows that the positive posts are the one generating
more comments from the public.
Similar to Figure 7.3 for Najib Razak and Anwar Ibrahim, there is no clear and distinct
pattern to be described from scatterplot and the histogram available in Figure 7.6. Both
FP, Tony Abbott and Kevin Rudd received a lots of comments that were extremely pos-
itive, extremely negative or neutral. Akin to the comments received by Najib Razak and
Anwar Ibrahim, neutral or zero-sentiment comments are mostly questions, ‘emoticons’ or
web address links. Nonetheless, the histogram indicates that for both Tony Abbott and
Kevin Rudd, there are more positive comments than negative.
Narrowing the scope to only pathos posts, Table 7.2 reveals that more than half of the
comments received by both FP are actually for the pathos posts. Moreover, the percent-
ages of the comments being positive are higher than both the negative and zero-sentiment
responses, with 46% for Tony Abbott, and 39% for Kevin Rudd.
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Figure 7.5: Sentiment of the sticky posts versus the number of comments received, for Tony Abbott
(tabbott) and Kevin Rudd (krudd). The y-axis shows the sentiment of the sticky posts, while x-axis
indicates the number of comments received.
Table 7.2: Statistics for the comments received by pathos posts for Tony Abbott and Kevin Rudd. The
rows contained the number of comments together with the percentage. The last line is the sum of all the
comments, respective to each candidate.
Sentiment of comments Tony Abbott Kevin Rudd
Positive (percentage) 7776 (46) 6121 (39)
Negative (percentage) 3164 (19) 4157 (27)
Neutral (percentage) 5905 (35) 5362 (34)
Total 16845 (100) 15640 (100)
7.3 Conclusion
Recalling the propositions given by Bene (13), and Stigliez and Dang-Xuan (113) cited
in chapter 5 stating that negative posts are the one who incites higher comments, find-
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Figure 7.6: Distribution and histogram of sentiments for the comments received by Tony Abbott
(tabbott) and Kevin Rudd (krudd). For the distribution diagram, the y-axis is the sentiment of the
comments, while the x-axis are the numbers of comments. Meanwhile, for the histogram, the y-axis
highlights the total number of comments, and the x-axis indicates the sentiment. There are 28,736
comments for Tony Abbott and 23,422 comments for Kevin Rudd.
ings from examining both of the samples (Najib Razak and Anwar Ibrahim, with Tony
Abbott and Kevin Rudd) do not obey that conclusion. Moreover, the samples also show
that publishing positive posts results in the responses from the users being more likely
to be positive. The number of comments received by the sticky posts sampled from Na-
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jib Razak and Anwar Ibrahim during the MGE13 campaign, reveals that pathos posts
are the ones that enticed larger number of comments from the public, with half of the
received comments containing significant element of positiveness. For Tony Abbott and
Kevin Rudd, this circumstance was even more noticeable.
Even though the presented findings are not a complete analysis of the comments re-
ceived by the FP of the MGE13 and AFE13 data, they do provide the necessary direction
for future research. The findings point out that the analysis for the comments needs
to consider not just the sticky posts, but all the posts published by the MGE13 and the
AFE13 FP across each respective campaign period. Moreover, as the interactions between
posts and comments involve the users actively imparting their views towards the candi-
date’s posts, P IntS and SLC might not be the appropriate methods to measure influence.
In conclusion, the preliminary findings lead me to the following conjectures:
1. Besides attracting a large number of likes, a positive post would also provoke a large
number of active responses from the public.
2. Even though the the number of comments is not as high as the number of likes
gained by the post, the importance is not in the quantity but on the sentiment of
the comments.
3. The number and the sentiment of comments are in direct correlation with events
happening oﬄine.
4. Unlike passive interaction, a comment, being an active response, is able to influence
the attractiveness of the post.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION
This research aspired to determine quantitatively the effectiveness of using FP as a plat-
form through observing and examining the interaction that occurs between the candidate
and the user. Reviewing the literature on the use of social media in election campaign
established that there are several gaps that need to be addressed. In reaction to the lack
of studies concentrating on the use of Facebook in an election campaign held in developing
countries such as Malaysia, this research analysed the data that have been directly cap-
tured from the Facebook Pages used by the 2013 Malaysian General Election (MGE13)
candidates during their campaigning.
Examination of the MGE13 data showed that one of the interactions that existed on
FP is the user passively responding to a candidate’s post by liking it. The overview of
the MGE13 data presented in Chapter 3 indicated that on the surface, the bare count
of posts used to represent candidates that are active, and the bare count of likes used to
represent candidates that are popular, in a way can predict the outcome of the elections.
Moreover, further observation on the data revealed that by being active on FP does not
guarantee that his/her FP will be popular. These findings pushed the research to seek a
better way to measure first the performance of the FP, and then the attractiveness of the
posts.
Chapter 4 described the (Passive) Interaction Strength Plot or P IntS method and
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used it to assess the performance of the MGE13 FP. By using a cumulative control chart
that included the variability of posting and likes into the calculation, the P IntS method
illustrated the performance of the MGE13 FP across the campaign period. The method
revealed that 60% of the FP used in the MGE13 campaign under-performed.
For analysing the attractiveness of posts, Chapter 5 focussed on the posts that man-
aged to grab the maximum number of likes, and investigated the timing, the frequency
and the sentiments of these sticky posts. The results of the analysis revealed that there
is a correlation between the numbers of posts and oﬄine events. In addition the senti-
ment of the sticky posts published during the MGE13 campaign were found to be mainly
posts with either positive or negative connotation (pathos posts). In order to measure
the stickiness of the FP, and the effect of pathos posts on the attractiveness of the FP,
Chapter 5 proposed a new method called Stickiness Level Chart (SLC). For MGE13, the
results from the SLC showed that almost all of the active FP were publishing posts that
were either audio-visual or posts with zero-sentiments.
Besides the MGE13 data, this research also collected FP data from the 2013 Australian
Federal Election. Chapter 6 underlined the comparisons that were carried out between
both datasets. These comparisons included measuring the passive interactions of AFE13
using the P IntS method, investigating the correlation between the interactions and of-
fline events, and assessing the sentiment and the SLC of the AFE13 posts. The findings
concluded that in general, the passive interactions in both datasets are weak, making the
FP under-perform, particularly for FP in the AFE13 campaign. Nevertheless, the results
from the SLC indicated that while the sticky posts generated in the MGE13 are almost all
zero-sentiment posts, many of the sticky posts generated by the FP in AFE13 are pathos
posts.
Motivated by the findings from Chapter 4, 5 and 6, I started to examine comments,
another type of FP interaction. The work that I have done involved investigating the
number and the sentiment of the comments received by the sticky posts of Najib Razak
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and Anwar Ibrahim from the MGE13 data, and Tony Abbot and Kevin Rudd from the
AFE13 data. The findings showed that the number of comments gained was higher for
positive posts, and the sentiments of the comments were mostly quite positive. Chapter 7
also indicated that there are many aspects of comments that I need to consider to pursue
this analysis further.
In conclusion, I showed that merely using the bare count of posts and likes will only
indicate who is active and who is popular. By combining the variability of posts with
the likelihood of likes P IntS demonstrated that the FP that are active and popular actu-
ally under-performed. In addition, the SLC that I used to measure the attractiveness of
the FP revealed that many of the posts published during the election campaign are less
sticky. These new Interaction Strength Plot and Stickiness Level Chart measurements
are suitable not only for academic work, but it could help parties and candidates improve
their presence on social media. Moreover, it would be an interesting exercise to use the
proposed measurements (P IntS and SLC) to examine and understand the outcome of
current elections such as the 2016 Brexit and Trump’s win in the USA.
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Appendix A
Table A.1: Negative Malay Words. The score for a negative word is -1.
anak-haram kerosakan perhambaan pukulan bersembunyi membosankan alasan
jalang ganti-rugi menghisap buta bergerak mencuci-otak mendedahkan
zakar mati ketakutan blok mengenakan rasuah pendedahan
cucuk memperdaya keganasan disekat terkena malapetaka jatuh
perempuan murahan kecacatan mengganas bom menghalang dikenakan sandiwara
anak-jalang putus-asa diganasi patah ironis azab terpaksa
babi berputus-asa tandas membatalkan ironi mengazab lupa
celaka terdesak khianat dibatalkan tidak-rasional mengecam terlupa
pukimak gundah-gulana hodoh kanser tak-boleh-balik siksanya terburu-buru
lancau memusnahkan mangsa cabaran terpencil menipu pengebumian
bangsat dimusnahkan mengorbankan penyejukan gelisah ditipu hantu
kimak kemusnahan keji dahan kebocoran konspirasi kesuraman
pantat merosakkan ganas berlanggar bocor jenayah kelabu
bontot meninggal-dunia pedas bertembung had penjenayah digodam
tipu jijik amaran memerangi menjulang krisis ubah
bencana meluat kapur berjangkit mengintai kejam menembak
dem menjijikkan pengeluaran berdepan dibuat-buat kekejaman mendiamkan
terkutuk kesangsian seburuk-buruk pencabar wajib sisa berhenti
tak guna curiga bimbang bertanding dimanipulasi bingung perhentian
x-guna bisu membimbangkan mayat memanipulasi biasa-biasa-saja melanda
penipu bodoh lebih-teruk kejang manipulasi sengsara suspek
penipuan bodo memburukkan menghancurkan salah-membaca mengelirukan disyaki
neraka jahat bertambah-buruk hancur bermuram kacang mengesyaki
bebal palsu semakin-teruk sumpahan mitos panik menggantung
bengang berpura-pura menjadi-lebih-teruk potong bising serangan panik digantung
kencing memalsukan paling-teruk luka kebas sumpah ketegangan
busuk kematian terbengkalai memotong talian bohong perangkap
tahi menyampah diculik kegelapan terlepas-pandang perkauman percaya
taik feloni penculikan pekak perembukan rasis rendah
seksa kemelut kemalangan menangguhkan pasif tidak-masuk-akal segera
diseksa kegilaan tidak-sengaja ingkar membayar skandal keputusan
penderaan menakutkan tidak sengaja kelewatan termenung mementingkan-diri-sendiri riuh
mendera tamak tuduhan ditangguhkan terkumpul mementingkan-diri nantikan
benci bersalah menuduh permintaan dikasihani buruk-sekali kapak
membenci membencinya tertuduh menuntut tangguh berdosa pertempuran
hina dibenci sakit demonstrasi mengundurkan janda dipakai
penyalahgunaan menyayat-hati beri-amaran berkembar kemiskinan habis tidak
disalahgunakan kecewa peringatan sukar mencegah tidak-hadir x
kesat dahsyat takut dilema mendakwa mengakui pengecualian
menderita ngeri pencerobohan melumpuhkan pendakwaan terjejas meletak-jawatan
menyeksakan dihina agresif pembuangan mencetuskan ditimpa letak-jawatan
kemarahan penghinaan penggera buangan menimbulkan malangnya dikekalkan
marah histeria cemas diskaun memprovokasi maaf berundur
kesedihan menyalahi-undang-undang pengasingan menyamar mendesak serangan pelantar
sedih dungu alahan penyamaran mempersoalkan menyerang tolol
bersikap-tidak-peduli jengkel sahaja menyembunyikan soal mengelakkan tergoda
sikap-tidak-peduli menjengkelkan permusuhan ragu hujan dielakkan dengki
ditangkap membunuh menyakitkan-hati perselisihan ditolak hindar sampah
pembunuhan pembohong kegusaran meleret tidak-henti-henti elak lari
mengerikan bosan bermusuhan diseret menangkis menanti pengusiran
buruk kebencian kebimbangan penarik memalukan hilang pengkhianatan
teruk longgar menangkap kekosongan malu orang-gila dikhianati
muflis kalah tangkapan kosong janggal gila berdarah
mengkhianati kehilangan sombong
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Table A.2: Positive Malay Words. The score for a positive word is 1.
kebolehan dikehendaki mudah-mudahan bertanggungjawab perjanjian menghantui ingin inspirasi ramah tamah
keupayaan berhasrat harapan responsif hidup imun yeah meriah berdedikasi
membebaskan telah dipilih pelukan menghidupkan membolehkan meningkat kerinduan pujian pertahanan
dibebaskan bersungguh-sungguh abadi ganjaran jangkaan inovasi ya dicintai pembela
tepuk meringankan bertambah baik kaya kuasa sengit mengagumi suka wajar
dicapai berkesan peningkatan teguh bersandarkan kepentingan dikagumi kesetiaan jujur
kesempatan elegan tergila-gila percintaan belakang komplot kagum nasib kehormatan
kelebihan empati keberahian puas-hati rangsangan menjemput comel bertuah penghormatan
pengembaraan digalakkan berpengaruh disimpan dirangsang mengundang memuja pingat menghormati
ditenangkan galakan inovatif peroleh meningkatkan permata dipuja menyenangkan luar-biasa
memujuk bertenaga diilhamkan ikhlas terang menyertai kasih sayang sempurna menyelamat
sambut menikmati utuh keikhlasan kecerahan berminat penyayang keseronokan diselamatkan
tepukan kerana integriti licin mampu ketawa menghiburkan memuji menyelamatkan
menghargai menyedarkan bijak senyuman tertentu melancarkan gelihati makmur mencukupi
dihargai pencerahan rumit tersenyum jelas undang-undang hiburan cinta maju
penghargaan menerangi kebal pepejal dibersihkan berlembut mengherankan ketat bersetuju
kelulusan diamanahkan jenaka perpaduan komedi ringan terkejut sudu setuju
diluluskan dihormati baik hati dan gembira canggih melakukan perkara mengagumkan seksi ucapan
meluluskan etika keadilan stabil komited perkara-perkara mengejutkan melegakan menyapa
aset geram jenis gempal dipaksa meditasi berani tenang jaminan
hairan eksklusif ciuman kekuatan meyakinkan motivasi dianugerahkan menenangkan amin
tarikan melepaskan tanda mengukuhkan yakin sila anugerah berkilau wawasan
gemar dilepaskan seperti diperkukuhkan menyakinkan berdoa keindahan berkilauan mahu
sokongan adil matang pengukuhan sejuk disediakan mencantikkan berjaga-jaga panas
tawaran memihak bermakna menguatkan tegas cantik tercinta berwawasan stuju
manfaat disukai teratur lembut keinginan janji terbaik daya-hidup pengasih
memberkati kegemaran bermotivasi cahaya berlian berjanji berkat kekayaan besar
pantas digemari bagus unggul impian menggalakkan kebahagiaan menyembah aneh
memberangsangkan nikmat mulia disokong mudah prospek bahagia sedap ketetapan
penjagaan sungguh-sungguh taksub sokong memeluk melindungi terpesona wooo perhatian
berhati-hati perayaan optimis bersama bersih dilindungi meraikan woow kehendak
peluang denda jangkauan terselamat terlibat mencapai terkenal wow amen
bersorak perdana pengampunan gula asyik sampai menawan wowow berharap
ceria tumpuan diampunkan bersimpati memastikan mengembalikan bergaya wowww kemenangan
sorakan kesukaan mengampuni simpati usaha dipulihkan mahal bersemangat pemenang
Penjelasan kebebasan ghairah bertimbang-rasa berhak selamat kegembiraan menyeronokkan memenangi
kejelasan mesra keamanan toleran mengembangkan keselamatan hidangan lucu indah
pandai lincah aman bahagian mengembang penting setia rahmat gembira
keselesaan memenuhi disempurnakan puncak penerokaan saham memukau syurga menakjubkan
selesa dipenuhi menyempurnakan harta melanjutkan kongsi keghairahan karya hura
kemudahan sia-sia positif khazanah memanjangkan pintar kecemerlangan ajaib cemerlang
komitmen keuntungan kuat dipercayai iman penyelesaian baik keajaiban hebat
belas kasihan mendapat istimewa kegunaan kemasyhuran menyelesaikan membangkitkan bergembira teruja
kompeten murah-hati proaktif kehangatan perasaan diselesaikan menarik kejayaan bersyukur
berdaya saing hadiah kemajuan dialu-alukan sesuai bunga mengghairahkan berjaya tulus
menyeluruh gemilang menonjol mengalu-alukan kecergasan semangat bermegah-megah baik-hati kepercayaan
mendamaikan kemuliaan berbangga kesanggupan memaafkan merangsang kipas glamer bersatu
didamaikan suapan pengangkatan bernilai pengampun lurus mempesona glamor mengesahkan
keyakinan pertumbuhan diangkat layak percuma ketara mempesonakan geli disahkan
tahniah hujan batu ria muda segar penyokong gagah riang hak
kebenaran tahan lasak mengesyorkan benar tuhan menyokong keberanian kebaikan penglihatan
sopan sihat disyorkan Allahuakbar memberikan geran diterima bergantung wira
budi bahasa membantu ditebus diserap diberikan salam capai lega kemuncak
kenyamanan berguna santai menerima pemberian disambut aktif sabar kelakar
kreatif pemberani sayang
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